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The market’s swimming with overpriced dive watches. 
We’re here to tell you those guys are all wet. At Stauer our 

philosophy is everyone deserves the best without having to 
dig deep into their pockets. We’ve been in the watch industry for
decades and know more than a thing or two about getting the
ultimate bang for our buck— which means we can pass the fruits
of our know-how onto our clients.

Case in point: The Excursion Dive Watch. This tough-as-nails
sophisticate would cost you in the thousands if you got it from a
high-end retailer that’s really in the business of selling a big name
more than a quality watch. We  keep the big names out of the
equation so we can price this top-notch timepiece for just $79 ––
a price that let’s you dive in and have enough left over for an

excursion or two...or three. 

You’re getting a lot for your money
with this watch. The Excursion is the
perfect companion in any locale––
whether you’re exploring coral reefs or
investigating the rum options at a beach-
side bar. With a case, band and crown of
stainless steel, this watch is built to last,
and its water resistance rating of 20 ATM
means it can handle most of your aquatic
adventures to a depth of 678 feet. The
striking  metallic blue face reflects the

deep waters it was designed to explore and it’s sporty screw-down
crown can take the pressure in stride. 

Equipped with precision crystal movement you can count on 
impeccable performance even when you’re 20 atmospheres below
the surface. 

Limited Edition. Sure you could give your hard-earned money
to those other guys, but why would you? We’ve got the thinking
man’s timepiece right here. This watch takes six months to 
engineer and it’s already making waves, so we can’t guarantee
it will be around for long. Call today, and experience how
good it feels to get true luxury for less.

Your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. If you are not
completely convinced you got excellence for less, simply return
the Excursion Dive Watch within 30 days for a refund of the
item price. At Stauer, we never leave our customers high and dry.

14101 Southcross Drive W.,
Dept. EDW257-02
Burnsville, Minnesota 55337
www.stauer.com

Stauer Excursion Dive Watch $399†

Your Cost With Offer Code $79 + S&P Save $320

1-800-333-2045
Offer Code: EDW257-02
You must use this offer code to get our special price.

Stauer…Afford the Extraordinary.™

Stauer®

Dive inWithoutTaking a Plunge

† Special price only for customers using the offer code versus the price on

Stauer.com without your offer code.

Only $79!
when you use your Offer Code

Plus FREE Stauer Flyboy 

Optics® Sunglasses!

Rating of A+

Limited to the First 1500 Respondents to This Ad Only


“I just got the new 

Excursion Dive Watch...

I love it. I have several 

Stauer watches and once 

again you don't disappoint.” 

— F. from Jersey City, NJ

Own one of the best dive watches out there at a refreshingly-affordable price.

“Today dive watches are the most popular type of sport
watch...because of their style, promise of durability, and
utilitarian value.” —A BLOG TO WATCH

Precision movement  •  316L stainless steel case and bracelet  •  Rotating bezel  •  Water resistant to 20 ATM 

•  Screw-down crown design  •  Bracelet fits wrist up to  8 ½"

EXCLUSIVE

FREE
Stauer Flyboy 

Optics® Sunglasses

-a $99 value-
with purchase of 
Excursion Watch
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“My wife would pay a million bucks for this!” proclaimed 

senior features editor Jonny Lieberman. “All she wants 

to know is whether Veal Chop is breathing,” referencing 

his newborn son and Cabin Watch, the latest bit of 

techno wizardry in the redesigned 2018 Honda Odyssey.

Cabin Watch is a camera system positioned above the second-

row seats to send a wide-angle, top-down view of the rear passen-

gers to the infotainment screen in the center console. The camera 

works day or night (via infrared), and the image it sends is pinch-

zoomable, à la an iPad. The camera comically distorts taller passen-

gers in the second row, but the angle allows for viewing of child 

seats, including the rear-facing ones for infants. Cool, yes? Jonny 

and I think so, but international bureau chief Angus MacKenzie? 

Not so much: “Mate, we managed to get through childhood without 

this kinda thing; I’d prefer the driver’s eyes on the road.”

That’s a fair point. I’ll admit to a fondness for the Odyssey; my 

family still has a 1995 model with more than 270,000 on the odom-

eter. It resides in park-by-touch San Francisco, where it has only 

been broken into twice. And stolen once. 

Although I’m sentimental about certain Honda vehicles, the 

company certainly isn’t. And this is a good thing. If you want to 

evaluate the strength of any company, look at the way it handles 

new products. That it has the resources and foresight to innovate 

and seek white space in crowded markets is a fundamental indi-

cator of success—even if the products aren’t what the market wants. 

I was on the launch of the second-gen Insight, Honda’s proposed 

Prius beater. I spent a lot of time with the 2010 Honda Crosstour 

we had in our long-term fleet, and I looked forward to the arrival of 

the CR-Z hybrid sports coupe. That all three of those vehicles are 

no longer with us might appear as failure to some, but I see it as a 

sign of strength. Real progress is not just about taking risks. It’s also 

about admitting mistakes, learning from them, and quickly moving 

on. This isn’t new, but the speed of the tech-driven world we live in 

only highlights the mantra: launch, innovate, iterate, or abandon. 

A couple of Honda’s latest launches provide some real cause for 

excitement. I recently spent time in the wraparound racing seat 

embrace of the Civic Type R, and cheese-n-biscuits, what a perfor-

mance car! Don’t let all the wings, fins, NACA ducts, and vents fool 

you. Even I sneered when I first saw it, and my too-fast, too-furious 

years before Motor Trend were spent chasing many a Type R, real 

and imagined. But this one is the real deal. I won’t go into detail, but 

expect see it in the next issue and at Best Driver’s Car 2018.

IF YOU BUILD IT

REAL DEAL The U.S. is finally getting a Civic Type R. It was worth the wait.

The Urban EV concept from the 2017 International Motor 

Show in Frankfurt (page 18) is another visually arresting 

Honda that I’d love to see make it not just to production but 

also here to our shores to rival the Tesla Model 3. Traditional 

car manufacturers such as Chevrolet and Nissan have chal-

lenged Tesla in performance, technology, and value, but 

we’ve yet to see a rival with gotta-have-it style. Honda’s cute 

electric runabout could be it, and we already have a name for 

it, thanks to the influential Mr. Lieberman: “All Honda has to 

do is A) build it B) call it ‘EVCC,’ and C) start printing cash.” 

It appears Honda’s credo is, “If you build it, they will come. 

And if they don’t—well, take notes and move forward.” n

What’s On Demand This Month?

MotorTrendOnDemand.com 

SCHEDULE KEY RACING ORIGINAL PROGRAMS

The program information provided is subject to change.
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DECADES OF CHANGE  
The kidney grilles have 
undergone a lot of change 
over the years, but this 
massive interpretation is 
the most controversial.

BMW Concept X7 iPerformance Concept

Best of Frankfurt

INTAKE P16 
THIS MONTH’S HOT METAL

THEY SAY P30 INTERVIEW  
ROGER PENSKE FOUNDER, PENSKE CORP

WE SAY P25
WORDS FROM OUR EDITORS
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YOUR SAY P32    
READERS TALK BACK

REMEMBER WHEN? It used to be 
you didn’t have to modify a Land 
Rover for it to go anywhere.

BMW is finally ready to get into the big SUV  

game with a proper three-row, previewed by the 

Concept X7 iPerformance. Built on the 7 Series 

platform, the concept features an unspecified 

plug-in hybrid drivetrain, which will likely see production 

alongside BMW’s slate of turbocharged six- and eight-

cylinder engines. Inside, the concept impresses with an 

enormous sunroof and screens for all seven seats. What’s 

more, passengers can “throw” content from screen to screen 

with gesture controls. We’ll know more shortly when the 

production version makes its debut. It’s scheduled to go on 

sale sometime next year as a 2019 model.

Porsche Cayenne
The third-gen Cayenne doesn’t look a lot different, but it is. Half 

aluminum now, it’s almost 150 pounds lighter despite being 3 

inches longer. The base engine is now a 3.0-liter turbo V-6 with 340 

hp and 332 lb-ft, and it hits 60 mph in as little as 5.6 seconds. The 

Cayenne S gets a 2.9-liter twin-turbo V-6 good for 440 hp and 406 

lb-ft and a 0–60 sprint as quick as 4.6 seconds. The big dog remains 

the Cayenne Turbo, which has a new 4.0-liter twin-turbo V-8 

making 550 hp and 567 lb-ft and is able to hit 60 mph in as little as 

3.7 seconds. Each uses an eight-speed automatic transmission. 

The Portofino is the same basic idea as the California it replaces but 

sharper. The Portofino sports a 591-hp 3.9-liter twin-turbo V-8 with 

561 lb-ft, next-gen magnetorheological dampers, stiffer springs, 

quicker steering, a more luxurious interior, a better infotainment 

system, and a louder exhaust. It’s also 162 pounds lighter than the 

California T. That helps it hit 60 mph in 3.5 seconds, a full second 

quicker. The Portofino goes on sale next summer at $211,000.

Mini JCW GP 
Concept
You can get the John Cooper 

Works (JCW) performance 

package on almost every 

Mini model already, but it’s 

just not enough for Mini. 

Each generation, they’ve 

done a special JCW GP 

edition, and this one’s no different. Based on the Hardtop 2 Door, 

the GP is a track toy with a wild aerodynamics package, 19-inch 

wheels, a stripped interior, a rollcage, race seats, and harnesses. 

No power figures were provided, but past GPs have gained only 

small amounts of power. This GP isn’t confirmed for production 

yet, but we think it will be.

Land Rover Discovery SVX
The first serious off-roader from Jaguar Land Rover’s Special Vehicle 
Operations, the Discovery SVX is upfitted with a lifted suspension featuring 
long-travel shocks and new wheel knuckles, Goodyear Wrangler all-terrain 
tires, skidplates, tow hooks, a rear winch, and a 518-hp supercharged V-8 
with 461 lb-ft. Low-volume, hand-built production starts next year.

Ferrari Portofino
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EVs of Frankfurt

Volkswagen I.D. Crozz II
Back in April, VW pulled the cover 

off its I.D. Crozz Concept, and the 

company has updated it with more 

realistic styling, suggesting we’ll see 

a road-going version in the next few 

years. For now, it has a motor at each 

axle, good for 302 hp combined, 

and a central battery big enough 

to go 310 miles per charge (on the 

wildly optimistic European cycle) under the floor. With electronically adjustable 

dampers and a low center of gravity, it’ll handle like a Golf GTI, VW says.

Mercedes-Benz EQA Concept
About the size of a VW Golf, the EQA Concept 

features two electric motors, one front and one 

rear, good for 200 kW combined, or about 268 

hp and 368 lb-ft. A battery of approximately 

60 kW-hrs lends a 250-mile estimated driving 

range based on the EU NEDC cycle, and fast 

charging capability can add 62 miles of range 

in 10 minutes. It can also charge wirelessly and will come with a service Mercedes 

calls “seamless charging,” which will allow it to charge on any public network 

with one account. The EQA’s showpiece, though, is its video display grille, which 

changes its design depending on driving mode.

BMW i Vision Dynamics Concept
BMW’s Vision Next 100 Concept was a wild 

preview of where the brand is headed, and the 

new i Vision Dynamics Concept is a big step 

closer to a real car. It will be one of 12 pure EVs 

from BMW coming by 2025. For now, BMW 

promises 373 miles of range (based on internal 

testing), the ability to hit 62 mph in just 4.0 seconds, and a top speed over 120 

mph. BMW has also said its i division will feature autonomous driving technology. 

Mini Electric Concept
Mini is ready to join the EV party come 2019 with 

something like this preview. Details are light, but 

we know it will be based on the two-door hatch-

back model, and unlike the Mini E, it’ll have four 

seats. It will share technology with the BMW i3, 

but we expect the Mini EV to have significantly 

better range and performance than the i3’s 114-mile EPA rating and 6.4-second 

0–60 sprint. The Mini E went 100 EPA miles and hit 60 mph in 8.5 seconds.

Honda Urban EV Concept
Honda’s retro-inspired Urban EV concept is 

actually going into production in 2019, but 

right now, it’s only confirmed for Europe. 

How many of its unique features, such as the 

massive screen that nearly spans the width 

of the dashboard or the screens embedded 

into the grille and tailgate to display messages and charge status, will make it to 

production is anyone’s guess, as are U.S. sales plans. Built on an all-new EV plat-

form, it’s about 4 inches shorter than a Honda Fit.

Audi Aicon Concept
Designed for the fully autonomous future, the 

Aicon concept has no steering wheel or pedals. 
Power comes from a concept solid-state battery 

good for 497 miles of NEDC range, with the ability to charge to 
80 percent in 30 minutes. Inside, it’s a first-class lounge.

NEWS / OPINION / GOSSIP / STUFF
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Whatever. 

Wherever. Whenever.
RAV4 comes standard with readiness for everything, from a weekend-long camping trip to a winter-long cross-country 

ski trip, and almost anything that Mother Nature can throw at it in between. Its available All-Wheel Drive will lead you 

confidently from adventure to adventure — whatever, wherever and whenever.



Let’s do a little 

automotive detec-

tive work. Imagine 

overlaying the 

current Leaf’s profile on 

the new one. The front and 

rear wheels exactly align—a 

giveaway that the platform 

is fundamentally carryover 

bones not only in wheelbase 

but also in front track (its 

rear one is 0.8 inch wider), 

essential suspension compo-

nents, and the positioning of 

all the basic building blocks 

needed to assemble a modern 

EV. Consequently, its interior 

specs are a close match, too; 

externally, it’s 1.4 inches 

longer, 0.8 inch wider, and 0.4 

inch taller.

But don’t dis the new Leaf 

as just some sort of over-

blown reskin. The motor is 

all-new, spinning out 147 

hp instead of 107 and 236 

lb-ft of torque, up from 187 

lb-ft. Cue the drumroll. The 

new Leaf’s battery pack 

comes in at 40 kW-hrs for 

150 miles of range (S and SV 

trims). Eyes narrowed. Chins 

rubbed. True, that doubles 

the original Leaf’s 73-mile 

capability (from 24 kW-hrs) 

and is a 40 percent jump from 

its current 107 miles (from 30 

kW-hrs), but it falls short of 

the Bolt EV’s 238 miles or the 

Model 3’s 225. Maybe antici-

pating criticism, the Leaf 

will offer a 60-kW-hr pack 

next year (SL trim), likely 

extending its leash to about 

225 miles. If carrying over the 

first-gen platform has painted 

Nissan into a corner, it’s 

these subsequently locked-

in battery dimensions that 

require expensive chemistry 

to keep it apace with the Bolt 

and base Model 3. Another 

questionable call: clinging to 

the CHAdeMO standard for 

fast charging. CHAdeMO is 

a dead plug walking in the U.S.
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DEC 1987
PRICE: $2.50

Well this was a 
diverse issue.  
We not only 
tested some 
of fastest cars 
on Earth—the 
legendary
Ferrari GTO 
and somewhat 
less legendary 
Aston Martin 
Zagato—but we 
also tested the 
Oscar Mayer 
Wienermobile.

DEC 1967
PRICE: $0.50

We closed out 1967 by testing the 
hottest new 1968 muscle cars, 
including the now-legendary 
Pontiac GTO and Plymouth Road 
Runner. We also covered one of 
the U.S. Army’s first vehicles, a 1916 
Dodge “War Wagon.” Essentially 
a Model 30-35 painted olive drab, 
General John Pershing used the 
Dodges in the 1916 Pancho Villa 
expedition. George Patton, a young 
lieutenant under Pershing’s charge, 
used them in the first U.S. Army 
mechanized charge in history when 
he loaded 15 men into three of the 
Dodges and charged across the 
desert at 40 mph.

DEC 2007
PRICE: $4.99

Say hello 
to Godzilla. 
December 2007 
would be the 
first time we 
ever got our 
hands on the 
R35 Nissan 
GT-R. In our 
First Test we 
hit 60 mph in 
3.5 seconds 
and ran an 11.7-
second quarter 
mile. Wonder 
what we’d have 
thought of 
today’s NISMO. 

FIRST LOOK

Nissan has emphasized 

twin messages: The Leaf 

is about making driving 

less stressful, and it’s about 

making driving fun. ProPilot 

Assist is a sort of a Tesla 

Autopilot light (at a fraction 

of the price). ProPilot Assist 

provides lane-centered, 

single-lane, feet-off-the-

pedals driving. The Leaf’s 

other driving simplification 

is its one-pedal EV-driving 

feature—what Nissan calls 

e-Pedal. Other EVs offer a 

similar heavy-regen effect 

when you release the accel-

erator, but e-Pedal leapfrogs 

them all with a decelera-

tion rate of 0.2 g’s (covering 

90 percent of real-driver 

stopping, Nissan says) and 

comes to a complete stop. 

The notable destresser, 

though, is the car’s $30,875 

base price—a $690 drop. 

Standard with that is an 

upgrade in interior mate-

rials. When you option a nav 

system, Apple CarPlay and 

Android Auto are included. 

But what about that 

driving fun factor? Without 

a doubt, its extra power 

and torque renders the 

new Leaf quicker and more 

responsive. Interior noise 

is phenomenally hush—a 

nice complement to its 

supple yet controlled ride 

quality, though our tester 

was Japanese-spec, not 

American. Kim Reynolds
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The mission: 

Make a compact 

luxury sedan 

lighter, more agile, 

and feel more compact than 

the BMW 3 Series.

For an automaker with 

limited experience in creating 

sporty vehicles and crafting 

luxury experiences, this 

is a tall order. But with its 

G70 sedan arriving in U.S. 

showrooms in early 2018, 

Hyundai’s luxury division 

wanted to create a sedan 

that had a sense of “athletic 

elegance.” It’s clear Genesis 

benchmarked the BMW 3 

Series for performance and 

the Mercedes C-Class and 

Audi A4 for the G70’s interior. 

The G70 carries about 

an inch more wheelbase 

and 1.6 inches more overall 

length than a BMW 3 Series. 

Actually, the G70 wheelbase 

and length line up almost 

identically to the Mercedes-

Benz C-Class. In the back 

The next-gen Chrysler 300?
Not gonna happen, according 
to well-placed FCA sources. 
It’s been designed, and 
insiders say it’s a stunner. But 
with the market for sedans 
evaporating and development 
cash for Chrysler-branded 
products a commodity that’s 
in increasingly short supply 
as Sergio Marchionne doubles 
down on Alfa Romeo and 
Maserati, the program has 
been canceled. Which raises a 
bigger question: What next for 
Chrysler? With the unpopular 
200 already canned, will the 
brand that once was routinely 
name-checked as one of 
Detroit’s Big Three be reduced 
to being solely a manufacturer 
of minivans? Speaking of 
Marchionne, the industry is 
buzzing with rumors that not 
everyone at Ferrari is happy 
with the bluntly spoken bean 
counter in charge of Italy’s 
flagship sports car maker. 
Keen observers have noted an 
exodus of engineering talent 
out of Maranello, with more 
than a few key players joining 
the payroll at Aston Martin 
in recent months. It’s no 
surprise Aston is hiring. The 
all-new DB11 now has a lighter, 
sweeter, less expensive 
V-8-powered sibling, and the 
range will be expanded further 
when the V-8-powered DB11 
Volante arrives next year. Also 
in the wings: Replacements 
for the V8 Vantage and the 
Vanquish, both of which will 
appear by 2019. And then 
there’s the production version 
of the DBX SUV. Aston’s SUV 
gets a bespoke platform, but 
it will be powered by Daimler-
sourced 4.0-liter V-8 and 
3.0-liter V-6 engines, driving 
through Daimler’s 4Matic AWD; 
the promised BEV version will 
follow. The DBX architecture 
will also underpin two Lagonda 
sedans. In the meantime, work 
has also begun on an all-new 
mid-engine Aston sports car, 
due in 2020. And then there’s 
the small task of getting 
the radical Adrian Newey–
designed Valkyrie hypercar on 
the road by 2019.
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seat, passengers might find 

headroom a bit tight, and 

although the front-seat 

cutout provides decent 

kneeroom, the footwell is a 

bit cramped. But visibility 

from the rear seats is good.

Under the hood, Genesis 

will offer a 248-hp 2.0-liter 

turbo-four that generates 

260 lb-ft of torque as the base 

engine. A 364-hp 3.3-liter 

V-6 with 375 lb-ft of twist 

is optional. Genesis claims 

the V-6 can run from 0 to 62 

mph in 4.7 seconds with a top 

speed of 167 mph. Genesis 

did not give performance 

numbers for the turbo-four.

Both engines will be 

mated to eight-speed 

torque-converter automatics 

developed in-house, but the 

U.S. market will also offer a 

turbo-four with a manual 

transmission with a limited-

slip differential. 

The turbo-four comes with 

18-inch Bridgestone all-

Intake MIKE CONNOR 

2019 Genesis G70

FIRST LOOK

season tires, but the V-6 offer-

ings will get 19-inch Michelin 

Pilot Sport 4 tires with four-

piston Brembo front brakes 

and two-piston rears. 

For fun more than traction, 

Genesis executives say the 

G70 will offer rear-wheel-

biased all-wheel drive with 

variable torque split. 

High-performance boss 

Albert Biermann said the 

G70’s split between Sport and 

Normal modes will adjust 

settings for steering, throttle, 

shift points and response, 

transmission mapping, active 

sound, all-wheel-drive torque 

split, and adjustable shocks 

on the V-6 and, possibly, 

adaptive dampers on the I-4. 

On a short test-track drive 

of Korean-spec prototypes, 

the 2.0-liter turbo-four felt 

better balanced and lighter 

up front than the V-6. The 

2.0-liter tucked in precisely 

upon application of lift-

throttle oversteer, especially 

when taken through an 

off-camber kink. But both 

engines tended to roar rather 

than snarl—an auditory signal 

that connotes stress rather 

than performance. 

Biermann said the U.S.-

spec version will have 

sportier steering effort and 

clearer on-center feel than 

the Korean-market edition. 

No decision has been 

made on a high-performance 

model. Mark Rechtin
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It might seem bizarre that I 

say this in a car-enthusiast 

magazine, but I welcome the 

arrival of the car-sharing, 

ride-hailing economy.

Go ahead. Call me a heretic, but hear 

me out—there’s some counterintuitive 

stuff happening here. More car-sharing 

means fewer cars jamming the road, 

which means more efficient driving 

speeds. A study by UC Berkeley’s Institute 

of Transportation Studies showed that 

for every car-sharing vehicle introduced, 

as many as 11 privately owned vehicles 

came off the streets. That’s great news for 

anyone with gasoline in their veins, who 

seethes at the plodders clogging up traffic. 

On a personal level, I estimate that 

I have spent more than 10,000 hours 

commuting in stop-and-go traffic. That’s 

more than one year of my life going 

nowhere fast. (Cue existential crisis.)

I have driven rush hour in Los Angeles 

for more than two decades. In that 

time, I have seen the zeitgeist of the 

L.A. commute change from disgust to 

frustration to anger to downright rage. I 

have lived in some of the most congested 

urban areas in the world: London, 

Munich, and the New York tri-state area. 

London has almost proudly noted that 

its traffic speeds have regressed to the 

same speed as before the automobile was 

invented: 7.8 mph, or slower than the pace 

of a trotting horse.

I’m not suggesting we become a 

nation of equestrians. But how many of 

you with an hour-plus slog each way to 

work are overcome with feelings of joy 

when clambering into your vehicle each 

morning and evening? You’re reading 

Motor Trend, which means you love 

driving. But commuting is another matter. 

As many cities have grown, their 

already groaning infrastructures haven’t  

kept pace. As more citizens commute 

farther to work, elapsed drive times 

have soared. And this will only get worse 

without dramatic solutions.

This isn’t purely a megalopolis problem. 

I have sat in rush hour in Austin, which 

might as well have been the Jakarta of 

Texas for the two hours it took me to 

traverse 5 miles. 

I look at the solution this way: A decade 

or so ago, numerous surveys showed 

an overwhelming response in favor of 

electric vehicles becoming mainstream. 

What the surveys failed to disclose was 

the EV fanaticism always was in the sense 

of, “Yeah, that would be great for my 

neighbor Jim, but not so much for me.”

The same holds true for car-sharing. 

Right now, people see it as a great idea—

for other folks. But think again: How 

many people drive their commute out 

of necessity but would accept a cheaper 

option that provided a door-to-door route 

to work without having to worry about 

as many swerving idiots in the next lane? 

There are plenty of folks who view cars 

as transportation and who would likely 

say yes. (We’ll leave the mass-transit 

conversation for another column.)

Wait, you say, car-sharing and ride-

hailing are so expensive. But folks forget 

how pricey their personal cars are to own. 

It’s not just gasoline; it’s depreciation, 

insurance, maintenance, and repairs, too. 

A recent study by RethinkX projected 

that the average American household 

could save more than $5,600 per year by 

dumping their personal car and relying on 

“transport as a service” providers—once 

autonomous vehicles come online, that is.

The shift toward a new driving economy 

might already be taking hold: An Ipsos/

Reuters survey showed that, of the people 

who traded in their cars, about 10 percent 

weren’t replacing them. They were 

switching to car-sharing and ride-hailing. 

The survey also showed that 39 percent 

of Americans had used ride services and 

that 27 percent of that group did so at 

least several times per week. That’s a 

groundswell.

We might still have as many people 

commuting, but with these alternatives 

replacing car ownership, fewer cars will 

be parked on city streets waiting for their 

owners 22 hours a day—freeing up the 

roads for us enthusiasts. n

The hidden benefit of car-sharing

@markrechtin

More car-sharing means fewer 
cars on the road, which means 
more efficient driving speeds.
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EFFICIENCY ISLANDS Engine engineers make 
these “contour maps” where the lines indicate 
constant fuel consumption at every point 
along the engine’s load (y-axis) and speed 
(x-axis) map. The direct-injected Skyactiv G 
engine’s peak efficiency “island” (indicated 
by the dashed line) was considerably smaller 
than the compression-ignition Skyactiv X 
engine’s (the larger yellow area). Bigger 
efficiency islands are always better!

old peak
efficiency

island

new peak
efficiency

island

“PEAK EFFICIENCY ISLAND”
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GTHO! Mazda gets the H out of HCCI
A quick Google search 

suggests I’ve written 15-plus 

articles touching on the 

topic of homogeneous-

charge compression ignition. I drove a 

somewhat jerky, very diesely sounding 

GM prototype in 2007 and expressed 

sincere optimism for Hyundai’s GDCI 

riff on the idea in 2013. I’ve written 

epitaphs for these engines as the big 

car companies shuttered their research 

programs upon finding the benefits too 

low or the costs too high.

Now, seemingly out of nowhere, 

the Driving Matters folks at tiny, 

independent Mazda have announced 

plans to produce an engine that 

compression-ignites gasoline by 2020. 

Mazda already has a prototype and 

invited me drive it. It felt darned near 

ready for prime time and even has a cool 

name: Skyactiv X. 

The two “secrets” to Mazda’s success: 

The mixture is not homogeneous, and 

every compression-ignition event is 

initiated via spark plug. Hence they 

call it SpCCI, or spark-controlled 

compression ignition. Heywaitaminute, 

isn’t that cheating? 

Nope, it’s brilliant. One of the major 

bugaboos stymying prior HCCI efforts 

was controlling the bumpy transition 

from spark ignition to compression 

ignition. The former demands a darned 

near perfect 14.7:1 air-to-fuel ratio and 

ignition timing that gets the fuel burning 

while the piston is still traveling upward. 

That way, peak combustion pressure 

arrives just after the piston starts 

descending again. 

Compression ignition is more of an 

all-at-once burn of a mixture with lots 

more air (lean) that “auto-ignites” when 

the temperature and pressure reach a 

certain critical point—hopefully when 

the piston is at or just past the top of 

the cylinder. Sparks: easy to control; 

temperature/pressure: super tricky to 

control with more volatile gasoline.  

Mazda’s CI hack is to run a 

compression ratio that can’t quite light 

off a lean gas mixture all by itself (expect 

15:1 or 16:1). It then generates the critical 

temperature and pressure needed by 

spark-igniting a tiny locally rich mixture 

around the plug. That little, easily timed 

explosion creates the pressure needed 

to ignite the lean air-fuel mixture, and 

the pressure rise is more gradual, so you 

don’t hear that pinging/clattery sound 

of a diesel. Another bonus: The engine 

block doesn’t need to be reinforced as 

much as the diesel Skyactiv D’s block. 

The hardware needed to make it all 

work includes a small, clutched Roots-

type compressor that can quickly 

provide the excess air needed for 

compression ignition. And by blowing 

into only half of the intake runners, it 

also induces the swirl needed to provide 

that rich mixture by the spark plugs. 

To combat soot formation, the direct-

injection pressure is elevated to “about 

halfway between typical gas and diesel 

pressures” (figure 7,500 to 10,000 psi). 

Meanwhile, electric cam phasers 

with over 70 degrees of authority are 

fitted to both cams to quickly swap 

between high valve-overlap timing 

for stoichiometric full spark-ignition 

operation (typically at higher speeds 

and loads) and low or no overlap during 

SpCCI combustion. Temperature and 

pressure sensors inside each cylinder 

and mild reinforcement of the cylinder 

block bedplate pretty much round out 

the roster of new stuff. 

This new technology means 

particulate emissions are expected to 

roughly equal those of a Skyactiv G gas 

engine, and NOx production during cool 

SpCCI operation is low enough not to 

need a lean-NOx catalyst. Oh, and a belt 

alternator starter mild hybrid should 

smooth over any potential drivability 

stumbles.

Mazda claims the 2.0-liter Skyactiv 

X will meet or exceed the efficiency of 

the 2.2-liter Skyactiv D diesel engine, 

making it 20 to 30 percent thriftier than 

the 2.0-liter Skyactiv G at a price that 

falls halfway between those engines. And 

of course, because it’s a Mazda, driving 

fun will also increase, thanks to a 10 to 

30 percent torque boost and shorter 

axle gearing for improved acceleration 

enabled by the engine’s broader peak 

efficiency island. That’s one island I can’t 

wait to zoom all over. n

Mazda’s Skyactiv X prototype felt darned near ready for prime time.
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he can sign himself, these haven’t affected 

the auto industry yet. The EPA is revis-

iting rules on gliders in the truck industry. 

I go around the world, and our reputation 

is somewhat tarnished by our inability to 

get things done and the M.O. that Trump 

has. [Politically] I’m straight down the 

middle. I want to support the administra-

tions, whether they are Republican or 

Democrat. I have never relied on govern-

ment to make my business better, and I’m 

not counting on them to make it worse. 

What do you think of Tesla?

Tesla has done a really good car, but I 

wonder about their distribution model. 

My concern is about captive financing 

because when business goes bad, the 

banks go away. As Tesla goes to the next 

level, the Model 3 will have less margin, 

and selling more models means more 

customers to be handled properly. There 

has to be a point where the business 

makes money, where it’s more than things 

people want to have. 

What business decision would you want to 

do over—either a decision you went ahead 

with or one you decided not to make?

We were never able to execute the 

purchase of Saturn from GM. I felt we had 

a good purchase there. Samsung would 

have built the cars. But at the end of the 

day, it was a disappointment. My biggest 

failure was the Kmart auto centers, when 

Kmart went bankrupt and we went from 

1,400 [Penske Auto] Centers to 900, and 

we had to shut it down.

There was talk during the Recession 

about you becoming chairman or CEO of 

bankrupt General Motors. Was there any 

truth to that?

No. You know how stories get started. 

[Former Chrysler CEO Lee] Iacocca 

talked to me, but it was not in the cards. 

That was many years ago. I had my own 

business. I wouldn’t be a good big-

company CEO. I want to go do things.  

Mark Rechtin

A full-length interview with Roger Penske 

can be read online at MotorTrend.com.

Roger Penske FOUNDER/CHAIRMAN PENSKE CORP.

Roger Penske is one of 

America’s most respected 

captains of industry. Whether 

it’s leasing and distributing 

medium- and heavy-duty trucks, retailing 

new and used automobiles, or running 

wildly successful teams in multiple racing 

series across the globe, Roger Penske 

is a household name, one uttered with 

reverence from corporate boardrooms to 

racetrack RV parks. 

Motor Trend sat with the 80-year-old 

Penske for a discussion of his past, 

present, and future.

For all your victories, is your first  

NASCAR championship still the  

most personally satisfying?

Winning that was something we hadn’t 

achieved as a team. We were close. The 

competitive challenge of NASCAR, over 

38 races, with format changes … there are 

eight, 10, 12 cars that can win any race. We 

have good drivers and good sponsors. 

Obviously, IndyCar is where my heart 

is because that’s where we got started. We 

have four great guys who are competing 

for us. We can see the championship, but 

we have to execute. 

We also are competing in the Supercars 

series in Australia. We’re not only leading 

the driver championship, but we’re 

leading the team championship. 

Our latest challenge is in IMSA with 

Acura. We go back to 1966 when the first 

race we entered was at Daytona with 

the Corvette. So this is a great step for 

us because we have the driver talent 

in-house to a certain extent. The Honda 

powertrain is well-developed and reliable. 

The chassis almost won Le Mans with 

Porsche. We have six Acura stores across 

the country, so it’s nice to tie together the 

business and performance. 

You mentioned your car-retail holdings. 

Where do you see the U.S. automotive 

market headed?

The market has a lot of push, primarily 

in the premium luxury sector. The mix 

shift from sedans to SUVs has caught 

some premium guys short, in terms of not 

having the product lines they need. Sedan 

residuals are off, and that’s had an impact 

on leasing. I see a flatter year for the next 

12 to 24 months. We do see pressure on 

margins from the internet—TrueCar and 

other disrupters in the retail business—so 

we are looking at how we take cost out. 

Premium luxury has been a 50, 55, 60 

percent lease market. Those residuals are 

being impacted because of all the sedans 

coming back. 

What is your feeling about the overall 

business climate under the Trump 

administration?

The administration was very positive, as 

far as what was going to happen. With 

health care and taxes and smaller things 

I wouldn’t be a good 
big-company CEO. 
I want to go do things.”

Interview 
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A Bigger Picture
I thought I subscribed to an auto 

magazine but find I really subscribed to 

another political commentary. Angus 

MacKenzie has joined the number of 

Hollywood actors and writers who have 

become political experts. Comments like 

“rolling their eyes at the protectionist 

rhetoric” and “Trump has shot from the 

lip and missed” are political opinion from 

someone whom I suspect is not trained to 

offer such opinion.

Maybe, in the future, he could offer his 

opinion on the anti-competitive nature 

of an entire country overlooking falsified 

environmental certifications on diesels.

JOHN BAILY

VIA EMAIL

We encourage you to read past issues to 

see the thousands of critical words Angus 

has already written about Dieselgate—the 

German industry has hardly received a free 

pass from us. To your larger point, cars and 

politics do cross paths, in that governments 

can decide what we drive and where we 

drive them. As a veteran journalist of both 

cars and the global political scene’s impact 

on them, Angus is perfectly qualified to 

have a voice in that conversation.—Ed.

I’d like to thank Angus for perfectly 

articulating how I have been feeling. … I 

don’t make my buying decisions based on 

country of origin; I focus on the quality of 

the product and how I anticipate that it 

will meet my needs. I plan to keep buying 

from companies that are producing 

products that strongly stir my emotions 

and have the level of quality and features 

I desire, no matter their brand or where 

they are made.

Thanks for doing what you all do!

GRANT BERRY

VIA EMAIL

You’re welcome. We don’t plan on changing 

anytime soon.—Ed.

As a German reader of Motor Trend, I 

would like to thank you for this great 

article! There is probably nothing less 

politically biased than a car magazine, 

which makes your article an encouraging 

voice of reason inside a very polarized 

press landscape in the U.S.

I am proud owner of a U.S.-made grill 

and have friends here who own Mustangs 

and Camaros just because they are the 

best choice in class. The same choice must 

be open to the American consumer, and 

nobody needs their choice dictated by 

politics in a free market, which, after all, 

made Germany AND America great!

KLAUS WOJCZYKOWSKI

BIELEFELD, GERMANY

Definition of success
Mark Rechtin’s column (“Reference 

Mark,” September) makes some good 

points about Ford’s new CEO, Jim 

Hackett. But let’s give the outgoing 

CEO the fanfare he deserves. … It was 

Wall Street’s emotional and irrational 

evaluation of Ford that drove Ford’s stock 

price down. That ultimately cost Fields 

his job. He wasn’t responsible for making 

bad cars or failing to plan for the future of 

the car business. I think that makes him 

a car guy.

It’s difficult to feel sorry for a CEO 

these days, but in this case, he was shot 

from behind. The Ford Flex already looks 

like a Steelcase filing cabinet, so Jim 

Hackett might be a car guy, too. 

STEVEN JONES

GLASTONBURY, CONNECTICUT

We don’t know about “shot from behind.” 

But you are correct; there are many ways to 

define success, depending on your metrics 

of choice, and some of those metrics would 

look back on Fields’ tenure kindly.—Ed.

MazdaV6
I just finished reading your review of the 

new Camry. It’s great to see Toyota liven 

up the interior/exterior, add some starch 

to the suspension without degrading the 

overall ride quality, and provide more 

power without guzzling more go-juice. 

Does this add up to me wanting to buy 

one? No, but at least I won’t be shaking 

my head in bewilderment when I see one 

on the road.

One small bone to pick, however, is 

with your “Why keep the V-6” sidebar. 

You state “GM, Hyundai/Kia, and Mazda 

all ditched six-cylinder engines from their 

midsize sedans for turbo or hybridized 

four-bangers.” Mazda did neither of those 

things with the Mazda6. The 6’s only 

engine is a 2.5-liter naturally aspirated 

four-cylinder—no turbos or hybrid 

technology to be found. Currently the 

only “car” in Mazda’s lineup with a turbo 

is the CX-9. I’m still holding out hope for a 

Mazdaspeed 3/6.

JD DUTCH

COMMERCE CITY, COLORADO

You are correct that the Mazda6 is neither 

turbocharged or hybridized. They did put a 

V-6 in the 6, but that engine is no more. We 

were half right.—Ed.

Low-fat cheeseburgers
In “Electric Avenues” (“Technologue, 

September) Frank Markus wrote about 

having to have a greater effective range 

(road to vehicle) for the wireless in-road 

EV charging to work for SUVs and CUVs. 

No, no, no! If we’re trying to become more 

efficient with electric vehicles, why are 

we still trying to drive unnecessarily huge 

SUVs? It’s like saying “I need my Escalade 

to be a hybrid so I can be green!” If you 

want to be green (your choice), start with 

driving something small and efficient. 

Otherwise, you’re just chasing after the 

low-fat cheeseburgers of the world. Either 

eat the cheeseburger, or eat the salad!

RON CAMERON

WINOOSKI, VERMONT

Counterpoint to your tofurkey-burger 

SUV argument: What if you want on-road 

efficiency with some off-road capability? 

Electrification and autonomy don’t have to 

spell the end of options. If we’re destined to 

travel down Electric Avenue, we might as 

well hope that road still has a few canyons 

to carve or boulders to climb.—Ed.

Our man in New Jersey, JOE BARRETO,

fulfilled his dream (his words) of being 

a featured reader on location when he 

lugged his subscriber copy up this hilltop 

overlooking beautiful Stuttgart, Germany. 

With this kind of view, are you thinking 

of moving? Who needs a house out in 

Hackensack, right, Joe? 

READERSON LOCATION
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Email us online at motortrend.com  
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All you hear these days is the 

same mantra: Crossovers are 

hot; sedans are dead. Every 

month, sedan sales are down 

while crossover and SUV sales are up.  

And although there has indeed been 

a marked shift in tastes, reports on the 

death of the sedan have been greatly 

exaggerated. Last year, more than 2 

million midsize four-doors crossed the 

threshold of dealer showrooms. 

For the 2018 model year, both the 

Toyota Camry and Honda Accord 

received complete ground-up rede-

signs, which means it’s time to put on 

our consumer-advice pants. Sure, we’re 

going to evaluate performance and 

handling of these new-gen sedans, but 

we’re also going to drill down to deter-

mine which is the smarter purchase 

for the pragmatic car buyer who puts 

commuting comfort and smart features 

high on their priority list.

As associate online editor Collin 

Woodard and I approach the vehicles, 

we find each is making a distinc-

tive design statement—as if to show 

the dowdy family sedan can still be 

relevant and hip. The Camry presents 

itself as an evolution, its grille wider and 

Toyota badge thrust forward in a pouting 

prow. It’s a bold look but obviously recog-

nizable as a Camry. The Accord’s brash, 

massive belt-buckle Honda badge leaves 

no question of its provenance. Neither 

nose strikes us as conventionally pretty. 

Upon entering each car, we notice the 

Camry’s doors (on all trims) close with a 

hollow, tinny noise not unlike a wobbly 

metal shed. The Accord’s close with the 

sturdy, reassuring thud of a luxury car. 

This as a shopper’s first tactile impres-

sion will not help the Toyota salesforce.

Inside, the Camry’s optional metal-

looking trim is pleasing. Some other 

materials are far better quality than the 

COMPARISON | 2018 Honda Accord 1.5T EX  VS.  2018 Toyota Camry XLE 2.5

THE 

PEOPLE’S  
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previous generation, but that quality is 

not universal. The black plastic around 

the cupholders looks and feels cheap, as 

do the lower door panels. We do appre-

ciate the real contrast stitching on both 

the dashboard and seats, though.

The Accord has moved past interesting 

and gone directly to sophisticated. It’s 

as if they took notes at an Audi design 

seminar. Honda’s simulated open-pore 

wood trim and brushed-metal accents 

seem borrowed from a higher class 

of car. The temperature controls use 

knobs backlit white until you turn them, 

at which point they turn blue or red, 

depending on the cold or hot direc-

tion of the dial. The interior materials 

STILL GOT IT Last year, Toyota sold 
388,618 Camrys in the U.S., making it the 

company’s best-selling vehicle. More than 
345,200 Accords found new homes, a 

close third-place seller for Honda.

look and feel more premium than the 

Camry’s, as well, and indeed look and feel 

more premium than we’d expect from a 

midsize family sedan. 

Settling in, the Camry XLE’s seats 

are leather, but they’re flat and offer 

little support beyond the adjustable 

lumbar. The seat-bottom cushion is also 

shorter than we’d like in terms of thigh 

support. The Accord has cloth seats for 

its midgrade version, and we’d need to 

upgrade to the more expensive EX-L 

trim to get leather. Still, the Accord 

seats are more comfortable and offer 

more lateral support, particularly when 

cornering. Both have lowered the seating 

position from their previous generations, 

which makes for a racier feel but might 

prove a chore for older drivers when 

getting out of the cars.

As for features, each walks tall with a 

reasonably large infotainment screen 

featuring a mix of touch controls and 

physical buttons. The Accord’s floats 

atop the dash; the Camry’s is integrated 

into the center stack. 

Visually, the Camry’s infotainment 

system feels more aligned with the 

interior design. But functionally, the 

Accord’s is far more intuitive. The 

Camry’s control layout, both physical 

and digital, is confusing. Only the Accord 

offers Apple CarPlay and 

Android Auto. Toyota 

CHOICE
AMERICA’S 
FAVORITE 
MIDSIZE 
FAMILY 

SEDANS GO 
AT IT AGAIN
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instead offers a downloadable suite of 

apps developed in-house—one of which 

is the Scout GPS Link App, which runs 

on your phone and projects on the info-

tainment screen. Both cars offer Wi-Fi 

hot spots on higher trims.

Swinging our eyes left, we find both 

cars have integrated full-color digital 

screens into their instrument clusters, 

but the Honda’s is considerably larger, 

covering half the cluster and offering far 

more functions. Both are controlled by 

steering wheel buttons and are similarly 

easy to navigate. We find the Accord’s 

more intuitive, though. The Camry XLE 

features a full-color head-up display, but 

the Accord reserves that feature for its 

highest Touring trim level. Conversely, 

cheaper Camry trim levels get an instru-

ment cluster with a full-color digital 

display half the size of the XLE’s. 

In terms of driver aids to help avoid 

accidents, Toyota Safety Sense and 

Honda Sensing are standard on all 

models and offer similar features, 

including lane departure warning, lane 

keeping, forward collision warning, 

automatic emergency braking, and 

adaptive cruise control. Honda’s system, 

however, is considerably more sophis-

ticated than Toyota’s, particularly in 

lane keeping. Toyota’s system will make 

just enough of a steering correction 

to keep you from leaving your lane, 

at least on the first occasion. Honda’s 

system helps steer the car into corners 

and centers the car in its lane to some 

degree on straight roads. We also found 

Honda’s system to be more consistent in 

recognizing the lane lines. Both cars also 

provide blind-spot monitoring, rearview 

cameras, and optional parking sensors. 

The Camry, though, offers a 360-degree 

camera that no Accord does.

Both cars offer a single USB port 

and 12-volt power point in front of 

the gearshift knobs, and Toyota also 

provides a standard wireless phone 

charger. (Honda’s is available on higher 

trims only.) Both offer heated seats, 

though top-trim Touring Accords also 

offer ventilated seats, which the Camry 

does not. The Camry features two 

fast-charging USB ports but only on 

higher trim levels. Lower trims get only 

the one port up front for the entire car. 

Camry offers a panoramic sunroof to the 

Accord’s standard sunroof. The Accord 

comes equipped with a capless fuel filler, 

which the Camry lacks.

Have friends or family who need to 

climb in the rear seats? Both cars are 

commodious, but the Accord is roomy 

like a parlor, particularly in knee- and 

headroom. If you tick the box for the 

aforementioned huge sunroof on the 

Camry, those in back suffer greatly 

reduced headroom. 

Additionally, every Accord offers rear 

air vents, which are only available on 

higher Camry models. Neither car offers 

USB ports or 12-volt power points in 

the rear seat, though top-of-the-line 

Accords come with rear seat heaters.

Now for the kids. Should the time 

arise to install car seats, we found the 

two sedans comparable, with the Accord 

gaining a slight advantage. Rear doors 

on both cars swing wide and have large 

openings to wrangle a car seat through. 

With its additional rear legroom, the 

Accord allows more space for a bulky 

rear-facing car seat without compro-

mising front-seat legroom. The Accord 

hides its LATCH anchors behind a cloth 

or leather flap sewn in at the bottom and 

tucked in at the top. The Camry conceals 

its anchors behind plastic covers, which 

pop off and risk being lost forever. 

However, the Camry’s anchors are much 

easier to find and attach a seat to—you 

have to feel around a bit between the 

cushions to find the black-painted 

Honda anchors. Both cars place the 

anchor for the top tether surprisingly far 

back behind the headrests. The Honda’s 

is slightly easier to reach. The Camry 

COMPARISON

MILLENNIAL-PROOFED Honda not only brought 
back the audio volume and tuning knobs but has 
also made a smartphone-like interface that’s both 
intuitive and customizable. All trims have a stereo 
that sounds richer than the Camry’s.



has thicker C-pillars and headrests to 

reach around. You can also easily see the 

Honda anchor through the rear window 

while reaching for it. The Camry’s wider 

pillars get in the way unless you strain.

Had we needed to haul long, narrow 

cargo instead of passengers, the Accord’s 

pass-through in the folding rear seat 

backs is noticeably larger. For large 

items, both cars require you to release 

the rear seats with handles in the trunk 

and then walk around the sides of the 

car to manually fold down the seat 

backs. Both appear to offer similarly 

sized trunk openings, and neither offers 

underfloor storage space. The Accord 

has a deeper and more spacious trunk 

to the tune of 1 or 2 cubic feet while the 

Camry features struts that fully open the 

trunklid rather than springs like those 

that pop the Accord’s up 6 inches.

Driving dynamics are far down the 

priority list for most family sedan  

drivers, but they are still on the list. 

Starting the engines, we find the 

Camry’s 2.5-liter four-cylinder both 

louder and coarser than the Accord’s 

1.5-liter turbo-four. The Camry suffers 

a small vibration at idle. The Accord 

endures a considerably smaller and less 

noticeable vibration. 

Pulling out of the parking lot, the 

Camry’s throttle is more responsive. Its 

short first gear lets you jump off the line. 

However, the rest of the gears are less 

aggressive. Off and running, the Camry’s 

engine is more powerful than you’d 

expect, and it revs eagerly. Its new eight-

speed automatic upshifts smoothly and 

seamlessly. Downshifting, however, is 

not quite as smooth, and the transmis-

sion can be uncertain about which gear 

it wants for a passing maneuver. Sport 

mode doesn’t seem to do anything. 

The Accord’s CVT remains the best 

in the business, though in the Accord 

application it’s a bit too relaxed. From 

a stop, you need to give it more throttle 

than you’d expect in order to get an 

enthusiastic response. Once you adapt, 

it accelerates more linearly than the 

Camry, keeping the smaller, slightly less 

powerful engine right in the deepest well 

of its torque. With no gears to change 

and quick responses, the CVT drives a 

bit smoother than the automatic trans-

mission—and it lacks the drone that 

plagues other CVTs.

If you were to line up the two cars 

for a drag race, you’d discover they’re 

dead equal despite their different 

IT’S COMPLICATED You can’t pair a phone from 
the Camry’s “Phone” screen.  Instead, go to Menu, 
then Setup, then Bluetooth, then Add Device.  
Why, Toyota? This makes no sense to us.

SAFE SPACES  Neither car has been crash tested 
yet by the authorities, but we expect top results.

Had all gone to plan, you’d be reading a 

third Accord versus Camry comparison, this 

one featuring fuel-frugal hybrids. Alas, the 

2018 Accord Hybrid won’t go on sale until 

early next year, and a prototype wasn’t ready 

in time for our full-lineup clash.

The Camry Hybrid, though, was ready for 

battle. Long story short: It rides, drives, and 

handles like the rest of the Camry lineup. 

It’s firm for a family sedan but exhibits a lot 

of body roll in the corners and more gut 

jiggling and head toss than we’d prefer. 

None of that is the point of a hybrid, 

though, and it does the hybrid part pretty 

well. It’ll always start you off under electric 

power, but being even a little aggressive 

with your right foot will light up the gasoline 

engine. It’s a bit noisy, but it integrates with 

the electric motor seamlessly. You can lock 

it in EV mode up to 25 mph (if you’re light on 

the accelerator), and the instrument cluster 

and infotainment screens have plenty of 

displays to monitor your efficiency. 

The Accord Hybrid will sport an evolution 

of the previous generation’s powertrain, 

the biggest difference being the relocation 

of the battery to under the rear seat, which 

frees up valuable trunk space. Based on 

our other comparisons and the test results 

of the last generation, we can predict the 

Accord Hybrid will likely be quicker and 

handle better than the Camry Hybrid.

The real question, of course, is fuel 

economy. The new Camry Hybrid returns  

an EPA-estimated 51/53/52 mpg city/

highway/combined; the last-generation 

Accord Hybrid returned 49/47/48. Honda 

says the new hybrid will get about the  

same fuel economy as before, so Toyota 

wins this battle. SE

Honda Accord Hybrid  
VS. Toyota Camry Hybrid

SUPER SAVERS: 
A LOOK AT HOW THE 
HYBRID FAMILY SEDANS 
MIGHT SOON STACK UP



POWERTRAIN/CHASSIS

Front-engine, FWD DRIVETRAIN LAYOUT Front-engine, FWD

Turbocharged I-4, alum block/head ENGINE TYPE I-4, alum block/head

DOHC, 4 valves/cyl VALVETRAIN DOHC, 4 valves/cyl

91.4 cu in/1,498cc DISPLACEMENT 151.8 cu in/2,487cc

10.3:1 COMPRESSION RATIO 13.0:1

192 hp @ 5,500 rpm POWER (SAE NET) 203 hp @ 6,600 rpm

192 lb-ft @ 1,500 rpm TORQUE (SAE NET) 184 lb-ft @ 5,000 rpm

6,500 rpm REDLINE 6,800 rpm

16.5 lb/hp WEIGHT TO POWER 17.2 lb/hp

Cont variable auto TRANSMISSION 8-speed automatic

5.36:1/2.17:1 AXLE/FINAL-DRIVE RATIO 2.80:1/1.89:1

Struts, coil springs, anti-roll bar; 
multilink, coil springs, anti-roll bar SUSPENSION, FRONT; REAR

Struts, coil springs, anti-roll bar; 
multilink, coil springs, anti-roll bar

11.8:1 STEERING RATIO 13.8:1

2.4 TURNS LOCK-TO-LOCK 2.5

11.5-in vented disc; 11.1-in disc, ABS BRAKES, F; R 12.0-in vented disc; 11.1-in disc, ABS

7.5 x 17-in cast aluminum WHEELS 8.0 x 18-in cast aluminum

225/50R17 94V (M+S) Michelin Energy 
Saver A/S TIRES

235/45R18 94V (M+S) Bridgestone 
Turanza EL440

DIMENSIONS         

111.4 in WHEELBASE 111.2 in

Not available TRACK, F/R 62.2/62.6 in

192.1 x 73.2 x 57.1 in LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT 192.7 x 72.4 x 56.9 in 

38.1 ft TURNING CIRCLE 38.0 ft

3,177 lb CURB WEIGHT 3,492 lb

60/40% WEIGHT DIST, F/R 59/41%

5 SEATING CAPACITY 5

39.5/37.3 in HEADROOM, F/R 37.5/38.0 in

42.3/40.4 in LEGROOM, F/R 42.1/38.0 in

58.3/56.5 in SHOULDER ROOM, F/R 57.7/55.7 in

16.7 cu ft CARGO VOLUME 15.1 cu ft

TEST DATA

ACCELERATION TO MPH

2.8 sec 0-30 2.7 sec

4.0 0-40 4.2

5.6 0-50 5.8

7.6 0-60 7.6

10.0 0-70 10.1

12.8 0-80 12.8

16.2 0-90 15.8

 — 0-100 20.2

4.0 PASSING, 45-65 MPH 3.9

15.9 sec @ 89.3 mph QUARTER MILE 15.9 sec @ 90.2 mph

135 ft BRAKING, 60-0 MPH 122 ft

0.81 g (avg) LATERAL ACCELERATION 0.81 g (avg)

27.7 sec @ 0.61 g (avg) MT FIGURE EIGHT 27.3 sec @ 0.62 g (avg)

1,800 rpm TOP-GEAR REVS @ 60 MPH 1,500 rpm

CONSUMER INFO

$28,345 BASE PRICE $29,345 

$28,345 PRICE AS TESTED $33,865 

Yes/Yes STABILITY/TRACTION CONTROL Yes/Yes

8: Dual front, f side, f/r curtain, f knee AIRBAGS 8: Dual front, f/r side, f/r curtain, f knee

3 yrs/36,000 miles BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

5 yrs/60,000 miles POWERTRAIN WARRANTY 5 yrs/60,000 miles

3 yrs/36,000 miles ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE 2 yrs/unlimited miles

14.8 gal FUEL CAPACITY 16.0 gal

30/38/33 mpg EPA CITY/HWY/COMB ECON 28/39/32 mpg

112/89 kW-hrs/100 miles ENERGY CONS, CITY/HWY 120/86 kW-hrs/100 miles

0.59 lb/mile CO2 EMISSIONS, COMB 0.60 lb/mile

Unleaded regular RECOMMENDED FUEL Unleaded regular

2018 Honda Accord (1.5T EX) 2018 Toyota Camry XLE (2.5)

personalities. The Camry’s larger 

2.5-liter uses its 203 hp and 184 lb-ft of 

torque for a sprint to 60 in 7.6 seconds. 

The Accord achieves the exact same 

result from its turbocharged 1.5-liter 

engine’s square 192 hp and 192 lb-ft.

The results are different when stop-

ping. The Camry has a long brake pedal, 

which requires a bit too much travel and 

effort to get the braking power you want, 

but the car still stops from 60 mph in 122 

feet. The Accord has much more bite in 

its brakes, but the 1.5T’s rock-hard tires 

don’t have as much grip, so it needs 135 

feet to stop from the same speed. 

Whether it’s a freeway cloverleaf or 

an entertaining back road on a trip to 

the country, there’s a significant differ-

ence in the cars’ handling, as well. The 

Accord’s chassis is noticeably more 

responsive and sporty, providing flatter 

cornering and better control of body 

movements. Meanwhile, the Camry 

leans more, and that feeling is exacer-

bated by the flat seats that slide you side 

to side. The Accord’s steering is heavier 

but responds more naturally, and the 

Camry’s is lighter and too sensitive just 

off-center, making the car feel darty. 

Racing around or just commuting, 

both cars ride about the same. That is 

to say they’re a bit firm for cushy family 

haulers. The Accord’s superior body 

control makes itself known here, too, 

with none of the Camry’s head toss on 

rough pavement. 

Similarly, the cars are equally loud 

inside—but in different ways. The Camry 

suffers moderate engine roar and tire 

slap and some wind noise from the door 

mirrors at freeways speeds. The Accord 

continues Honda’s tradition of tire noise 

seeping up through the floorboards. 

The Camry receives an EPA esti-

mate of 28/39/32 mpg city/highway/

combined. Boasting a 315-pound weight 

advantage, the Accord 1.5T delivers 

a 30/38/33 mpg result per EPA—just 

edging out the Camry.

Easing back into the parking lot, we 

find ourselves faced with the same shop-

ping conundrum we started with. You 

can get into the Camry for less, but put 

any options on it, and it meets or exceeds 

the Accord’s price. 

Holistically, though, there’s no 

comparison. The Accord is more 

comfortable, spacious, and luxurious 

than the Camry. It’s quieter, rides 

and handles better, and drives more 

elegantly. It offers superior technology 

that’s more user-friendly. Simply put, 

Toyota built a better Camry, but Honda 

built a better car. n
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2018 S560 Sedan shown in Iridium Silver metallic paint. Optional equipment shown and described. ©2017 Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC For more information, call 1-800-FOR-MERCEDES, or visit MBUSA.com.

Introducing the new 2018 S-Class. Never before has an S-Class existed in more complete harmony 

with both its driver and its surroundings. With a single selection, you can adjust the 64-color ambient 

lighting, cabin climate, fragrance intensity and Burmester® Surround Sound System to match your 

mood. All while an advanced suite of driver assistance systems intelligently monitors the road ahead 

and micro-adjusts the drive— reenergizing the driver and an industry. MBUSA.com/S-Class

It soothes the five senses. 

It drives with a sixth.



Words Scott Evans Photographs Wes Allison

For more than three-quarters 

of family-sedan buyers, the 

base engine provides more 

than enough zip to get around 

town. Some like it hot, though, and for 

that remaining fraction, both Honda and 

Toyota offer powerful optional engines.

Comparing the mainstream 

powertrains for these two cars, we found 

the Accord to be the all-around superior 

vehicle. With the matters of rear-seat 

space, trunk capacity, number of USB 

ports, and smartphone integration 

already settled, we’ll focus singly on how 

well the versions with the big engines 

deliver on their sporting pretensions. 

Honda replaced its 3.5-liter V-6 with 

a 2.0-liter turbo-four derived from the—

wait for it—Civic Type R. Yes, Honda’s 

street-racing beast lent its engine to 

its sibling family sedan. At 252 hp, it’s 

down 26 hp on the old V-6, but the turbo 

breathes an extra 21 lb-ft of torque for a 

healthy 273, which comes on much lower 

in the rev range. You can have it with an 

all-new 10-speed automatic or a six-speed 

manual. It’s a bold strategy, Cotton. Let’s 

see if it pays off for them.

The challenger walks loudly and 

carries a big stick. Under the Camry SE/

XSE bodywork remains Toyota’s potent 

3.5-liter V-6, all 301 hp and 267 lb-ft of it. 

It comes mated with an all-new eight-

speed automatic, and on paper it looks 

to have the Accord beat. Such a potential 

advantage is telegraphed by all the racy 

bits, including quad exhaust tips, black 

wheels, fake vents, and a fish-pout fascia 

that’s arguably more handsome than the 

base car’s grille, which looks like an air-

conditioning vent. The Honda—also not 

pretty—eschews the boy-racer treatment 

and lets its 2.0T badge do the talking.

Despite the power disadvantage, the 

automatic Accord is 0.1 second quicker 

to 60 mph than the Camry, and it posts 

an identical quarter-mile time. 

Although rowing your own gears is 

indisputably more fun, the Honda stick 

shift’s throws and clutch-pedal travel are 

both long—likely to ease the commute 

drudgery of a quick-shift box—and 

this adds a half-second penalty both to 

the 0–60 and quarter-mile times. One 

ridiculous point: You must engage the 

electronic parking brake before you can 

start the manual-transmission Accord. 

Patch that pronto, Honda. 

Behind the wheel, the manual Accord 

feels the most aggressive. There’s no 

waiting on the torque converter to lock 

up. The Camry doesn’t feel as sharp off 

the line but comes alive at 4,000 rpm 

and pulls hard to redline. The automatic 

Accord, though, is the Q-ship of the 

crowd, with a long, smooth pull of power. 

Its 10-speed also performs better back 

down through the gears, offering down-

shifts more readily than the Camry’s.

EITHER OR Why go Touring when you could have 
a Sport? Because they're both great to drive.
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Toyota Camry XSE V-6  VS. Honda Accord Touring 2.0T  | COMPARISON

It’s the same situation in the corners. 

The Accord, particularly the Touring 

model with its adaptive dampers, feels 

confident and planted. Even without 

the fancy dampers, high-zoot Accords 

have better tires than their base model 

brethren, which highlight the 2.0T’s 

excellent body control and flat cornering. 

The sporty Accords’ seats could use 

thicker side bolsters, but it’s still a capable 

and fun family sedan on a back road.

The Camry, for all its bravura, is less 

capable when pressed. The steering is 

lighter but less fluid, with an aggressive 

ratio immediately off-center that makes 

the car feel darty and nervous. This and 

the high-end surge from the engine make 

it feel as though you’re going faster in the 

Camry when you’re actually not. It leans 

more in corners than the Accord, and body 

motions aren’t as well controlled, all of 

which is made worse by the flat seats that 

don’t even try to hold you in place. 

In fact, this hotted-up Camry handles 

just like the four-cylinder Camry XLE, 

with just a bit more cornering speed, 

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE ACCORD AND CAMRY GET A LITTLE EXTRA KICK?
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Front-engine, FWD DRIVETRAIN LAYOUT Front-engine, FWD

Turbocharged I-4, alum block/head ENGINE TYPE 60-deg V-6, alum block/heads

DOHC, 4 valves/cyl VALVETRAIN DOHC, 4 valves/cyl

121.8 cu in/1,996cc DISPLACEMENT 210.9 cu in/3,456cc

9.8:1 COMPRESSION RATIO 11.8:1

252 hp @ 6,500 rpm POWER (SAE NET) 301 hp @ 6,600 rpm

273 lb-ft @ 1,500 rpm TORQUE (SAE NET) 267 lb-ft @ 4,700 rpm

6,800 rpm REDLINE 6,600 rpm

13.6 lb/hp WEIGHT TO POWER 12.2 lb/hp

10-speed automatic TRANSMISSION 8-speed automatic

3.55:1/1.84:1 AXLE/FINAL-DRIVE RATIO 2.56:1/1.72:1

Struts, coil springs, adj shocks,  
anti-roll bar; multilink, coil springs,  

adj shocks, anti-roll bar
SUSPENSION, FRONT; REAR

Struts, coil springs, anti-roll bar; 
multilink, coil springs, anti-roll bar

11.8:1 STEERING RATIO 13.8:1

2.1 TURNS LOCK-TO-LOCK 2.6

12.3-in vented disc; 11.1-in disc, ABS BRAKES, F; R 12.0-in vented disc; 11.1-in disc, ABS

8.5 x 19-in cast aluminum WHEELS 8.0 x 19-in cast aluminum

235/40R19 96V (M+S) Michelin 
Primacy MXM4 TIRES

235/40R19 96V (M+S) Michelin Primacy 
MXM4

DIMENSIONS         

111.4 in WHEELBASE 111.2 in

Not available TRACK, F/R 62.2/62.6 in

192.1 x 73.2 x 57.1 in LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT 192.7 x 72.4 x 56.9 in

39.4 ft TURNING CIRCLE 38.0 ft

3,424 lb CURB WEIGHT 3,665 lb

61/39% WEIGHT DIST, F/R 60/40%

5 SEATING CAPACITY 5

37.5/37.2 in HEADROOM, F/R 37.5/38.0 in

42.3/40.4 in LEGROOM, F/R 42.1/38.0 in

58.3/56.5 in SHOULDER ROOM, F/R 57.7/55.7 in

16.7 cu ft CARGO VOLUME 15.1 cu ft

TEST DATA

ACCELERATION TO MPH

2.3 sec 0-30 2.1 sec

3.2 0-40 3.3

4.4 0-50 4.5

5.7 0-60 5.8

7.5 0-70 7.7

9.4 0-80 9.6

11.8 0-90 11.7

14.5 0-100 14.5

2.9 PASSING, 45-65 MPH 2.8

14.3 sec @ 99.3 mph QUARTER MILE 14.3 sec @ 99.6 mph

116 ft BRAKING, 60-0 MPH 123 ft

0.85 g (avg) LATERAL ACCELERATION 0.82 g (avg)

26.9 sec @ 0.67 g (avg) MT FIGURE EIGHT 26.7 sec @ 0.66 g (avg)

1,500 rpm TOP-GEAR REVS @ 60 MPH 1,350 rpm

CONSUMER INFO

$36,675 BASE PRICE $35,845 

$36,675 PRICE AS TESTED $38,335 

Yes/Yes STABILITY/TRACTION CONTROL Yes/Yes

8: Dual front, front side, f/r curtain, 
front knee AIRBAGS

8: Dual front, f/r side, f/r curtain,  
front knee

3 yrs/36,000 miles BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles

5 yrs/60,000 miles POWERTRAIN WARRANTY 5 yrs/60,000 miles

3 yrs/36,000 miles ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE 2 yrs/unlimited miles

14.8 gal FUEL CAPACITY 16.0 gal

Not yet rated EPA CITY/HWY/COMB ECON 22/32/26 mpg

Not yet rated ENERGY CONS, CITY/HWY 153/105 kW-hrs/100 miles

Not yet rated CO2 EMISSIONS, COMB 0.76 lb/mile

Unleaded regular RECOMMENDED FUEL Unleaded regular

POWERTRAIN/CHASSIS2018 Honda Accord 2.0T Touring 2018 Toyota Camry XSE (V6)

thanks to stickier tires. With the V-6 

engine also available on XLE models, as 

far as we can tell the XSE is primarily 

a body kit and tires, not a true sport 

model—the lack of corner-entry down-

shifts is disappointing. That said, we were 

able to hustle the Camry V-6 around a 

track faster than most people will in the 

real world. 

The skidpad tells the tale. The Camry 

XSE V-6 pulls only 0.01 g harder than 

the XLE four-cylinder and 0.03 g weaker 

than the Accord 2.0T Touring on average. 

The XSE V-6 makes up time on the figure 

eight, but the 2.0T Touring is right behind 

it pulling slightly higher average g. 

It’s the same story in stopping. The 

Accord has an aggressive brake pedal with 

strong initial bite for a family sedan and 

little travel needed to get the job done. Its 

upgraded tires also help with stopping. 

The Camry has a long, soft brake pedal, 

which is partly responsible for its 7-foot 

disadvantage in 60–0 stopping. 

With the Camry XSE V-6 handling so 

much like the XLE four-cylinder, you 

might expect it to ride and drive the same, 

too, and you’d be right. The Camry is firm 

for a family sedan; the Accord 2.0T with 

fixed dampers rides about the same—

but it does have better body control to 

eliminate the head toss of the Camry. Step 

up to the Touring’s adaptive dampers, 

and the Accord rides better, too. In tests 

zooming around a closed-course oval, the 

Accord felt more composed at 125 mph 

than the Camry did at 90.

Once again, it’s a clear win for the 

Accord. It’s quicker, it handles better, and 

it’s more enjoyable to drive fast. It also 

rides better and costs less for more stuff. 

And you can even get it with a manual. n

DON’T JUDGE A CAR BY ITS COVER  
The Camry XSE looks racier with its fake 

vents and black wheels, but it barely 
handles better than a base model.

COMPARISON



Powerful batteries require powerful chargers. Our microprocessor-controlled  

OPTIMA® chargers are specifically designed to charge, condition and maintain both  

AGM and lead-acid batteries while maximizing life and performance. They can even  

recover deeply discharged batteries, so from topping off to reviving, you’re always  

ready to rock. To learn more about OPTIMA chargers, visit OptimaBatteries.com

Look for the OPTIMA DIGITAL 1200 AND DIGITAL 400 chargers at a retailer near you.
The OPTIMA logo, OPTIMA Batteries, The Ultimate Power Source, Spiralcell Technology, REDTOP, YELLOWTOP, BLUETOP and The Six-Pack Battery Design are trademarks of Johnson Controls, Inc. ©2015
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FIRST DRIVE | 2018 Ford F-150

Words Frank Markus

FANCY INJECTION, A 10-SPEED TRANNY, AND  
TONS O’ TECH FRESHEN AMERICA’S BEST-SELLER

FABULOUS

&40
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2017 marked the 40th year that 

Ford’s iconic F-150 has ranked 

as the best-selling truck in 

the U.S., outselling the Chevy 

Silverado, GMC Sierra, and Toyota Tundra 

combined as of midyear. But as many 

people do when confronting a midlife-ish 

milestone, the Ford F-150 is pumping up 

and getting a little work done so that by 

this fall it’ll look as fresh and perform as 

well as (OK, way better than) it did when 

it had only been outselling everybody for 

20 years. It’ll even take on the Ram 1500 

EcoDiesel with a new V-6 turbodiesel.

The truck’s entire face has gone under 

the knife. The lamps, fascia panel, bumper, 

and grille are all new. Make that grilles; the 

F-150 has always offered more factory-

optional grilles than the entire aftermarket 

provides for Chrysler 300s. Seven new 

tools will produce 26 part numbers differ-

entiated by myriad finishes. Most switch 

from three narrow bars to two fatter ones 

that extend into the taller “C-clamp” 

headlamps (LED-powered on top trims). 

Six new wheel designs measure 17, 18, 20, 

and 22 inches. At the rear, new taillamps 

echo the twin C-clamp look, and the 

tailgate either gets F-150 stamped into 

the sheetmetal or, on top trims, a new 

brushed-metal applique.

Inside there are new color combos, 

Sync 3 upgrades (a 4G LTE Wi-Fi hot 

spot and Apple CarPlay and Android 

Auto capabilities), and new audio offer-

ings from B&O Play, a subbrand of Bang 

and Olufsen. Pre-collision braking with 

pedestrian detection is new, and the 

adaptive cruise control now handles stop-

and-go traffic.

Ford dubbed its base 3.3-liter naturally 

aspirated and 2.7-liter twin-turbocharged 

EcoBoost engines all-new, a moniker 

that’s only partially hyperbolic. The 

3.3-liter is based on the 3.5-liter it 

replaces, but it has new cylinder heads 

that make accommodations for both port 

and direct fuel injection. The bore and 

stroke are reduced by about 2.0 and 1.0 

millimeters, respectively.

The 2.7-liter represents the second 

generation of this engine. Lightened cams 

are driven by a new dual-chain setup, 

which saves weight and reduces friction. 

A new electrically actuated wastegate 

provides more accurate turbo boost 

control. It also gets the port- and direct-

injection setup—as does the merely 

“enhanced” 5.0-liter V-8. Enhancements 

include plasma-transferred wire arc 

spray cylinder bore linings as used on 

the GT350’s 5.2-liter engine. Each mill 

also gets auto start/stop, and all but the 

base 3.3-liter mate up to the 10-speed 

automatic. The 3.5-liter EcoBoost V-6 

got the dual injection, auto-start/stop, 
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 2018 Ford F-150 3.3-liter V-6  2.7-liter EcoBoost V-6 5.0-liter V-8

BASE PRICE $28,675 $29,670 $30,670

VEHICLE LAYOUT Front-engine, RWD/4WD, 2-6-pass, 2-4-door truck

ENGINE 3.3L/290-hp/265-lb-ft 
DOHC 24-valve V-6

2.7L/325-hp/400-lb-ft 
twin-turbo DOHC 
24-valve V-6

5.0L/395-hp/400-lb-ft 
DOHC 32-valve V-8

TRANSMISSION 6-speed automatic 10-speed automatic

CURB WEIGHT 4,100-4,800 lb (mfr) 4,150-4,850 lb (mfr) 4,250-4,900 lb (mfr) 

WHEELBASE 122.4-163.7 in

L X W X H 209.3-250.5 x 79.9 x 75.1-77.3 in

0-60 MPH 7.0-7.3 sec (MT est) 6.3-6.5 sec (MT est) 5.8-6.3 sec (MT est) 

EPA CITY/HWY/COMB
FUEL ECON

18-19/23-25/20-22 mpg 19-20/24-26/21-22 mpg 16-17/22-23/18-19 mpg

ENERGY CONSUMPTION, 
CITY/HWY

177-187/135-147 
kW-hrs/100 miles 

169-177/130-140 
kW-hrs/100 miles 

198-211/147-153 
kW-hrs/100 miles 

CO2 EMISSIONS, COMB 0.91-0.97 lb/mile (est) 0.87-0.93 lb/mile 1.01-1.06 lb/mile 

ON SALE IN U.S. Currently

two-stage or fully variable oil pumps, and 

10-speed tranny last year both in normal 

and Raptor states of tune. The 3.5 with 

the 10-speed impressed us in last year’s 

Truck of the Year testing, so we’re excited 

to see it spread across the model range. 

Why spend so much money doubling 

the injector count and adding an addi-

tional higher-pressure fuel-delivery 

circuit on all these engines? To boost 

both economy and performance. 

When you mash the go pedal for a 

freeway merge with your camper in tow, 

the fuel that gets injected directly into the 

cylinder cools the intake charge enough 

to prevent knock despite increases in 

compression ratio on each engine. (The 

naturally aspirated V-6 goes from 10.8:1 

to 12.0:1, the 2.7 EcoBoost increases 

from 10.0:1 to 10.3:1, and the V-8 jumps 

from 10.5:1 to 12.0:1.) With the adaptive 

cruise control set, the port-injected fuel 

mixes thoroughly as it whooshes into the 

cylinder and burns more efficiently as a 

result of that higher compression ratio.

The results are dramatic. Output and 

EPA fuel economy improve on each 

engine. The 3.3-liter gains 8 hp and 12 

lb-ft of torque plus 1 mpg on the city and 

highway cycles in both rear- and four-

wheel drive. The 2.7-liter twin-turbo adds 

25 lb-ft and picks up 1 mpg in the city on 

rear-drivers and 1 mpg city/highway with 

4WD. The 5.0-liter gains 10 hp and 13 lb-ft 

while adding 2/1 mpg city/highway with 

rear drive and 1 mpg each with 4WD. 

So how do they drive? In the 2018 F-150 

with the 3.3-liter V-6, the max accelera-

tion rate felt perfectly competitive with 

other base engines. The low and fairly 

guttural engine note seems to have been 

tuned to encourage driving enthusiasts 

to spend a bit more for a 2.7- or 5.0-liter, 

but tradespeople stuck with their boss’ 

penurious purchase will be able to merge 

safely, even with the six-speed—espe-

cially if they engage the Sport drive mode, 

which greatly improves throttle response 

and gear-selection strategy, brightening 

performance considerably. (Six-speeds 

just get Normal, Tow/Haul, and Sport 

modes—the 10-speeds add settings for 

Wet/Snow and Eco.)

Moving up to the 2.7-liter brings a big 

bump in performance. Drop the hammer, 

and the transmission instantly selects 

the ideal ratio for peak acceleration from 

your current speed, always landing in a 

sweet spot along the broad, flat torque 

curve and frequently delivering a sharp 

jolt of acceleration. Yeehaw! And there’s 

enough torque on tap at low rpm to 

permit the use of 10th gear at cruising 

speeds of under 60 mph in an unladen 

truck—far better than many nine-speeds 

that never see top gear until at least 

10 mph faster than that. Touch the +/- 

gear-selection lever, and you’ll light up a 

vertical display of the gear numbers, with 

the selected gear in red. It’s interesting to 

note which gears get skipped during part-

throttle acceleration—and sometimes 

it’s several of them. Wide-open throttle 

from rest always uses them all. With a 

7,500-pound trailer attached (9,000 is the 

rated max), the 2.7-liter accelerated fine 

and seemed to maintain speed on gentle 

inclines with little need for wider throttle 

openings or transmission kickdowns.

The 5.0-liter is the compelling choice 

for folks who value engine sound over 

everything else. It roars with a burly 

truck V-8 note, delivering its luscious 

fourth-order cross-plane-crank V-8 solo 

in a baritone/bass register in marked 

contrast to the Mustang GT’s tenor-range 

tones and frequencies. Acceleration feels 

as strong as or slightly stronger than 

the 2.7-liter, but the naturally aspirated 

torque curve doesn’t deliver quite as 

effortless a feeling at cruising speeds 

with the trailer attached. Maintaining the 

55-mph posted limit required deeper digs 

at the throttle and a few kickdowns. The 

Sport driving mode works great in the 

10-speed, quickly grabbing the right gear, 

holding it when bending into a turn, and 

upshifting more sharply than the trans-

missions in many so-called sport sedans.

On a base 2018 F-150 XL regular-cab 

truck, the upcharge for the 2.7-liter/10-

speed powertrain is $995; for the 5.0-liter 

V-8 it’s $1,995. After spending some time 

in each of them, the 2.7-liter seems to hit 

a sweet spot in terms of power, torque, 

capability, acceleration, and cost. No 

wonder it’s the line’s best-seller. 

As midcycle enhancements go, this one 

is pretty darned thorough, and it should 

easily stretch the F-150’s popularity well 

into the truck’s mid-40s. n

RATCHETING UP  
Along with the improved 

hp, torque, and mpg, 
most payload and 

trailering numbers 
increase accordingly.

The 10-speed impressed us in last year’s Truck of the Year 
testing; we’re excited to see it spread across the model range.

FIRST DRIVE | 2018 Ford F-150
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IT’S WHAT’S ON THE INSIDE THAT COUNTS.
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FIRST TEST | 2018 Kia Stinger GT

Words Scott Evans Photographs Jade Nelson

The concept of “grand 

touring” has been around for 

centuries, and the moniker 

has been applied to cars since 

the 1940s, but it’s a term we tend to asso-

ciate with exotic sports cars. The formula, 

though, is pretty simple: stylish, comfort-

able on a long drive, and plenty of power. 

There’s no rule that says it has to cost a 

WELL

fortune, and the Kia Stinger GT is taking 

advantage of this exception.

We’ve driven prototypes at an R & D 

complex, on a frozen Swedish lake, and 

on the Nürburgring Nordschleife. Now, 

finally, we’ve driven a production-spec 

Stinger on real roads and to a test track. 

Korean-branded cars usually aren’t 

synonymous with performance, but the 
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EXCLUSIVE  |  COVER STORY

KIA UNLEASHES A PREMIUM SPORT SEDAN  
WORTHY OF CHALLENGING THE WORLD’S BEST

STUNG

rear-drive Stinger GT launches from 0 

to 60 mph in 4.8 seconds and clocks the 

standing quarter mile in 13.3 seconds 

at 106.9 mph. An emergency stop from 

60 mph requires 113 feet, and it’ll pull 

0.85 average lateral g on a skidpad. On 

our figure-eight test track, the Stinger 

GT recorded a lap of 26.2 seconds at 0.71 

average lateral g. Impressive numbers.

It’s pretty good to drive away from 

the track, too. The Stinger GT exhibits 

an intriguing combination of vertical 

compliance and lateral stiffness. Over 

bumps, the suspension is soft and the 

ride of luxury car quality. In the corners, 

though, it’s stiff with excellent body 

control. Even when pushed, it rides well 

but digs into corners with little body roll. 

The power is well-matched to the 

vehicle and only feels inadequate if you 

let the revs drop too low. You want those 

turbos working for you, and the best 

way to do it is with the paddle shifters; 

the transmission isn’t quite aggressive 

enough for the really twisty roads.

“The engine has a fat torque curve, 

strong in midrange with noticeable lag at 
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The Kia Stinger GT is a grand touring sedan that actually takes its GT badge seriously.

FIRST TEST 

the bottom end,” our staff professional 

racer, Randy Pobst, said during filming 

for an episode of Ignition—which you 

can watch right now on Motor Trend 

OnDemand. “Low revs mean calling 

ahead and waiting for the power to be 

delivered. The Stinger is quite powerful, 

and one must constantly remind oneself 

that this is a Kia that is tearing up this 

winding road or on-ramp.”

Randy’s critique continued: “The trans-

mission is just not sport-smart enough 

in automatic, especially on the track. It 

shifts up, so I just let it. There’s no reason 

for me to pull that paddle. I just have to 

remember to downshift on the way in, or 

else it won’t. The shifting is reasonable. It 

matches revs. It’s quick.”

It’s hard to say whether the transmis-

sion programming has changed since I 

drove a prototype on the Nürburgring 

or if our mountain roads and the Streets 

of Willow Springs racetrack are so much 

tighter that it amplifies the transmis-

sion’s inadequacy, but my initial impres-

sions were more positive. 

Although the Stinger GT can drift in 

the right conditions, it doesn’t actually 

want to get wild out in the real world. The 

suspension tuning is conservative; the 

default behavior at the limit is understeer. 

It makes the car very stable, never trying 

to swap ends no matter how hard you 

drive it. Thankfully, there’s a lot of grip 

in the front end, so you have to push it 

very hard to get it to plow. You need to be 

pushing your braking points to the last 

second and carrying as much speed as 

possible into a corner to make it cry uncle. 

Here again, I wonder if the American-

market tuning increases understeer 

versus the European-spec car I drove. 

Or maybe Randy just carries that much 

more speed in the corners. It’s probably 

the latter. The upshot: You’ll never feel a 

stability control intervention.

That’s not to say it won’t drift. Turn 

the computer off, give it a Scandinavian 

flick and too much throttle, and it’ll do a 

nice power oversteer or two. It’s just not a 

hoon by nature.

“It seems that the stability control is 

always learning and adapting,” Randy 

said. “Even with it turned off, it became 

more and more invasive as the day wore 

on, and the wheelspin and sliding woke 

up the nannies that watch over us hooli-

gans. After a few nice drifts, the car began 

to resolutely resist power oversteer—a 

darned shame and frustrating.”

In other words, this is a grand touring 

sedan that actually takes its GT badge 

seriously. (Upcoming 2.0-liter Stingers 

won’t carry GT badging.) On the highway, 

the GT is everything you want on a road 

trip. It floats over bad pavement while 

remaining taut and responsive on long, 

sweeping corners. In a world of Demons 

and Hellcats, 365 hp might not seem 

like a lot, but it’s plenty when applied 

correctly. Kia’s in-house eight-speed auto 

is programmed smartly for real-world 

conditions; it delivers downshifts with 

little prodding. With the revs up and the 

turbos spinning, the engine provides a 

pleasant surge of power that whisks you 

past trucks and loafers. It’s a very easy 

and comfortable car to cover distance in.

“The springs and shocks that control 

vertical motion are quite soft,” Randy 

said. “But transitional responses are 

well-controlled, likely by relatively strong 

anti-roll bars, and the ride is compliant. 

Think ‘older Buick’ ride quality. 

Surprising for a sport sedan like this.”

It’s not just comfortable from the driv-

er’s seat, either. There’s ample rear-seat 

leg- and headroom for tall people, and the 

front seats are aggressively bolstered.
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How good are the Kia’s performance 

numbers for a 365-hp 3.3-liter twin-turbo 

V-6 with 376 lb-ft of torque and a roughly 

$40,000 starting price? They seem all 

right when you consider the Stinger GT 

falls between a midsize and full-size sedan 

in dimension and weighs 4,005 pounds. 

Making a direct comparison is trickier 

because it’s hard to say exactly what the 

Stinger competes with.

The Chevrolet SS was the most obvious 

spoiler, but it’s out of production. It started 

at about $48,000, hit 60 mph in 4.7 seconds, 

ran a quarter mile in 13.2 seconds at 108.9 

mph, stopped from 60 in 108 feet, pulled 0.94 

g average on the skidpad, and posted a 24.7-

second figure-eight lap at 0.78 g average.

You could match it up with the Dodge 

Charger even though that car is 10 inches 

longer overall and nearly 6 inches longer 

in wheelbase, and it’s 300 pounds heavier. 

An R/T with the 370-hp 5.7-liter V-8 is 

cheaper by five grand, but the Kia will dust 

it everywhere but the skidpad and figure 

eight—and even then, it’s close. You need 

the $41,000 R/T Scat Pack with the 485-hp 

6.4-liter V-8 if you want to win. And the 

Stinger GT has a far nicer interior.

No, Kia wants a piece of the Germans. 

After all, the Stinger GT has a hatchback like 

the smaller Audi A5 Sportback or the BMW 4 

Series Gran Coupe. (The more appropriately 

sized Audi A7 is $69,000, in case you were 

wondering.) 

The Audi A5 Sportback is $43,000 to start, 

and your only option is the 252-hp 2.0-liter 

turbo-four. Based on results of the lighter A4, 

it’s slower, but like the Charger, it just pips 

the Kia on the skidpad and figure eight. But 

it’s substantially smaller.

The BMW is also smaller but can be 

had with a turbo I-6 with 320 hp for about 

$50,000. Based on our test of the lighter 

340i sedan, the 440i Gran Coupe is slower 

than the Kia.

Mercedes-Benz doesn’t make a hatch-

back sedan (yet), but to smoke the Kia, you’d 

need to spring for the $54,000 C43 AMG, 

which clips the Kia in every test but is, again, 

a smaller package.

In other words, the Kia can hang with the 

big dogs and might have carved out a pretty 

sharp niche. SE

HOW DOES THE  
STINGER STACK UP?

 2018 Kia Stinger GT

BASE PRICE $39,395

PRICE AS TESTED $50,000 (est)

VEHICLE LAYOUT Front-engine, RWD, 
5-pass, 4-door sedan

ENGINE 3.3L/365-hp/376-lb-ft 
twin-turbo DOHC 
24-valve V-6 

TRANSMISSION 8-speed automatic

CURB WEIGHT (F/R DIST) 4,005 lb (52/48%)

WHEELBASE 114.1 in

L X W X H 190.2 x 73.6 x 55.1 in

0-60 MPH 4.8 sec

QUARTER MILE 13.3 sec @ 106.9 mph

BRAKING, 60-0 MPH 113 ft

LATERAL ACCELERATION 0.85 g (avg)

MT FIGURE EIGHT 26.2 sec @ 0.71 g (avg)

EPA CITY/HWY/COMB
FUEL ECON

Not yet tested

Capable though it may be from seat to 

steering—and despite testing it on the 

Nürburgring—Kia insists the Stinger 

GT isn’t a track car. We took it to a track 

anyway, and things got complicated. Kia’s 

press cars at the time were all prototypes, 

and the first car they gave us suffered 

a power steering failure and had to be 

replaced. The second car, as it turns out, 

hadn’t yet had its U.S.-spec springs and 

dampers installed, and it exhibited consid-

erably more body roll and understeer on 

the track than the first one. As a result, 

Randy posted a lap time—1:28.90—that he 

felt wasn’t representative of what the car 

could do. With a properly equipped car, he 

believes he could subtract a full second.

Things that didn’t change on track: 

the car’s weight and its braking perfor-

mance—113 feet isn’t anywhere near a 

record in our 60–0 braking test, but it 

only tells part of the story. Randy was 

impressed at the durability of the brakes. 

Throughout a very hot day, the pedal was 

consistent, and the brakes refused to fade. 

 “The brakes are impressively strong, 

with a consistent and firm pedal feel that 

inspires confidence,” he said. “The braking 

does not upset the chassis, and the pad 

compound can take the heat.”

There will be heat, and not just from 

the brakes. The Stinger GT is taking on 

a wildly competitive segment ruled by a 

small in-crowd. Whether it’s staring down 

the German triumvirate or the American 

holdouts, the sport sedan from the value 

brand has a lot to prove.

“For a first effort at a genuine sport 

sedan, the Stinger is quite an accomplish-

ment,” Randy said. “It clearly is set up for 

a comfortable ride as a priority over race 

car dynamics, but in the real world, this 

makes sense. Even more so among buyers 

of a big, powerful GT car.”

Like no Korean car before it, the Stinger 

GT speaks the language of enthusiasts. But 

will they listen? n

NO STING IN THE TAIL The aggressive bolsters 
allow you to concentrate on those mountain roads 
when they cross your path. The interior as a 
whole takes aim at the Kia’s luxury competitors. 
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FIRST TEST | 2018 Chevrolet Traverse

Near the end of summer, 

the Bow Tie brand decided 

to make its family-friendly 

three-row crossover—the 

redesigned Chevrolet Traverse—available 

for long-weekend trips within the great 

mitten-shaped state of Michigan. 

The timing coincided perfectly with 

the other half of the Motor Trend Detroit 

staff’s plans to boogie well out of state. 

That left yours truly hurriedly wheeling 

the new Traverse all over greater Detroit 

STAYCATION

by myself—dashing to myriad news 

events all at the same time. As a result, 

I had the opportunity to take note of 

the V-6’s 310 hp and 266 lb-ft of torque, 

the transmission’s nine well-spaced 

ratios, and the suspension’s sharpened 

responsiveness. Sadly, that meant I had 

less time to check out its new tilt-n-slide 

passenger-side middle-row captain’s 

chair (which works even with a child 

seat installed), the grand visibility out of 

its huge windows and dual sunroofs, its 
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Words Frank Markus

ESSENTIALS  The Chevrolet Traverse’s 
cargo area can fit a 4-by-8-foot 

sheet of paneling (or a small family’s 
vacation essentials). Praise be!  
An underfloor stowage bin can 

swallow a smaller roll-aboard bag.

CHEVY LOANS US A VACATION-MOBILE; WE USE IT FOR WORK

5,000-pound towing capacity, or its 38.2-

inch third-row headroom (up 0.4 inch).

Despite having grown in every exte-

rior measurement—the largest being a 

2.0-inch wheelbase stretch—the most 

noticeable dimension change from behind 

the wheel is curb weight. Depending on 

the model, this big boy has dropped some-

thing near 350 pounds. Compounding 

that roughly 7 percent weight loss is an 

8 percent power gain and a 13 percent 

improvement in first-gear “leverage.” 

Tally that up, and this thing flat-out 

scooted every time I floored it at a traffic 

light. Our test gear confirms a 1.0-second 

drop in 0–60 time, from 7.7 to 6.7 seconds 

comparing past and present top-line 

AWD models with an actual weight differ-

ence of precisely 300 pounds. 

That performance is near the top of 

the class, with only the slightly smaller 

Honda Pilot Elite (349 pounds lighter) 

and the far more powerful 3.5-liter 

EcoBoost Ford Explorer Platinum (317 

pounds heavier) outrunning it (in 6.2 

and 6.4 seconds to 60 mph, respectively). 

Expect the optional 255-hp 2.0-liter turbo 

to be slower—but perhaps not by as much 

as you’d think. It’ll only be offered with 

front-drive, it weighs less, and it makes 29 

lb-ft more torque than the V-6.

With all those extra ratios available for 

selection within milliseconds, it’s a snap 

to drop the hammer and squirt into an 

opening in an adjacent lane of swifter-

moving traffic, as our 45–65-mph time 
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Intense efforts in the chassis-tuning department pay off in a supple 
ride over tilted freeway slabs and scabrous, potholed asphalt.

savings of 0.6 second attests (down to 

3.4 seconds). Once up to my comfortable 

top-gear freeway-cruising speed, the 25 

percent broader ratio spread between 

first and ninth gears left the engine 

spinning 8 percent slower than the 2016 

Traverse’s V-6 would have been. 

But perhaps the best thing about this 

nine-speed automatic is how unno-

ticeable it is. Shifts feel, as the bard of 

Honolulu, Bruno Mars, might put it, 

smoother than a fresh jar of Skippy. 

There’s never the sense of constant gear 

shuffling that we’ve noticed in many 

other nine-speeds, and I never detected 

indecision when abruptly changing 

throttle position; there’s no clunk as some 

trannies have when they drop into the 

gear belatedly determined to be best. 

However, I have two constructive 

criticisms for the transmission team: 

Program in a Sport shift logic that holds 

lower gears longer, and give nerds like me 

a readout on the display to show which 

gear I’m in. Your Ford colleagues are 

bound to offer these items, as they do with 

their version of your jointly developed 

10-speed auto in the F-150 (page 48).

In Chevy’s quest for improved fuel 

economy, the Traverse’s lighter weight 

and better-optimized transmission gears 

are abetted by a sophisticated auto start/

stop system that motorizes the starter 

pinion so it can be synchronized with the 

speed of the flywheel. Why? So that on 

those rare occasions when you’re coasting 

to a stop and the engine shuts down but 

then the light turns green and you hit the 

gas before coming to a complete stop, this 

synchronizer gizmo can enable the engine 

to restart while it’s still spinning. These 

efforts pay off in a 3-mpg improvement in 

EPA combined fuel economy for both the 

front- and all-wheel-drive V-6 variants, 

to 21 and 20 mpg, respectively. (GM is 

estimating the 2.0-liter front-driver will 

hit 22 mpg combined.)

Intense efforts in the chassis-tuning 

department pay off in a supple ride 

over tilted freeway slabs and scabrous, 

potholed asphalt. More impressive is 

the decisive way it bends into a curve 

with minimal body roll and no sensa-

tion of consecutive suspension bushings 

absorbing slop before “taking a set.” After 

the tire sidewalls flex into place, the body 

just hangs on through the corner. 

Extreme pavement temperatures on 

the day of our handling tests make objec-

tive comparisons tricky—the figure-eight 

FIRST TEST

Better handling and better ride—even 

when a jumbo-sized crossover is heavily 

loaded? Impossible! Yet the Traverse 

development team delivered by employing 

trick new ZF shocks that include special 

valves that feature a linear force/damping 

characteristic curve and a preload element 

that increases the damping amount avail-

able over small inputs. This technology 

reduces vibration and noise transmitted to 

the body and makes these simpler twin-

tube shocks behave like fancy monotube 

ones. Hydraulic mounts are employed on 

the longitudinal (ride-control) ends of the 

front struts’ lower control arms and on the 

front mounts of the rear suspension cradle. 

To sharpen handling, the lateral links in 

the new five-link rear suspension are 

hardened. And to help the rear coil springs 

shoulder heavy loads, there’s a big, tall, 

multimaterial “bump stop,” which acts kind 

of like a variable-rate helper spring and 

ensures a soft “landing” if the suspension 

does bottom out.

Suspension of disbelief
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The most powerful Civic ever has arrived.

306 hp.* Triple outlet exhaust. 3-Mode Drive System. The Civic Type R. 

The ultimate expression of Honda performance.

*306 hp @ 6500 rpm (SAE net). Civic Type R Touring Shown. ©2017 American Honda Motor Co., Inc.



2018 Chevrolet Traverse AWD Premier

BASE PRICE $48,295 

PRICE AS TESTED $50,140 

VEHICLE LAYOUT Front-engine, AWD, 
7-pass, 4-door SUV

ENGINE 3.6L/310-hp/266-lb-ft* 
DOHC 24-valve V-6 

TRANSMISSION 9-speed automatic

CURB WEIGHT (F/R DIST) 4,639 lb (57/43%)

WHEELBASE 120.9 in

L X W X H 204.3 x 78.6 x 70.7 in

0-60 MPH 6.7 sec

QUARTER MILE 15.2 sec @ 90.6 mph

BRAKING, 60-0 MPH 135 ft

LATERAL ACCELERATION 0.77 g (avg)

MT FIGURE EIGHT 27.8 sec @ 0.61 g (avg)

EPA CITY/HWY/COMB
FUEL ECON

17/25/20 mpg

ENERGY CONS, CITY/HWY 198/135 kW-hrs/
100 miles

CO2 EMISSIONS, COMB 0.98 lb/mile

*SAE Certified

performance only matched that of the old 

Traverse, and the skidpad and braking 

numbers worsened considerably. This is in 

complete contrast to subjective impres-

sions gleaned when returning from a 

test drive of the aforementioned F-150 

10-speed out in rural southeast Michigan. 

On deserted, twisty roads the big Chevy 

proved willing to change directions far 

more quickly than anyone traveling with 

kiddos in the back should attempt. After 

all, it’s a drag to clean up kid spew, and the 

shocks’ newfound quietness means you’d 

be able to hear their peristaltic protests 

all too well.  Just know that if you have to 

hustle, the Traverse is up to the task.

Over a somewhat calmer weekend, I had 

the chance to explore the Traverse’s vast 

interior, which has grown by 10 percent 

and now ranks as the largest in the three-

row crossover class. There’s ample cargo 

room, both behind the seats and under the 

floor, and USB charging ports are within a 

comfortable cord’s reach of every seating 

position—even in the third row. 

A drive in some deep sand proved no 

FIRST TEST

match for the AWD system’s off-road 

mode; however, the rotary control knob’s 

interface needs work. It’s tucked right 

underneath the lip of the center armrest, 

so it’s hard to see the dimly backlit mode 

icons. These indecipherable icons are 

slow to light, resulting in frequent over-

shooting of the intended mode.

Rear-seat comfort was less impres-

sive. The middle-row captain’s chairs felt 

hard and flat, though they’re elevated 

sufficiently above the front seats to afford 

stadium visibility. The wheelbase stretch 

was supposed to pay off in third-row 

comfort, but my 5-foot-10 frame felt 

cramped, and the low cushion and high 

floor forced a knees-up seating posture. 

A VW Atlas concurrently in fleet offered 

a vastly more comfortable (if numerically 

less spacious) third row while providing 

the same tilt/slide access on both sides. 

Chevy needs to add tilt/slide to its driver-

side seat and reduce the release effort, 

which seems too much for young kids.

My takeaway from a long weekend 

spent not vacationing in the Traverse: 

It’ll make up time when you’re running 

late about as well as any seven- or eight-

seater can, but a sport transmission 

program would be welcome. The ride is 

comfortable and quiet, it looks good on 

the outside, and it fits tons of stuff on the 

inside. But to rank it as the ultimate vaca-

tion-mobile, the rear-seating comfort and 

accessibility needs improvement. That’s a 

small to-do list for the new Chevy. n
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‘The Valiant’ is our latest masterpiece here at Daniel Steiger, we 
believe it’s the perfect combination of suave sophistication and rugged 
vintage appeal. The rectangular case with screw detailing gives a solid 
streamlined look. ‘The Valiant’ features date, chronograph sub-dials 
and a genuine leather strap with contrast stitching. All Daniel Steiger 
watches come with a 30 day money back guarantee for peace of 
mind, an unlimited 5 year movement warranty and are dispatched in 
a magnificent presentation case. Choose from ‘The Valiant’ with 18k 
Rose Gold Plated Steel and Black Leather for only $189 or ‘The Valiant’
Two Tone Steel and Brown Leather for only $179.

VALIANT, IT’s NOT FOR 
THE FAINT HEARTED.

Also Available in Two-Tone Steel & 
Brown Leather

ORDER TOLL FREE 24/7 

1-800 733 8463 
QUOTE PROMO CODE: 

MT7nVA

timepiecesusa.com/mt7n
Use Promo Code to take 

73% OFF INSTANTLY!
You must use code to receive 

your special price!  Simply 
Call our sales team or en-
ter code on our website!                           

PROMO CODE TIP: You can use 
your code for a discount on 

any other item you find on our 
website!

LIST PRICE
$699

73% OFF

NOW ONLY

$189
YOU SAVE

$510

Timepieces International Inc, 12800 N.W. South River Drive, Medley, FL 33178

PLu s shipping

THE DANIEL STEIGER

ORDER ONLINE & ENTER PROMO CODE MT7NVA



Acura · Audi · BMW · Buick · Cadillac · Chevrolet · Chrysler · Dodge · Ferrari · Ford · GMC · Honda · Hummer · Hyundai · Infiniti

Isuzu · Jeep · Kia · Land Rover · Lexus · Lincoln · Maserati · Mazda · Mercedes-Benz · Mercury · Mini · Mitsubishi · Nissan

Oldsmobile · Plymouth · Pontiac · Porsche · Saab · Saturn · Scion · Subaru · Suzuki · Toyota · Volkswagen · Volvo
Accessories Available for 

WE’RE DOING OUR PART
WE BUILD, BUY AND HIRE AMERICAN

New WeatherTech® Factory 
Bolingbrook, IL, USA



© 2017 by MacNeil IP LLC

Order Now: 800-441-6287
Canadian Customers
WeatherTech.ca

American Customers
WeatherTech.com

European Customers
WeatherTech.eu



Acura · Audi · BMW · Buick · Cadillac · Chevrolet · Chrysler · Dodge · Ferrari · Ford · GMC · Honda · Hummer · Hyundai · Infiniti 

Isuzu · Jeep · Kia · Land Rover · Lexus · Lincoln · Maserati · Mazda · Mercedes-Benz · Mercury · Mini · Mitsubishi · Nissan 

Oldsmobile · Plymouth · Pontiac · Porsche · Saab · Saturn · Scion · Subaru · Suzuki · Toyota · Volkswagen · Volvo
Accessories Available for 

§ Accurately and completely lines  

the interior carpet

§ Material provides soft touch top,  

rigid core strength and bottom  

surface friction 

Available in Black, Tan and Grey  
(Cocoa Available for Select Applications) 

FloorLinerª



© 2017 by MacNeil IP LLC

Order Now: 800-441-6287
Canadian Customers
WeatherTech.ca

American Customers
WeatherTech.com

European Customers
WeatherTech.eu

§ Complete trunk and cargo area protection

§ Digitally designed for each application

§ Remains flexible under temperature extremes 

Available in Black, Tan and Grey  
(Cocoa Available for Select Applications) 

Cargo Liner



§  Deep sculpted channels designed to 

trap water, road salt, mud and sand

§  Will not crack, curl or harden regardless 

of temperature

Available in Black, Tan and Grey (Cocoa Available for Select Applications) 

All-Weather Floor Mats

Ribbed Design Underside Nibs and 

Anti-Skid Ridges

§  Manufactured with strong, yet lightweight aluminum

§  Adjusts vertically and horizontally to fi t the needs of 

both pet and vehicle

§  Protects vehicle’s interior from pet hair, 

claw scratches and muddy paws

§  Keeps pets safe and secure while you focus 

on the road

§  Protects against scratches, damage and 

spills that can potentially ruin the seat 

surface of your vehicle

§  Available in bucket or bench options 

§  Features a durable, water-repellent fi nish

Available in Black, Tan and Grey

§ Mounts to the side rails or crossbar of vehicle’s roof

§ An additional 13 cubic feet for excess cargo

§ Made from durable, weather-resistant 1000 denier nylon

§ Measures 39" x 32" x 18"

Seat Protector

RackSack®

Pet Barrier



TechLiner® and Tailgate shown

© 2017 by MacNeil IP LLC

Armor Your Investment

§ Fits to the exact contours of each application

§ No messy sprays or drilling needed 

§  100% recyclable, odorless material

§  Flexible and durable

§  Chemical and UV resistant

TechLiner®

No-Drill MudFlaps

§  Mounts-In-Minutes™

§  Protect your vehicle’s most vulnerable areas

§  Installs without tire/wheel removal

§  No drilling into the vehicle’s fragile metal surface

Available for Trucks and SUVs

§  24" of Hitch Mounted Bumper Protection

§  Protect your bumper from minor accidents

§  Fits standard 2" receiver hitch

§  Safely stand on the step (up to 300 lbs.) 

for everyday tasks

BumpStep®XL

§ Lightweight, low-profi le foldable bed cover

§  Easy-to-use tri-fold design, which makes for 

effortless installation and removal

§  Features specialized latching system for 

extra security 

AlloyCoverª

Accessories Available for 

Order Now: 800-441-6287
Canadian Customers
WeatherTech.ca

American Customers
WeatherTech.com

European Customers
WeatherTech.eu
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Words Derek Powell

“We need some music. It’s too 

quiet in here.” 

Andreas Preuninger, 

head of GT development 

for Porsche, is sitting shotgun in an 

Amethyst Metallic Porsche 911 Cabriolet 

(964 edition) somewhere south of San 

Francisco. He connects his iPhone to 

the cabrio’s retro navigation system and 

scrolls through his music library. 

“What sounds good to you?” he asks. “I 

have Green Day. Kid Rock. Metallica?”

And that’s how I found myself blasting 

“American Idiot” while slicing through 

coastal California’s winding roads en 

route to Monterey. But it does raise the 

question: Why on earth am I driving a 

purple Porsche with Andreas Preuninger 

in the first place?

It all begins—and ends—with the 

Porsche 911. Since the 911’s introduction in 

1963, Porsche has built more than 1 million 

of them. To commemorate this milestone, 

seven models spanning all generations 

have traveled from the Porsche museum in 

Zuffenhausen to California. 

The ultimate destination is Monterey 

Car Week, where the 911s will be featured 

at the Werks Reunion then taken to the 

track at Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca for 

FEATURE  | Six generations of Porsche 911

FAMILY 
RESEMBLANCE

TRACING THE LINEAGE OF THE PORSCHE 911 
THROUGH SIX GENERATIONS
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THE LINEUP  
From left to right:  

2009 997 Carrera,  
2001 996 GT3,  

1984 Clubsport 
prototype,  

1996 993 Carrera,  
2017 991.2  One Millionth,  

1970 911S Targa, and 
1992 964 Cabriolet.

some parade laps at the Historics. 

The plan seems simple and straightfor-

ward: A collection of automotive journal-

ists and Porsche executives will caravan 

from our hotel in St. Helena to Monterey 

along a route that winds through some of 

the most scenic roadways along the coast 

before plunging inland. Along the way 

we’ll swap cars at designated points so that 

we can experience every generation of 911. 

First up for me: a 1970 911S Targa 

furnished in a stunning Gemini Blue 

Metallic. A tiny surprise greets me when 

I open the frunk to deposit my modest 

baggage. The opening is a far cry from 

the commodious cargo areas of modern 

911s: small, shallow, and nowhere near big 

enough for my duffel. Into the front seat 

it goes. With 180 hp on tap from a 2.2-liter 

flat-six, the 2,400-pound Targa has 

plenty of power to headline this group. 

I congratulate myself on my impressive 

lead until I realize the cars behind me 

are keeping their distance on purpose. 

She’s a dirty girl; when downshifted and 

floored, the Targa emits a dank puff of 

smoke from the tailpipe. Anyone behind 

the Targa finds his or her recirc button in 

a hurry. It’s easy to forget all cars used to 

be like this.
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Of all the 911s, this one probably took 

the most getting used to. The pedals 

are narrowly spaced, and I adjust my 

feet to approximate a nimble heel-

toe, with mixed results. The footwork 

shines in comparison to my shifting 

skills, however. Its five-speed manual is 

arranged in a dogleg position, meaning 

first is down and to the left, a fact I have 

to keep repeating to myself out loud so I 

don’t forget. 

The shifter slides easily from gate 

to gate, but the detents are vague. I 

concentrate on not confusing second gear 

for reverse. And as sleek as the enduring 

shape is, the seating position feels a lot 

higher than in a modern 911. Thank 

goodness for the removable roof. 

My original plan was to rotate through 

the cars in chronological order, starting 

at the oldest and advancing to the next 

newer model at each stop until reaching 

the millionth. But this plan went out the 

window at the first waypoint. Everyone 

exited their cars and made a beeline for 

their favorite choice. It was like a game 

of Porsche musical chairs in the parking 

lot of a 76 station, and I found myself 

without a chair in the form of a water-

cooled 2001 996 GT3.

Once upon a time, 360 horsepower 

was something special. Ditto a 0–60 time 

under 5 seconds. But in this era of four-

door family sedans that can best those 

figures, this GT3 doesn’t feel immediately 

special in that all-important seat-of-

the-pants way. Perhaps it’s because of 

the cockpit, which reminds me of how 

uninspiring the original 996 interior 

was, or maybe it’s because Preuninger 

didn’t come on board until halfway 

through its development. The front end 

feels too light, exacerbated by steering 

that’s uncharacteristically vague yet 

somehow also darty. And although the 

engine is a priceless mechanical marvel, 

it’s not well-suited to the sedate pace of 

the group as we lope westward through 

the meandering hills near Tomales Bay. 

Given the 996 GT3’s raw nature, this 

track-focused wunderkind of its time is 

surprisingly quieter at speed than the 

brand-new GT3. 

As much as the 996 GT3 feels like a relic 

of its era, the next car I step into, a Polar 

Silver 993 Carrera 2, feels absolutely 

timeless. The 993—this one has just 

12,000 kilometers on the odometer—is 

heralded as the most resolved and sorted 

version of all air-cooled 911s. Only the 

Nokia handset in the console betrays its 

true age. Behind the wheel, the driving 

experience harks back to the Targa’s 

direct lightness while adding a welcome 

touch of solidity that doesn’t interfere 

She’s a dirty girl; when downshifted and floored, the Targa emits a dank puff of smoke from the tailpipe.

ON OR OFF? Despite what you see, the best  
way to enjoy the 911S Targa is with its roof off.

HALLMARK Since the 
beginning, 911s have had 
a center-mounted tach.
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Always wear your seat belt, and please don’t drink and drive. ©2017 Nissan North America, Inc.

The 2017
Nissan Rogue®

No matter what’s in the forecast, the 2017 Nissan Rogue’s 
available Intelligent All-Wheel Drive helps you keep going. 

TAKE ON TODAY

GIVE BAD WEATHER 

A RAIN CHECK.



The Polar Silver 993 Carrera 2 feels absolutely timeless. Only the Nokia handset in the console betrays its true age. 

FEATURE | Six generations of Porsche 911

NEW GENERATION OF 
PERFORMANCE The 996 GT3 
made its debut in 1999 as the 
successor to the Carrera 
RS, providing track-ready 
performance in a street-legal 
package. In 2000 the GT3 
became the first production  
car to lap the Nordschleife  
in less than 8 minutes.

END OF AN ERA The 993 was the last 
911 to feature an air-cooled engine.72  MOTORTREND.COM / DECEMBER 2017



with the steering wheel’s communication 

with my fingertips. 

As I head out from Tomales in this 

silver time capsule, Highway 1 hugs 

the Pacific Ocean. The road follows the 

natural contour of the land, resulting 

in curves that mimic the ebb and flow 

of the tide. I’m midfield in our caravan, 

and on the next undulation all I can see 

is a weaving ribbon of 911s. As the Targa 

shoots forward at the head of the pack, 

we all downshift in unison and surge 

forward, charging the curves like the 

hand of a spirited conductor chasing the 

notes in front of a symphony.

If the 993 is the shining example of 

the air-cooled era, then the 997 is the 

model that addressed all the complaints 

about the 996 and then some. Decked 

out in Cream Beige over an interior 

color inspired by terra-cotta flooring, 

this 997 is either stealth or extrover-

sion, depending on where you’re looking. 

With a route composed of traffic-choked 

streets, routine highway cruising, and the 

unfortunate arrival of a garbage truck up 

a windy mountain pass, the 997 was quiet 

and comfortable. Add in the air-cooled 

seats, and this was the perfect pairing for 

the most uninspiring segment of our drive. 

It was after lunch when I got seat 

time in the purple 964, ameliorated by 

Preuninger being my co-pilot. In contrast 

to everything else I’d driven that day, the 

964 felt ponderous and reluctant, further 

hampered by a four-speed automatic that 

suffocated the verve of the engine. Light 

and lithe it’s not, seemingly weighed down 

by all the financial burdens Porsche was 

experiencing at the time. 

I’m in the midst of thinking about all 

this when Preuninger silences Green 

Day midscreed. He shakes his head. “We 

need something from the period! Too 

much punk.” Preuninger fiddles with his 

phone. The unmistakable cowbell from 

Loverboy’s “Working for the Weekend” 

fills the open air around us. Preuninger 

ratchets up the volume. “That’s more like 

it!” I nudge the Tiptronic lever forward, 

the transmission finds third gear, and 

the engine finally finds its voice. The 964 

soldiers ahead, dappled light washing over 

the purple interior, a rolling kaleidoscope 

straight out of 1992.

Preuninger’s musical shift isn’t by 

accident. It’s a choice that resets the tone 

of the drive, transforming the character 

of the 964 from Rebel Without a Car to 

Boulevardier in Charge. Perhaps that’s 

the key to enjoying this softened purple 

lump. Even though Green Day is techni-

cally closer to this 964’s actual age, it’s 

the Loverboy song that brings out its true 

RACING GENES The 996 GT3 is powered by a roadgoing variant of the flat-six found in the Le Mans–
winning 911 GT1. Lightweight buckets provide great support and save 22 pounds each. 

WERKS REUNION Below, the 911s are on display 
at an annual West Coast gathering for all Porsche 
models during Monterey Car Week. In the 964 
(right), even the steering wheel is purple.
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The Clubsport prototype is one of one. It is probably worth more than all the other models put together. 

EYE CATCHER The millionth 911 drew 
an admiring crowd at Werks Reunion.

nature. Memory and nostalgia have a way 

of making a mush of the past. 

The afternoon sun hangs low in the sky 

as we make our final swap for the day, and 

now I’m behind the wheel of a literal one-

in-a-million car—the millionth 911 ever 

built. The Irish Green paint, houndstooth 

seats, and woodgrain trim announce this 

is indeed a very special 911 Carrera S. It’s 

an absolute sweetheart on the highway 

and delivers its 450 horsepower (thanks, 

Powerkit option) in a swooning rush of 

torque. One surprising omission was 

cruise control—but if you think about it, a 

proper autobahn run is never dictated by 

a constant speed, and quite soon this car 

will live the rest of its life in a museum. 

As the traffic grows thick on approach 

to Monterey, it’s time to part ways and 

inch toward the hotel for dinner. One 

911 remains, and it’ll have to wait until 

tomorrow.

One of the best things about Monterey 

Car Week is that the entire town is one 

big car-spotting opportunity. In addition 

to the hundreds of cars that will be on 

display at various events during the week, 

a sizable number of interesting rides 

from all eras cruise the streets, chill out in 

public parking lots, and idle in fast-food 

drive-thrus. The crackle of unmuffled 

V-8s and raucous four-cylinders bounces 

like so many sonic pingpong balls up to 

my hotel balcony. I dream, unsurpris-

ingly, of 911s.

The next morning I clamber into the 

driver’s seat of the remaining 911—a 1984 

Clubsport prototype. Built as a study in 

producing a lightweight 911, this beauty in 

white has a hood, front fenders, and doors 

fabricated from aluminum, handmade 

fiberglass bumpers, and lightweight glass 

all around. Although the Clubsport finally 

made it into production for the 1987 and 

1988 model years, this prototype is one 

of one. It is probably worth more than all 

the other models put together. Great. No 

pressure driving it through the massively 

congested roads of the Werks Reunion. 

Right before I set out, the price-

less aluminum passenger door opens, 

and Preuninger looks into the cabin. 

“Thought you got rid of me?” he asks. 

He ducks into his seat (no worries about 

hitting his head on the visor because 

it’s been removed as part of the weight-

saving program) and buckles up, and 

we’re off. 

Once we’re underway, Preuninger looks 

around the interior of the Clubsport. He 

gestures to the filler plate on the front 

dash where the radio should be. “No 

Loverboy today, hmm?” Then he looks at 



The best 911 is not necessarily the 
quickest, the most opulent, or even the 

most purple. It’s as much an evolution of 
the concept as it is a distillation of the 

formula conceived 50-odd years ago.

RANDOM ASSORTMENT Our convoy from 
Napa to Monterey started out orderly and 
ended up askew as drivers explored the 
performance potential of each 911.

FROM NEWEST TO FIRST All six generations overlook the grandstands at Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca.

Six generations of Porsche 911 | FEATURE

the doors. “So … why are there speakers?” 

Although each 911 I’ve driven from the 

collection is technically a museum piece, 

it doesn’t mean that they sit in stasis. 

The cars are fully maintained, ready to 

roll at a moment’s notice, and even this 

example, which is utterly irreplace-

able, has just spent the past several days 

racking up hundreds of miles. And when 

the cars are shared with a ragtag bunch 

of passionate automotive journalists, you 

might intuit that many of those miles are 

unabashedly spirited. You’d be correct.

Preuninger seems to agree with this 

philosophy. With the road ahead bliss-

fully clear, he encourages me to dig into 

it. “The power is so linear and smooth, 

all the way to redline,” he says by way of 

permission. And he’s right. As the tach 

needle shifts hemispheres, the 33-year-

old flat-six feels strong and willing, 

showing no loss of power as we crest 

6,000 rpm. The suspension, firm yet 

never brittle, tells me everything I need 

to know. I would drive this car for hours. 

If only I could.

After building a million 911s, Porsche 

shows no signs of slowing down with its 

most iconic model. At last count there 

were 22 varieties of 911 available on a 

dealer showroom floor. In light of this 

astonishing fact, driving the Clubsport is 

the perfect takeaway from this once-in-a-

lifetime sampling. 

It reinforces my opinion that the best 

911 is not necessarily the quickest, the 

most opulent, or even the most purple. 

The ultimate 911, therefore, is as much an 

evolution of the concept as it is a distil-

lation of the original formula conceived 

50-odd years ago: six cylinders and 

two drive wheels brought together by a 

manual transmission. 

At dinner on the eve of our drive to 

Monterey, I had asked Preuninger if he 

thought the new 700-hp GT2 RS repre-

sented the pinnacle of 911 development. 

This rear-wheel-drive turbocharged 

example blasts out more than five times 

the power of the original 1963 model. It’s 

hard to believe that the 911 has come this 

far. But then again, it’s hard to believe a 

model once slated for extinction in the 

1980s now represents the most passionate 

buyer of the entire brand. So what’s next? 

Or is this the ultimate 911?

“There might be a day when the 911 plat-

form reaches a limit,” Preuninger muses 

as he takes a sip of his wine and considers 

that possibility. The millionth 911 sits 

just outside the restaurant, the light of 

the sinking sun fondly caressing its svelte 

curves. He sets down his glass and looks 

out at the car. “But today is not that day.” n
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N O  M A N ’ S  
There was a time in the 

not too distant past when 

gas-guzzling SUVs were 

reserved for the occasional 

snowstorm or off-road excursion and 

sedans served as the vehicle of choice for 

family-friendly daily driving. Our tastes 

have changed, though. Compact SUVs 

have displaced both as our go-to do-it-all 

transportation tool. 

Those compact SUVs have evolved with 

us. Take a look at what was offered in the 

early 2000s. Vehicles such as the Jeep 

Cherokee, Nissan Xterra, and Subaru 

Forester all proudly sported city-friendly 

dimensions and some real off-road capa-

bility. But their modern equivalents have 

grown by a half-foot or more, ballooning 

not only in size but also in price.

Although a new generation of subcom-

pact crossovers could seemingly backfill 

that size and price gap, most are still 

smaller than yesteryear’s compacts—

and in some cases, the on-road comfort 

and off-road credentials of these new 

subcompacts are lacking, as well. 

So what’s a crossover buyer to do when 

looking for that “just right” fit?

Thankfully, Jeep, Nissan, and Subaru 

have entered into this no man’s land of 

budget-friendly crossovers that straddle 

the unclaimed dimensionality between 

subcompact and compact crossovers with 

the Jeep Compass, Nissan Rogue Sport, 

and Subaru Crosstrek. Bonus: All three are 

new to the market this year.

The new Jeep Compass Trailhawk is the 

most off-road-capable trim level of the 

second-generation Compass lineup. Built 

on Fiat Chrysler Automobile’s Small-

Wide 4x4 architecture, the Compass 

straddles the gap between the subcompact 

COMPARISON | 2017 Jeep Compass VS. 2017 Nissan Rogue Sport VS. 2018 Subaru Crosstrek
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L A N D Words Christian Seabaugh Photographs Jade Nelson

TWEENERS All three of these CUVs 
slot between subcompact and 

compact crossovers. Expect more to 
join them in the coming years.

THESE “JUST RIGHT” 
CROSSOVERS PROVIDE 
CITY-FRIENDLY, 
OFF-PAVEMENT-READY 
TRANSPORT THAT WON’T 
BREAK YOUR WALLET

Renegade and compactish Cherokee. 

It shares not only its platform with its 

stablemates but also its drivetrain—it’s 

powered by a 2.4-liter I-4 that produces 

180 hp and 175 lb-ft of torque and comes 

mated to ZF’s infamous nine-speed 

automatic. That 2.4-liter engine, both 

the biggest and most powerful of our 

trio, is paired with a Trailhawk-specific 

all-wheel-drive system, which includes a 

shorter axle ratio to allow the gearbox’s 

first gear to mimic a true four-wheel-

drive vehicle’s low range. 

The Trailhawk also includes off-road 

tires, a minor suspension lift giving it 

8.5 inches of ever-important ground 

clearance, and a Selec-Terrain system 

to ensure the Compass’ all-wheel-drive 

system has traction on a variety of 

surfaces. Compass Trailhawk prices 

start at $29,690 with standard fare such 

as Apple CarPlay and Android Auto 

compatibility, but our nearly loaded 

model, which includes forward collision 

alert, lane keep assist, and other options, 

stickers for $34,060.

Our tested Nissan Rogue Sport SL 

AWD is new to the States but has been a 

BILLY GOAT The Trailhawk is the most off-road-
capable member of the Jeep Compass family.
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known quantity overseas for years. Called 

Qashqai (CASH-kye) in Europe, where 

it’s one of Nissan’s best-sellers, the Rogue 

Sport slots between the smaller Juke 

and larger Rogue in the automaker’s U.S. 

lineup. It marries the styling, interior, 

and practicality of the larger Rogue 

(Nissan’s best-seller) with more city-

friendly dimensions, measuring a foot 

and change shorter than its big brother. 

Its sportier Juke brother gets a 188-hp 

turbocharged I-4, and its big brother gets 

a 170-hp four-cylinder, but the Rogue 

Sport inexplicably gets saddled with a 

2.0-liter I-4 that makes a mere 141 hp and 

147 lb-ft of torque—the lowest horse-

power in our test. The Rogue Sport sends 

its power through a standard CVT to an 

optional all-wheel-drive system. Our 

Rogue Sport SL AWD tester comes pretty 

well equipped at its $28,380 base price. 

It has 7.4 inches of ground clearance and 

features such as Nissan’s Around View 

360-degree camera system and a driver-

selectable all-wheel-drive lock switch. 

With the addition of a handful of option 

packages containing radar cruise control, 

lane departure warning, and a slew of 

other active safety tech, our Rogue Sport 

stickered for $31,625.

Rounding out our trio of tweeners 

is the redesigned second-generation 

Subaru Crosstrek Limited. Although it’s 

easy to dismiss the Crosstrek as a lifted 

Impreza hatch (with which the Crosstrek 

shares its new chassis and powertrain), 

a lot of engineering work goes into 

differentiating the two models. The most 

obvious difference is the Crosstrek’s 

suspension lift, which gives the crossover 

an impressive test-best 8.7 inches of 

ground clearance, and Stablex dampers 

designed to allow the Subaru to absorb 

hits from punishing conditions both on- 

and off-road. 

The Crosstrek’s power comes from a 

2.0-liter flat-four pushing out 152 hp and 

a comparison-low 145 lb-ft of torque. 

A six-speed manual is standard on the 

Crosstrek, but our tester puts its power 

to its torque-vectoring all-wheel-drive 

system through a CVT. 

The Crosstrek comes standard 

with Subaru’s X-Mode off-road assist 

system and the automaker’s new Apple 

CarPlay– and Android Auto–friendly 

infotainment suite for $27,210. Our 

tester was loaded up with Subaru’s 

EyeSight active-safety package, a moon-

roof, and a premium audio system for an 

out-the-door price of $30,655.

The winner of this comparison must 

balance on-road manners with light off-

road capability while delivering good fuel 

economy and an interior that belies its 

wallet-friendly price. It must also have the 

most practical and all-around nicest cabin, 

and perhaps most important, it must 

represent the best value in its segment.

Using the Mojave Desert—a perfect no 

man’s land metaphor if there ever were 

one—as our staging ground and off-road 

course, we’d hit the road and use our 

arduous SUV of the Year drive loop to 

suss out a winner.

THIRD PLACE Nissan Rogue Sport 

SL AWD: Fair-Weather Friend 

There are two ways to look at the Nissan 

Rogue Sport: on its own merits and 

against the competition. The Rogue Sport 

SL’s sheetmetal is attractive, and despite 

having not changed since its debut as 

the Qashqai overseas in 2014, it has 

aged well both in and out—save for the 

dated infotainment system and display, 

which washed out in direct sunlight. The 

cabin itself is comfortable, borrowing 

components from the upmarket Rogue. 

However, it’s a bit claustrophobic for 

passengers; saddled with a tight second 

row, our sunroof-equipped example also 

lost precious front headroom.

Although “Sport” is in this Rogue’s 

name, buyers might want to check their 

expectations at the driver’s door; the 

sportiest thing about this sport-utility 

vehicle is its flat-bottomed steering 

wheel. The acceleration run from 0 to 

60 mph takes the Rogue Sport a poky 

9.8 seconds, and the quarter mile falls in 

a leisurely 17.5 seconds at 80.6 mph. In 

our 60–0 braking tests, the Rogue Sport 

needed 137 feet to come to a stop, though 

The winner of this comparison must balance 
on-road manners with light off-road capability 
while delivering good fuel economy and an 
interior that belies its wallet-friendly price.

MOMENTUM GAME You better keep moving in slippery conditions in the Nissan Rogue Sport.  
In our tests, it had a hard time getting going again from a stop in sand. 
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it’s worth mentioning that we suspect the 

Nissan is capable of stopping shorter—

conditions were far from ideal during 

brake tests for all three of our competi-

tors. Figure-eight performance for the 

Rogue Sport was a respectable-for-the-

segment 29.6-second lap averaging 0.53 

g. On the fuel economy front, all-wheel-

drive Rogue Sports are EPA-rated at 

24/30/27 mpg city/highway/combined.   

Out in the real world, “smooth” might 

be a better word than “sport” to describe 

the Nissan. Dip into the throttle, and 

the Rogue Sport strolls forward, steadily 

building speed as the CVT fakes a 

traditional automatic’s shifts at redline. 

Steering feel seems to have been an after-

thought for the Rogue Sport’s engineers, 

but the team did do its homework on the 

suspension, which features impressive 

ride quality in a variety of conditions. 

“It rides better than expected, especially 

on concrete freeway expansion joints,” 

associate editor Scott Evans said. “It’s 

bouncing, but the shocks are doing a good 

job of isolating me from the bumps.”

Part of our testing included a 1.34-

mile light off-road course. This course 

featured a variety of terrain designed to 

simulate real-world conditions, such as 

a long, rutted, and twisty dirt road you 

might experience at a national park, a 

deep sand pit that effectively simulates 

how a vehicle’s all-wheel-drive system 

handles wet and deep snow, and a silt-

covered hill, which mimics a vehicle’s 

ability to climb steep grades in low-trac-

tion conditions.

This is where the Rogue Sport really 

leaves us wanting. Plunge into the sand, 

and the engine consistently bogs down 

and cuts power before surging forward, 

only to repeat the cycle again. Hitting 

the AWD lock switch, which engages a 

50-50 front–rear torque split below 25 

mph, or turning off traction control didn’t 

seem to help much, either. Even more 

disappointing is that the Rogue Sport is 

the only one of the three to get stuck on 

our light-duty course. After executing a 

20-mph panic stop test in the sand, the 

Rogue Sport couldn’t get going again. I 

tried the AWD lock switch, reversing, 

rocking the Rogue Sport back and forth, 

and finally turning off traction and 

stability control, yet the Nissan lacked 

the horsepower to free itself from no 

more than 2 inches of soft sand. It took 

two extra humans’ power—courtesy of 

photographer Jade Nelson and intern 

Darren Martin—to wrest the Nissan free.

On manicured asphalt, the Rogue 

Sport is a perfectly serviceable cross-

over, but with 70 percent of the country 

experiencing annual snowfall, it’s fair to 

say that buyers in those markets expect 

far more low-traction capability than 

the Rogue Sport offers. Ultimately, this 

is where the Rogue Sport stumbles while 

its rivals flourish.

SECOND PLACE Jeep Compass 

Trailhawk 4x4: Git ’er Done

The Compass possesses a sense of 

playfulness and character. It feels like 

an old-school body-on-frame SUV—and 

that’s a good thing. Climb up and into the 

dark, red-accented cabin, close the door 

with a satisfying thud, and take stock of 

your surroundings. You sit up satisfy-

ingly high, with excellent sightlines over 

the hood and around the Jeep, thanks to 

its large greenhouse and roomy cabin.

Unfortunately, the Compass 

Trailhawk’s test numbers were pretty 

old-school, too. Despite having the 

largest and most powerful engine of 

our trio, its performance is middling. 

Accelerating from 0 to 60 mph takes the 

Compass 9.4 seconds, and the quarter 
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mile takes 17.2 seconds at 77.2 mph—the 

second fastest quarter-mile time but the 

slowest trap speed of the three. Thanks 

to the off-road-oriented tires and poor 

testing conditions, the 60–0 panic stop 

test took the Jeep 144 feet, which was the 

longest stop of the three. In our figure-

eight testing, the Compass Trailhawk tied 

the Rogue Sport’s 29.6-second lap at 0.53 

g. The off-road hardware also hurts the 

Jeep a bit at the pump, where it nets an 

EPA score of 22/30/25 mpg city/highway/

combined, the lowest of the three.

On pavement, the Jeep Compass 

Trailhawk is a bit hit or miss. The Jeep’s 

2.4-liter engine and nine-speed automatic 

combo, though much improved compared 

to earlier versions of the powertrain, 

still leaves a bit to be desired. The engine 

revs slowly and loudly, and although this 

iteration of the nine-speed finally allows 

the engine to pull to redline, its shifts are 

agonizingly slow. At least the jerky down-

shifts and slushy upshifts that character-

ized earlier versions of this powertrain (in 

vehicles such as the Jeep Renegade) have 

been banished.

The Compass Trailhawk rides and 

handles real-world roads far better than 

its test numbers would suggest. The 

steering wheel loads up nicely through 

corners, and the tires start to squeal long 

before the Jeep is ever at risk of losing 

grip. The Compass Trailhawk’s ride is also 

noteworthy—it eats up harsh pavement 

and potholes without transmitting any 

of the impacts into the cabin. Inside, the 

interior bits are far too cheap and plas-

ticky, and the lack of lateral bolstering in 

the seats is an issue.

The Jeep really excels in our off-

road testing. Simply put, the Compass 

was never challenged by our course. 

With Auto, Snow, Sand, Mud, and (the 

Trailhawk-exclusive) Rock modes, the 

Compass earns that Trail Rated badge on 

its fenders. Even in its default Auto mode, 

the Compass stomps through the off-road 

obstacles. Placed in Snow or Sand mode, 

the Jeep exhibits seemingly endless trac-

tion. The Compass Trailhawk is espe-

cially fun in the latter mode—disabling 

the traction control brought its tail out 

with big, dusty drifts in our sand pit. 

Despite its noteworthy off-road perfor-

mance, it’s the same old story for the little 

Jeep’s powertrain, lacking that extra dose 

of refinement needed to make it a true 

all-arounder. If all-wheel-drive capability 

is your priority, the Trailhawk might 

seem to be the best option. However, our 

winner proved to be just as capable off the 

beaten path while even better to drive on 

pavement.

JEEP COMPASS TRAILHAWK 4X4

NISSAN ROGUE SPORT SL AWD

SUBARU CROSSTREK 2.0I (LIMITED)
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COVERING THE BASES The Jeep Compass gets high marks across the board. Up front we really liked the snappy infotainment system and visibility, 
but we wish there were more storage cubbies. In back the Jeep is the only SUV here with both HVAC vents and USB chargers for passengers. 

LOOKS SHARP, FEELS SMALL The Nissan Rogue Sport’s cabin is hit or miss. We love the comfortable seats and the rear 
HVAC vents, but we’re not sold on the flat-bottom steering wheel, dated infotainment system, or lack of front headroom.

FORWARD MARCH Subaru has made huge strides with its interiors. We especially love the high-resolution information 
screen, the new infotainment system, and the roomy back seat. One downside, though: no rear air-conditioning vents. 



COMPARISON 

The Subaru Crosstrek marries off-road capability, on-road ride quality, and impressive value.

RALLY BRED  
The Subaru Crosstrek’s 

rally racing heritage 
really shows off-road.  

If only it had more power.

FIRST PLACE Subaru Crosstrek 2.0i 

Limited: Slow, Steady, Superior

In a segment looking for the Goldilocks 

fit, the second-generation Subaru 

Crosstrek marries the off-road capability 

of the Jeep with the on-road ride quality 

of the Nissan while bringing an impres-

sive level of refinement and value to this 

emerging segment.

The Crosstrek begins to separate itself 

from the Compass and Rogue Sport at the 

track. Despite midpack power numbers, 

the Subaru consistently outperformed 

its rivals in all of our instrumented 

testing. The 0–60 run took the Crosstrek 

9.0 seconds, but the Subaru pipped the 

quarter-mile marker in 16.9 seconds 

at 80.8 mph. Just like its competitors, 

braking distances were adversely affected 

by weather conditions, so the Crosstrek’s 

test-best performance in our 60–0 

braking tests was still 131 feet. 

The Subaru’s low curb weight (3,284 

pounds versus the Jeep’s 3,656 and 

Nissan’s 3,426 pounds) also helps the 

crossover to lap our figure eight in 28.4 

seconds at a 0.58 g average. The flyweight 

Subaru is also easy on the wallet at the 

pump, with 27/33/29 mpg city/highway/

combined per the EPA. With gas prices 

on the rise, this is a not-insignificant gap.

Out on the road, the Subaru really 

seems to do it all even if we do want a 

little more under the hood. Around town 

the Crosstrek pulls away from the line 

quickly, thanks to smart gearing and a 

well-tuned CVT. But as you approach 

highway speeds, the Subaru’s lack of 

torque rears its head. “The Subaru gets 

out of its own way,” Evans said, “but only 

if you’re giving it a lot of throttle.” More 

so than the Jeep or Nissan, the Crosstrek 

is practically begging for more power. 

After struggling with a high-altitude 

freeway merge, road test editor Chris 

Walton barked: “C’mon, Subaru! You 

already have a 2.0-liter turbo in the WRX, 

and there’s plenty of headroom to add it 

as an optional engine on the Crosstrek.” 

Yet despite its lack of power, the 

Crosstrek is really enjoyable to drive. 

Steering is light, nimble, and communi-

cative, and the ride quality is downright 

plush with luxury car levels of suspen-

sion compliance and rally car–rivaling 

suspension travel, aided by the Subaru’s 

8.7 inches of ground clearance. The well-

tuned suspension and steering combined 

with the Crosstrek’s CVT and all-wheel-

drive system really help to make the most 

of the engine’s modest power output, 

giving the driver the confidence to keep 

speeds up and the engine in its sweet spot 

on twisty roads.

The combination works equally well on 

our dirt and sand course, too, where the 

Crosstrek faithfully lives up to Subaru’s 

reputation of off-road excellence. “Like 

most Subarus, it’s a little rally car in the 

dirt,” Evans said. The Crosstrek plowed 

right through the sand that stopped 

the Rogue Sport in its tracks, and like 

the Jeep, the Subaru was happy to slide 

around tight dirt corners. 

A comfortable, quiet, and spacious 

interior rounds out this winning package. 

Up front, the driver and passenger have 

supportive seats, exceptional visibility 

outside the cabin, and a snappy, intuitive 

CarPlay-friendly standard infotainment 

system. The upgraded Harman Kardon 

stereo delivers crisp, clear audio, from 

Metallica to Madonna. The back seat is 

spacious, even for grown men. Although 

the lack of air-conditioning vents and 

USB plugs in back is an unfortunate 

oversight, the seats are comfortable and 

adult-friendly. 

At the end of the day, the Subaru 

Crosstrek is the one of our three SUVs 

that most faithfully and successfully 

plugs the growing gap between subcom-

pact and compact offerings. It retains the 

value and off-road credibility its prede-

cessors were known for while adding 

modern-day driving manners, tech-

nology, and safety to the mix. 

The 2018 Subaru Crosstrek does it all. 

It’s a solid, honest little car. And for that, 

it’s our winner. n
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WITH 
MOTOR TREND CERTIFIED, 

YOU CAN’T BUY 
THE WRONG CAR.

Buying a car should always feel right and your pre-owned vehicle is only as good as the 

certification program it’s backed by. With a 72-hour exchange policy, a best value guarantee 

and value-added benefits - you will get the right vehicle at the right price, guaranteed.

MOTOR TREND® is a registered trademark of THE ENTHUSIAST NETWORK. ©2016. All Rights Reserved.

*Warranty for mechanical repair coverage

INSPECTED

By a certified MOTOR TREND  

technician

UPGRADED

Comprehensive warranty, paintless  

dent repair and key fob replacement

GUARANTEED

72-hour exchange policy and  

best value guarantee

Find your Nearest dealer: 

MOTORTRENDCERTIFIED.COM/FIND  



POWERTRAIN/CHASSIS

2017 Jeep Compass

  Trailhwalk 4x4

 2017 Nissan Rogue Sport

  SL AWD

 2018 Subaru Crosstrek

  2.0i (Limited)

DRIVETRAIN LAYOUT Front-engine, 4WD Front-engine, AWD Front-engine, AWD

ENGINE TYPE I-4, alum block/head I-4, alum block/head Flat-4, alum block/heads

VALVETRAIN SOHC, 4 valves/cyl DOHC, 4 valves/cyl DOHC, 4 valves/cyl

DISPLACEMENT 144.0 cu in/2,360cc 121.9 cu in/1,997cc 121.7 cu in/1,995cc

COMPRESSION RATIO 10.0:1 11.2:1 12.5:1

POWER (SAE NET) 180 hp @ 6,400 rpm 141 hp @ 6,000 rpm 152 hp @ 6,000 rpm

TORQUE (SAE NET) 175 lb-ft @ 3,900 rpm 147 lb-ft @ 4,400 rpm 145 lb-ft @ 4,000 rpm

REDLINE 6,500 rpm 6,700 rpm 6,250 rpm

WEIGHT TO POWER 20.3 lb/hp 24.3 lb/hp 21.6 lb/hp

TRANSMISSION 9-speed automatic Cont variable auto Cont variable auto

AXLE/FINAL-DRIVE RATIO 4.33:1/2.08:1 6.39:1/2.42:1 3.90:1/2.17:1

SUSPENSION, FRONT; REAR Struts, coil springs, anti-roll bar; 
struts, coil springs, anti-roll bar

Struts, coil springs, anti-roll bar; 
multilink, coil springs, anti-roll bar

Struts, coil springs, anti-roll bar;  
control arms, coil springs, anti-roll bar

STEERING RATIO 15.7:1 17.6:1 13.0:1

TURNS LOCK-TO-LOCK 2.8 3.0 2.6

BRAKES, F; R 12.0-in vented disc; 11.0-in 
vented disc, ABS

11.7-in vented disc; 11.5-in vented 
disc, ABS

11.6-in vented disc; 10.8-in disc, ABS

WHEELS 7.5 x 17-in cast aluminum 7.0 x 19-in cast aluminum 7.0 x 17-in cast aluminum

TIRES 215/65R17 99S (M+S) Falken 
Wildpeak H/T

225/45R19 92W (M+S) 
Bridgestone Ecopia H/L 422 Plus

225/55R18 98H (M+S) Falken  
Ziex  ZE001 A/S

 DIMENSIONS         

WHEELBASE 103.8 104.2 in 104.9 in

TRACK, F/R 60.7/60.3 in 62.4/62.2 in 61.0/61.2 in

LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT 173.0 x 73.8 x 65.3 in 172.4 x 72.3 x 63.3 in 175.8 x 71.0 x 62.6 in

GROUND CLEARANCE 8.5 in 7.4 in 8.7 in

APPRCH/DEPART ANGLE 30.3/33.6 deg 17.3/28.2 deg 18.0/29.0 deg

TURNING CIRCLE 35.3 ft 36.9 ft 35.4 ft

CURB WEIGHT 3,656 lb 3,426 lb 3,284 lb

WEIGHT DIST, F/R 59/41% 59/41% 59/41%

TOWING CAPACITY 2,000 lb Not recommended 1,500 lb

SEATING CAPACITY 5 5 5

HEADROOM, F/R 39.2/38.5 in 38.3/38.5 in 37.6/37.8 in

LEGROOM, F/R 41.8/38.3 in 42.8/33.4 in 43.1/36.5 in

SHOULDER ROOM, F/R 56.7/55.1 in 56.6/55.7 in 56.7/55.6 in

CARGO VOLUME
BEHIND F/R 

59.8/27.2 cu ft 53.3/19.9 cu ft 55.3/20.8 cu ft

TEST DATA

ACCELERATION TO MPH

0-30 3.2 sec 3.5 sec 3.4 sec

0-40 4.8 5.2 5.0

0-50 7.0 7.3 6.8

0-60 9.4 9.8 9.0

0-70 12.8 13.0 11.7

0-80  — 16.9 15.2

PASSING, 45-65 MPH 5.1 5.1 4.4

QUARTER MILE 17.2 sec @ 77.2 mph 17.5 sec @ 80.6 mph 16.9 sec @ 80.8 mph

BRAKING, 60-0 MPH 144 ft 137 ft 131 ft

LATERAL ACCELERATION 0.73 g (avg) 0.75 g (avg) 0.80 g (avg)

MT FIGURE EIGHT 29.6 sec @ 0.53 g (avg) 29.6 sec @ 0.53 g (avg) 28.4 sec @ 0.58 g (avg)

TOP-GEAR REVS @ 60 MPH 2,300 rpm 2,000 rpm 1,700 rpm

CONSUMER INFO

BASE PRICE $29,690 $28,380 $27,210 

PRICE AS TESTED $34,060 $31,625 $30,655 

STABILITY/TRACTION 
CONTROL

Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/Yes

AIRBAGS 6: Dual front, front side,  
f/r curtain

6: Dual front, front side,
 f/r curtain

7: Dual front, front side, 
f/r curtain, driver knee

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles 3 yrs/36,000 miles 3 yrs/36,000 miles

POWERTRAIN WARRANTY 5 yrs/60,000 miles 5 yrs/60,000 miles 5 yrs/60,000 miles

ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE 5 yrs/100,000 miles 3 yrs/36,000 miles 3 yrs/36,000 miles

FUEL CAPACITY 13.5 gal 14.5 gal 16.6 gal

EPA CITY/HWY/COMB ECON 22/30/25 mpg 24/30/27 mpg 27/33/29 mpg

ENERGY CONS, CITY/HWY 153/112 kW-hrs/100 miles 140/112 kW-hrs/100 miles 125/102 kW-hrs/100 miles

CO2 EMISSIONS, COMB 0.78 lb/mile 0.74 lb/mile 0.66 lb/mile

RECOMMENDED FUEL Unleaded regular Unleaded regular Unleaded regular

COMPARISON 
1st
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Ultra High Performance All-Season 

A sophisticated asymmetric tread design features notched 
outboard shoulders, intermediate and center ribs to bring 
together impressive ultra high performance in dry and wet 
conditions with all-season traction in light snow.

On-/Off-Road All-Terrain 

A specialized, light truck tread compound is molded into a 
symmetric, wraparound tread design for improved traction 
in mud and snow, defense against cuts and bruises and to 
provide rugged good looks. Tiered side grooves and scallop 
grooves between the tread blocks increase the number of 
biting edges to enhance off-road and wintertime traction. 

Max Performance Summer* 

Designed to deliver impressive traction and handling, the Ventus V12 evo2 (K120) radial’s high-
grip silica tread compound features an innovative functualized styrene polymer that lowers tire 
rolling resistance to enhance vehicle fuel economy without surrendering dry and wet traction in 
warm, dry and wet conditions.

Aqua Jet Lateral Grooves 

Promote effi cient water evacuation 
from the center of the tire’s contact 
patch to enhance hydroplaning 
resistance and wet traction.

Directional Tread Design

Notched shoulders and 3D 
intermediate ribs fl anking a 
continuous center rib promote 
dry handling and traction.

©2017 Tire Rack

Shop by vehicle at www.tirerack.com/hankook

*Like all summer tires, the Ventus V12 evo2 is not intended to be driven in near-freezing temperatures,

 through snow or on ice.



If you’d like, we can ship your order to your choice of 
one of our 7,500+ Independent Recommended Installers. 
Exact quotes are displayed online for installation services.

SHIP TO AN INSTALLER

Find one near you at 

www.tirerack.com/installer

TIRE REBATES AND SPECIAL OFFERS
Below are a few of the special offers available this month. See them all at www.tirerack.com/specials
To find out about special offers in the future, sign up for our emails at www.tirerack.com/email

OFFER VALID OCTOBER 1-31, 2017

with the purchase of four select Yokohama tires.

HIT THE 
ROAD 
WITH A

VISA® PREPAID CARDOFFER VALID 10/12/17 - 11/12/17

YOU CAN GET

FIRESTONE VISA PREPAID CARD
WHEN YOU BUY A SET OF FOUR ELIGIBLE TIRES

BY MAIL ON A
receive up to

$225
on a set of Dick cepek 

tires and wheels

Offer valid 9-1-17 to 11-15-17

THE RIGHT TIRE AT 
THE RIGHT PRICE

OVER 500 MODELS FROM 22 MANUFACTURERS

©2017 Tire Rack



BRAKES SUSPENSION

See Them on Your Vehicle!

Enter your vehicle at tirerack.com 

to experience one-click access to 

everything that fi ts it.

What About TPMS?
We can assist you in selecting 

wheels that are compatible 

with your vehicle’s sensors. 

We also offer an extra set of 

sensors for all TPMS systems, so your 

tire and wheel package can arrive with 

sensors already installed.

 Enkei Perf.   Draco 

 16  17  18 

 Enkei Perf.   RSF5 

 15  16  17  18 

 Enkei Perf.   SS05 

 17  18  20 

 Enkei Perf.   X-Over 

 17  18  20 

 Enkei Racing   RPF1 

 15  16  17  18 

 Enkei Tuning   TD5 

 17  18 

 Enkei Tuning   TS9 

 17  18 

 Advanti   DI Dieci 

 18  19  20 

 Advanti   TB Turbina 

 17  18  19  20 

 Advanti DST   HD Hydra 

 18  19  20 

 Bremmer Kraft   BR09 

 18 

 Bremmer Kraft   BR16 

 17  18  19 

 ANDROS   Spec S 

 17  18 

 FLOW ONE   F  

 18  19  20 

 Monte TITANO   MT9 Cibriano 

 17  18 

 MSW   Type 71 

 17  18  19 

 MSW   Type 86 

 15  16  17  18 

 O.Z.   Leggera HLT 

 18  19  20 

 O.Z.   Ultraleggera HLT 

 19  20 

 O.Z.   Hyper GT HLT 

 17  18  19  20 

 O.Z.   Alleggerita HLT 

 16  17  18 

 Sparco   Assetto Gara 

 14  15  16  17  18 

 Sparco   Pro Corsa 

 17  18 

 Sparco   Terra 

 15  16  17 

©2017 Tire Rack

A HUGE SELECTION OF OVER 1,400 DIFFERENT WHEELS



Developed to provide ice and snow 
traction similar to studded winter 
tires without using studs, these tires 
typically trade high-speed ratings and 
some handling responsiveness for 
enhanced snow and ice traction.

High-Tech Winter Traction Traditional Winter Traction

WHICH PERFORMANCE CATEGORY IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

Developed to accommodate optional 
metal studs that enhance ice and hard-
packed snow traction. When studded 
(studding available for $15 per tire), these 
tires typically trade some noise and ride 
comfort for extra ice and packed snow 
traction. When not studded they provide 
a low-cost winter tire option.

Developed as high-speed winter tires 
for European driving conditions, these 
tires typically trade some deep snow 
and ice traction for enhanced dry and 
wet road traction, handling and 
high-speed capability.

STUDLESS ICE & SNOW

STUDDABLE WINTER / SNOW

PERFORMANCE WINTER / SNOW

Call our sales specialists or shop by vehicle at www.tirerack.com/w r

FOR O O O R N

©2017 Tire Rack

‘17 Ford  F-150 4WD SuperCab
265/70R17 Michelin Latitude X-Ice Xi2

17x8 Sport Edition TK7

17 Chevrolet Cruze Hatchback
205/55R16 Yokohama iceGUARD iG52c 

16x6.5 Steel Wheels with Covers

‘17 Audi A4 2.0T Quattro Premium
225/50R17 Michelin X-Ice Xi3

17x7.5 MSW Type 22

Functional Footwear. For Your Vehicle.



Winter vs. All-Season What About Installation?

SAVE 10-50%

OFFER VALID 10/1/17 – 11/30/17

+ FREE SHIPPING*

*Restrictions apply.

Build Your Own at www.tirerack.com/sn w

See the diff erence at 

www.tirerack.com/WINTvsAS
Do it yourself with a Wheel & Tire 
Package or use one of our 7,500 

Recommended Installers.

If your vehicle is equ d h d g 
system, we can recom d h h p b h
sensors. An extra set of sensors is also available for most systems, 
and can arrive p d g

T ’ a g g g  
winter tires easy and effi cient. These high quality  vehicle speci   
fi tments arrive ready to bolt on you h l  

Packages include free scratchless m g d e Hunte  
Road Force™ balancing. Plus, all nec h d r
is included at no additional cost!

READY-TO-BO ON

WHAT ABOUT 

SAMPLE PACKAG S

©2017 Tire Rack

‘17 BMW 540i xDrive Sedan
245/45R18 Bridgestone Blizzak LM001XL

18x8 Monte TITANO MT9 Cibriano

‘18 Volkswagen Atlas FWD
245/60R18 Bridgestone Blizzak DM-V2

18x8 ANDROS Spec M
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Words Alisa Priddle Photographs Robin Trajano

TAKE THAT, PUTIN  Detroit editor Alisa Priddle 
flaunts her Canadian and Finnish roots at a stop 
with Murmansk, Russia, in the background.

I have a thing for snow. When 

other people head south on 

vacation, I go north. I come 

by it honestly. I was born and 

raised in Northern Ontario, and my mom 

is a Finn. So when editor-in-chief Ed 

Loh needed someone to fly to the top of 

Finland and breach the Arctic Circle to 

test Nokian’s newest tires, the formula-

tion of a plan began.

Snow, tires, cars, reindeer, northern 

lights, and saunas—time for a good old-

fashioned Motor Trend road trip. Spoiler 

alert: Things got personal along the way.

Nokian Tyres is a big deal in Finland. 

The company traces its history back 

to the founding of the Finnish Rubber 

Works in 1898, and it invented the winter 

tire in 1934. Today Nokian has a 1,730-

acre winter test site near Ivalo, 180 miles 

north of the Arctic Circle. 

SNOW 
QUEEN

A COLD PURSUIT OF ONE’S FINNISH 
ROOTS IN THE DEAD OF WINTER

Although Nokian is a household name 

in Europe when shopping for winter 

tires, in order to grow it must enter the 

mainstream with new lines of all-season 

and all-weather tires. Hence its desire to 

raise its profile in the U.S.

New tires have been developed for 

North America, and Nokian is building 

a $360 million tire plant in Dayton, 

Tennessee, with the ambitious goal of 

doubling sales in five years. 

So we headed to Lapland (a region 

covering the northern third of Finland) 

for a taste of what this small player—$1.7 

billion in sales in 2016 versus $32.5 

billion from giant Bridgestone—with big 

plans has to offer. 

Our Motor Trend trio included video-

grapher Cory Lutz—a fellow Canadian in 

danger of getting soft after years of living 

Ivalo

Inari

Rovanlemi

Kemi

Oulu

Vaasa

Tampere

Finland

Sweden

Russia

SaariselkŠ
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in Southern California—and photogra-

pher Robin Trajano, who was born in the 

Philippines, now lives in L.A., and could 

provide thin-blooded comic relief in 

these frigid arctic climes.

Day 1
We rendezvous in the capital of Helsinki 

and hop a 1.5-hour flight to the north-

ernmost airport in the European Union. 

“Welcome to Ivalo,” the airport sign 

says, showing a current temperature 

of minus 4 degrees Celsius (25 degrees 

Fahrenheit). No big deal; my hometown 

in Ontario has dipped to minus 40. 

Trajano, however, is giving me sideways 

shade for putting him in this icebox. Eh, 

he’s young and tough.

“Kiitos” I say under my breath, Finnish 

for “thank you” and a remnant of the 

Finnish I knew as a child listening to my 

mother talk to her mother. I am finally in 

a place long on my bucket list. I swallow 

hard past the lump in my throat.

In Ivalo, a former gold-mining town 

that is now a winter recreation destina-

tion, you can snowmobile to the highest 

point in Finland and see Russia. Finland 

is celebrating the 100th anniversary 

of its independence from the Russian 

Republic; they haven’t always been the 

best of neighbors.

Nokian is the only tire manufacturer 

with a permanent winter testing facility. 

Nicknamed “White Hell,” the Ivalo 

Testing Center has slalom and handling 

courses, a 1.0-kilometer (0.6-mile) speed 

run on the lake, a rally track for drifting, 

hills to test traction, an SUV course 

through the reindeer-populated woods, 

and an ice hall housing 2,300 feet of 

natural ice. More than 30 tracks cover 

62 miles on a variety of ice and snow 

conditions. In this sprawling complex, 

Nokian tests 20,000 tires a year from 

November to May. Every day, results 

from icy ovals are sent back to corporate 

headquarters in the pursuit of the best 

beads, compounds, treads, and studs to 

improve grip.

Nokian is not alone in its quest 

for winter tire supremacy. Michelin, 

Goodyear, and Bridgestone now have 

small test sites near Ivalo, Hankook 

recently built a facility, and there is an 

independent facility the industry shares. 

In Finland everyone knows Nokian, 

which has its headquarters and a tire 

plant in the city of Nokia, near Helsinki. 

Nokian split off from conglomerate Nokia 

(best known for cell phones) in 1988.

Winter tires are mandatory across 

Scandinavia, Russia, and other northern 

countries. As a result, the Nokian brand 

and its Hakkapeliitta tire have become 

synonymous with excellent winter tires. 

(“Hakkapeliitta” was a Finnish light 

cavalry unit during the 30 Years’ War. 

The name refers to their fearsome roar as 

they charged into battle.)

The brand is also known in Quebec, 

another place where winter tires are 

mandatory. But Nokian is largely obscure 

on our side of the Atlantic—beyond 

users such as the Michigan State Police 

and wonky Hakkapeliitta enthusiasts. 

The push to increase awareness is now 

the responsibility of new CEO Hille 

Korhonen. 

For our Finnish excursion we are 

joined by Nokian PR rep Dan Stocking, 

a Michigan native who grew up smelling 

rubber at his family tire shop. Among 

the Finns who meet us at Ivalo Airport 

is Matti “Mr. Tire” Morri, a Nokian 

technical expert who has spent the last 27 

winters in Lapland but has never seen it 

in the summer. Growing up, he cross-

country skied a mile-plus to school every 

day on a track his father groomed for him. 

He still likes to end his day with a kick 

and glide on an XC trail.

We pile our gear into cars. Morri whips 

away at breakneck speeds on what we 

later discover are roads of hard-packed 

snow compacted to the consistency 

of ice. Our studded Hakkapeliittas so 

completely grip the low-mu surface that 

we are caught unaware when we get out 

of the cars. We promptly windmill our 

arms as we struggle to keep our balance.  

Among the perks of Lappish life: Our 

rooms at the Hotel Tunturi in Saariselkä 

have private saunas. The Finns invented 

the sauna, and I was eager to compare 

them to the traditional wood-fired saunas 

in Canada in which we steam and then 

jump in a lake or roll in the snow. And 

conveniently, my room at the Tunturi has 

a snow-covered patio. We also are invited 

to join Nokian dealers and executives in 

a corporate-building communal sauna 

and dip, but I prefer to limit my team-

building exercises to Motor Trend Of The 

Year testing.

Another Finnish delight: As we walk 

back from dinner, crunchy packed snow 

underfoot, we see the northern lights. 

The scientific explanation for the aurora 

borealis is charged particles hitting the 

Earth’s magnetic shield and releasing 

energy in bands of colorful light across 

the sky. Northern Finland is in the 

“Aurora Belt,” where the lights are most 

frequently seen as leaping iridescent lime 

HELL FROZEN OVER  Nokian 
has nicknamed its winter 
test facilities in Inari, Finland, 
“White Hell,” a play on Green 
Hell, the name Jackie Stewart 
gave the Nürburgring. The 
Ivalo Testing Center covers 
1,730 acres and has more 
than 30 tracks covering 62 
miles almost 200 miles north 
of the Arctic Circle.

A FINNISH INVENTION The Finns invented the 
sauna centuries ago. Today, you’ll find one in 
virtually every hotel room and private home.
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spikes, flaming pink shoots, or bright 

purple curtains in stark contrast to the 

inky blackness above the Arctic Circle. 

By contrast, back home on Ontario’s 49th 

parallel, my last sighting displayed black 

and white piano keys being played across 

the sky like beams from a flashlight in 

need of new batteries.

Day 2
We are back on frozen rural roads 

heading north to Inari through areas 

where reindeer farmers herd via 

snowmobile. Our destination is Lake 

Pasasjärvi, also known as White Hell Area 

2. A fleet of Audis awaits us.  

To escape the minus 20 C (minus 4 

Fahrenheit) cold, we hop in a yellow AWD 

RS 4 with studded Hakkapeliitta 9 tires 

to try the slalom and handling courses. 

There also are areas for drifting and 

collision avoidance. Although drifting on 

the slippery stuff is tempting, the actual 

goal is to drive on the edge of control and 

not drift. The combination of the car’s 

traction nannies and the grip of the tires 

almost stops the vehicle completely until 

it regains control and accelerates again. 

Same excellent grip in a red RS 5 with 

studded tires.

A blue RS 6 is doing speed runs on 

the lake. Nokian has the world record 

for fastest car on ice with the RS 6 

hitting 335.7 km/h (208.6 mph) on 

the Gulf of Bothnia wearing studded 

Hakkapeliitta 8s. By comparison, we’re 

amateurs. Bouncing along the uneven 

surface at autobahn speeds, I repeat the 

winter-driving mantra, slow hands, slow 

hands. We back off at 100 mph, knowing 

the tires could’ve easily done more.

To test the new SUV tires we try Audi 

Q5s with studded tires but also with 

the non-studded Hakkapeliitta R2 SUV 

winter tires. Even without studs, the 

traction on sheer ice is remarkable. The 

vehicle prefers to stop rather than drift. 

There are occasions I’m convinced of 

an imminent kiss with a snowbank, but 

the tires pull the SUV back on track time 

after time. 

On the way to lunch at the Kultahippu 

restaurant, we stop abruptly on the crest 

of a hill. In the not so far distance, we spy 

Murmansk, Russia. We taunt our grumpy 

neighbors with our American, Canadian, 

and Finnish flags.

CHILLY The Hakkapeliitta 9 has redesigned studs, 
now in the center of the tread. The ice hall (above) 
has 2,300 feet of natural ice for testing.

Although drifting on the slippery stuff is tempting, the actual goal is to drive on the edge of control.
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Finnish cuisine is influenced by 

Germany, Sweden, and Russia. But 

Lapland is influenced by what is avail-

able. We have a fine lunch of traditional 

reindeer stew (sliced reindeer strips in 

gravy over mashed potatoes with lingon-

berries and pickle spears). Dinner that 

night: the same reindeer stew but with a 

third pickle spear. 

I learn Finnish men drink giant glasses 

of milk with their meals. I also learn that 

pulla (the Finnish coffee bread I grew up 

with) is not on every table. In fact, I never 

found it during my travels. Crepelike 

Finnish pancakes were also scarce, and 

the fish stew I know as kalamojakka is 

apparently not a Finnish word at all! “Oh, 

yes, in Finland it is called kalakeitto,” my 

mom tells me after I get home.

With bellies full of Dancer and Prancer, 

we dash through the rest of White Hell 

before calling it a day.

Day 3
We’re up early to start our road trip 

south. It’s still March, but the days have 

started getting longer—with sunrise 

about 7 a.m. and daylight lasting until 

almost 6 p.m. in this land of the midnight 

sun. We have a pair of rental cars: a 

2016 Volvo V40 fitted with studded 

Hakkapeliitta 9 tires and a 2017 Volvo 

XC90 with the R2 SUV tires. Our ultimate 

destination: Nokian’s headquarters, 

which employs about 1,500 people at its 

R & D facilities, tire manufacturing plant, 

and immense logistics center.

The V40 will finally be sold in the 

U.S. when the next-generation 40 series 

launches, starting with the XC40 early 

next year, so we were curious to spend 

time in its European predecessor. We 

have a bare-bones Volvo V40 T2 with 

cloth seats and no navigation system. Our 

support vehicle is a Volvo XC90 D5 with 

a two-tone leather interior and soft-pore 

wood. Compared with Motor Trend’s 

long-term XC90 T6 Inscription with the 

2.0-liter gas engine, the diesel in the D5 

provides nice, smooth acceleration. It 

also means we got to pay 1.426 euros/

liter (about $6.48/gallon) for diesel rather 

than ¤1.545 ($7.02) for regular gas or 

¤1.609 ($7.31) for premium gas. 

Our new Finnish friends greet our drive 

route with skepticism. They attempt 

to persuade us to book a flight for part 

of it. What they underestimate is how 

Our Finnish friends greet our drive route with skepticism.  
They attempt to persuade us to book a flight for part of it.
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much driving, photography, and video 

from thigh-deep snow we can pack into 

a day. What we underestimate is travel 

time: Speed limits are reduced in winter, 

coinciding with the December 1 to March 

31 mandatory winter tire period.

We leave Saariselkä and head south on 

E75. Finland is a country of 5.5 million 

people occupying 151,000 square miles. 

It looks exactly like Northern Ontario—I 

swear I have not left home—with 190,000 

lakes, high snowbanks, and packed-snow 

roads that don’t see pavement until 

spring. The same pine, spruce, and birch 

trees mean we see the same barn wood as 

we cruise through Finland’s rural envi-

rons. They also have the same national 

animal: the mosquito.

Our studded tires perform so well in 

the deep snow that we can whip the V40 

around to double back for photography. 

It is proving to be a sturdy vehicle and 

blends in with the other small cars and 

SUVs that dot the roads—with Volvo, 

Audi, VW, Mercedes, Mazda, Honda, 

and Nissan nameplates being the most 

common. Finland has the most vehicles 

per capita in the world, and many wear 

extra headlights to spot reindeer during 

the long, dark winter months.

We stop for a late lunch in Rovaniemi, 

hometown of Santa Claus. But its history 

is not the stuff of children’s books. Snow 

covers the ground pockmarked from 

World War II bombings by the Russians 

and the scorched-earth retreat of the 

Germans. The local airport is a former 

Luftwaffe airfield.

We visit the Arktikum Lapland 

museum, the gateway to the north. You 

enter from the south, and the structure 

disappears underground like an animal 

burrowing under the tundra for warmth. 

Inside are scenes of Finnish Lapland and 

arctic life: fishing, hunting, a cold room, 

and a northern lights theater. Our trip 

then meanders west to the border with 

Sweden and the Gulf of Bothnia.

The weather gets milder as we cross 

the Arctic Circle—where we also cross the 

freezing mark. It’s easy to forget we have 

studded tires when the pavement bares 

itself, but we are reminded in the hotel 

parking garage in Oulu with a staccato 

snap, crackle, and pop underfoot. The 

Hakkapeliitta 9 has new stud technology. 

NATURE’S SNOW TIRES  The Arktikum museum 
showcases moose and other Arctic life.

THE LAND OF ALWAYS WINTER  
Alisa had a blast  driving a fleet 
of Nokian-shod Audis on slalom 
courses and winding tracks on 

Finland’s Lake Pasasjärvi.

THE ART OF MAKING TIRES
Tire companies are good at keeping 

secrets. Their plants all have the same 

basic layout: rubber at one end, finished 

tires rolling off the other. But it’s the 

ingredients in the chemical compounds, 

curing temperatures and times, and other 

proprietary processes that produce a 

unique and competitive new tire. It affects a 

vehicle’s ride quality and mileage, and it can 

keep you from losing it on a slippery road.

It took four years for Nokian to develop 

the Hakkapeliitta 9, which is about as 

long as it takes to develop an all-new car. 

At the Nokian research center in Nokia, 

Finland, the process starts with the 

compound. Technologists are constantly 

experimenting with ingredients; the Finns 

even tried reindeer hair, and competitor 

Continental is testing replacing its rubber 

with dandelions. 

The Hakkapeliitta 9 has five compounds. 

And of course there is the continuous 

evolution of the tread pattern, the 

reinforcement of the sidewall, the 

improvement of the steel belts, and the 

design of the studs for winter tires so they 

grip on snow but do not tear up pavement. 

It’s steady evolution in a tire industry that 

has seen only two major revolutions in 50 

years: the steel belt and silicon in the tread. 

There are more studs, including some 

in the center of the tire, and the corners 

of the studs are cut so the tire doesn’t 

hit the ground before the stud does. But 

the studs are also smaller, lighter, and 

designed to spread out on impact to help 

protect the occasional exposed patch of 

pavement.

In Oulu we walk under fat snowflakes 

to a French bistro for dinner. Robin 

rejoices; he has had enough reindeer 

for one trip. Once again, my room has a 

sauna. I am in heaven.
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Day 4
We are up with the sun as sleet swirls 

outside our windows. We continue south 

on E8 along the coast to Vassa, where the 

scenery is marked with elevation changes 

and rock outcroppings. I choke up; Vassa 

is the birthplace of Signe Kujanen, my 

mummu (grandmother). She is the one 

who introduced me to pulla and taught 

my mom how to make the incorrectly 

named kalamojakka. Listening to her, I 

learned Finnish as a toddler. My first car 

was the 1972 Chevy Impala she willed me. 

We gave it a Finnish accent: It was known 

to everyone as the “EEMP-a-lah.”

Vassa is a city of 68,000 with a history 

of Russian occupation. Everything is 

covered in snow and ice. Pedestrians prod 

the snow with walking sticks for traction 

and push sleds on sidewalks to carry their 

groceries. Some brave souls ride bikes.

We grab a quick bite at a Finnish 

McDonald’s, find some terwa snapsi, 

a pine tar liqueur for the question-

able palate of technical director Frank 

Markus, and get back to work. We have 

a lot more kilometers before we reach 

Tampere, near Nokia.

It was a longer trip than it appeared on 

paper, with many single-lane highways, 

fluctuating speed limits, and a prepon-

derance of speed cameras. Despite our 

diligence, we see a bulb go off. Finland is 

one of those countries where the fine is 

pegged to your annual income. We appear 

to have had luck on our side, however, 

so I won’t need to get creative with my 

expense report.

We have missed sauna time by the 

time we reach the Sokos Hotel, ending 

our fabulous 700-mile trek from the top 

of the world. The info sheet at check-

in lists public sauna times and, more 

importantly, lets you know women are 

in room No. 1, men in No. 2. This avoids 

an awkward moment, as a true sauna is 

performed alasti—in your birthday suit.

Day 5
Nokian immersion day. Developing a 

new tire can take four years in pursuit 

of a better tread pattern, studs, and the 

all-important compound for better grip. 

Technicians are working on tires with 

studs that protrude or retract with the 

push of a button—James Bond fans will 

recall this once-fantasy technology from 

The Living Daylights. Nokian engineers are 

always looking at new raw materials; they 

even tried reindeer hair, but it was a no-go.  

How intensive is the R & D effort? 

Hakkapeliitta 9 used five compounds and 

had 100 treads before engineers decided 

on the final design, said Olli Seppala, 

development manager for car tires. In 

addition to its track testing, Nokian 

conscripts Finland’s notoriously aggres-

sive and opinionated cab drivers to test 

prototypes. That’s market research. 

But Nokian is not solely about winter 

tires. The zLine all-season tire developed 

for North America launched a year ago. 

Nokian will also continue to leverage its 

Hakkapeliitta expertise by expanding its 

all-season tire lineup, as well as its all-

weather tires designed to perform better 

FROZEN IN TIME The road trip  in a 
Nokian-equipped Volvo V40 and XC90  
included an emotional stop in Vassa.

FINNISH ROOTS  Alisa takes in 
the scenes from Vassa, Finland, 
birthplace of her mummu 
(Finnish for grandmother).

TIRE HQ  Nokian’s 
corporate headquarters 
and R & D facility are 
located in Nokia, Finland.
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in the wet, slushy conditions that account 

for most winter accidents.

We tour the assembly plant that makes 

3.5 million tires a year and is able to 

produce a tire in 40 seconds. First builds 

of new tires are done in Finland, where-

upon the tooling is sent to the larger 

Russian plant near St. Petersburg for 

volume production. Globally, Nokian 

makes about 20 million tires a year; 

the 1,300 employees in Russia make 80 

percent of those tires.

I finally sate my craving for Finnish 

pancakes in the cafeteria for lunch before 

we head to the nearby logistics center. The 

size of 12 football fields, it holds nearly 

1 million tires on stacks of pallets while 

awaiting delivery. Remember that endless 

warehouse at the end of Raiders of the Lost 

Ark? It’s like that.

Nokian does not sell directly to auto-

makers. Rather, it concentrates distribu-

tion through dealerships, independent 

shops, the company-owned Vianor retail 

chain, a few large retailers, and a partner-

ship with a major ski resort company. 

When the Dayton plant starts produc-

tion in 2020, it will focus on all-season 

and all-weather tires with capacity for  

4 million tires a year, eliminating the cost 

and six weeks’ time to ship from Europe. 

By late afternoon we leave the rental 

cars at the Tampere airport and take a 

short flight to Helsinki. We toast our 

success with Napue gin and tonics, deco-

rated with cranberries and a huge stalk of 

rosemary, at a Finnish smorgasbord in the 

capital. The neighborhood is a mix of East 

and West, with ornate buildings sand-

wiched between Soviet-era brick boxes. A 

Zamboni is at work on an outdoor ice rink; 

ferries on the waterfront break the ice 

anew for each arrival and departure. 

As we head for home, we can attest that 

a company immersed in a land of snow 

and reindeer knows how to make tires to 

get motorists safely across an arctic coun-

tryside that’s frozen half the year. That’s 

the easy part.

Nokian can’t outspend the competi-

tion, so it has to be smarter, says Tommi 

Heinonen, head of Nokian North America; 

sales here are evenly split between 

Canada and the U.S., but future growth 

will come from America. 

“The hardest to sell is the first one,” 

Heinonen says. After that, Nokian usually 

has a customer for life.

The hard part is getting the word out. 

I wouldn’t underestimate the hardy, 

resolute nature of the Finns. After all, this 

is a culture whose idea of a good time is 

to dash from a steam room and plunge 

into an icy hole in a lake. These folks don’t 

mess around. n

HOW THE REINDEER 
SAUSAGE GETS MADE  
As part of the Finnish 
adventure, we paid a 
visit to the Nokian test 
labs (above), the tire 
manufacturing plant 
(left), and finally the 
massive logistics center 
(below), which can hold 
1 million tires awaiting 
delivery. In 2020, Nokian 
will open a $360 million 
tire plant in Dayton, 
Tennessee, as part of its 
plans to raise its profile—
and increase sales—in the 
U.S. The goal: doubling 
sales within five years.
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Words Motor Trend Editors

CHEVROLET
CAMARO SS

UPDATE
BMW M2BMW 530i

UPDATE
CHEVROLET 

BOLT EV

Given the range of opinions about the F-Pace, 
spending a year with one seemed necessary.

The Jaguar F-Pace was by far the most polarizing 
contender at our 2017 SUV of the Year program. 
Here is a sampling of our judges notebook:

“Intended to look hot, drive hot, and convey  

a bad boy image. Nailing it!”

“The styling sets a new benchmark. Improb-

able as it sounds, this is an SUV that looks as 

sexy as a Jaguar should.”

“That ride quality … a sports car I can forgive. 

A luxury SUV, I’m having more trouble with.”

“When the styling makes one’s knees go this 

wiggly and the driving dynamics put this big a

smile on one’s face, one is prepared to forgive  

a lot of flaws.” 

“I couldn’t recommend this SUV to a friend 

without the warning: ‘This Jaguar rides like a 

Conestoga wagon.’ ”

We clearly had to know more, so we put an 
order in for a nicely specced F-Pace 35t. Jaguar 
launched its first SUV in the U.S. with three engines: 
a 2.0-liter 180-hp four-cylinder turbodiesel (named 
20d) and two supercharged 3.0-liter V-6 gas 
engines, making 340 hp and 380 hp and branded 
35t and S, respectively. 

We took the middle path with a F-Pace 35t, not 
only because we figured it to be the volume seller 
but also because of the poor ride, noise, and vibra-
tion attributes of the S model, which we attributed 
to the 22-inch wheels and low-profile tires. 

Jaguar ended up sending a nicely loaded 
R-Sport version, which slates midway up a trim-
level roster that includes an unnamed base version, 
Premium, Prestige, R-Sport, S, and First Edition. For 
2018, Jaguar eliminated the 35t and its 340-hp V-6 
in favor of two additional 2.0-liter four-cylinder gas 

engines, so our long-term evaluation will be of an 
orphaned yearling. Oh well.

Our 35t R-Sport arrived with optional Dark 
Sapphire (dark blue) paint and gloss black roof 
rails, which added a total of $900 ($550/$350) 
to the tab. Having already sampled their ride, we 
avoided 22-inch “wagon-wheels.” Our standard 
20-inch wheels were upgraded to a Blade Alloy 
design, which cost an additional $500.

The Comfort and Convenience package adds 
heated/cooled front seats, heated rear seats 
(which also recline), and two levers in the cargo 
area to drop the second-row seats. That and the 
gesture-control tailgate (which allows the holder 
of the smart key to open and close the tailgate with 
a kick motion at either corner of the bumper) are 
great if the intent is to load cargo while one’s hands 
are full of surf gear, let’s say.

ARRIVAL 2017 Jaguar F-Pace Edward Loh

EPA CITY/HWY/COMB FUEL ECON 
           18/23/20 BASE PRICE $57,295
PRICE AS TESTED $64,343

“Love love love the way 
it looks, and I’m not 
a ‘looks’ guy when it 
comes to SUVs.” 
(From my SUV of the 
Year notebook.)
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Service life / 2 mo/3,440 mi
Avg CO2 / 1.64 lb/mi
Energy cons / 269 kW-hrs/100 mi
Unresolved problems / None
Maintenance cost / $0
Normal-wear cost / $0
Base price / $58,950
As tested / $78,355

AVG MPG FUEL ECON 13.5 MPG

CHEVROLET 
COLORADO Z71 

DURAMAX
DODGE  

DURANGO GT

UPDATE
FORD F-250 

SUPER DUTY
HONDA  

CIVIC TOURING
HONDA

HR-V EX
HYUNDAI TUCSON 

LIMITED AWD

ARRIVAL 
JAGUAR 
F-PACE

HONDA
CR-V AWD TOURING

RIDE ALONG FOR UPDATES ON OUR LONG -TERM FLEET 

VOLVO 
XC90 AWD

SUBARU LEGACY 
SPORT

MERCEDES-BENZ 
GLC300
UPDATE

JEEP
RENEGADE SPORT

MAZDA 
CX-5 AWD
ARRIVAL

NISSAN TITAN XD 
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The Ford F-250 Super Duty’s Man Step is pretty 
useful—until it’s deployed and you’re trying to 
wrestle something into the bed. 
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Vehicle Layout Front-engine, AWD, 5-pass, 4-door SUV
Engine 3.0L/340-hp/332-lb-ft supercharged DOHC 24-valve V-6
Transmission 8-speed automatic
Lateral Acceleration 0.83 g (avg)
Curb Weight (F/R Dist) 4,416 lb (51/49%)
Energy Cons, City/Hwy 187/147 kW-hrs/100 miles

SPECS  2017 Jaguar F-Pace 35t R Sport

CO2 emissions 0.97 lb/mile 
MT figure eight 
26.8 sec @ 0.67 g (avg)

5.2 sec
0-60 mph

13.8 sec @ 101.0 mph
Quarter mile

116 ft
Braking distance, 60-0 mph

65
.0

”

113.1”

186.3”76.2”

“In the first month of 
truck stewardship, I’ve 
moved two households. 
One of them was mine, 
but still, I’m under no 
delusion that this won’t 
be a trend.”

“Can I borrow your truck?” I knew 
that question would replace “How are 
you?” in my co-workers’ lexicon as soon 
as my long-term Ford F-250 Super Duty 
showed up. I just didn’t think it would be 
so darn immediate. “Are you using the 
F-250 this weekend?” Actual quotes from 
actual co-workers. “Hey Jonny—I’m getting 
married next week in Utah, and I wondered 
if I could borrow the King Ranch?” Let’s face 
it: Americans love pickup trucks, and I think 
I might have figured out why. Hear me out. 

Many moons ago I visited Hearst Castle. 
If you’re not familiar, it’s a private Xanadu 
that Citizen Kane himself, William Randolph 
Hearst, built with his massive fortune. 
Superlatives don’t do the property justice. 
Anyhow, on one of the tours we were out 
behind Hearst’s private residence, and I 
saw some orange trees in big pots. I don’t 
know why, but they struck my fancy. Since 
that moment I’ve wanted one just like that 
at my house. 

One of the very first things I did with the 
Super Duty was head to my local nursery 
to purchase a lime tree and some bags of 
soil. Makes sense, right? That’s what you do 
with a truck. The thing is, I could have fit the 
lime tree and the four bags of soil (I already 
had the large planter) in my Fiesta ST—no 
problem. But it was the fact that I had the 
truck that made the purchase happen. 

I’m currently in Austria and spent the 

The Technology package adds a 10.2-inch 
touchscreen loaded with the InControl Touch Pro 
system, which we found is a big step up from JLR’s 
previous infotainment offering. We’ll see what it is 
like living with it. The other trick tech is under the 
hood of the instrument cluster, where a 12.3-inch 
screen replaces traditional gauges.

Rounding out the options are a set of rubber 
floormats (front and rear), a matching rubber liner 
for the cargo area, and a cargo net, all for $407. 
Wheel locks and a license plate frame add an addi-
tional $191, and a car care kit is another $50. Seems 
a bit nickel and dime-y? We found plenty of folks 
who concur on a couple of F-Pace forums.

Our F-Pace 35t R-Sport totaled $64,343. That’s a 
fair bit of scratch for a sexy new cat—or Conestoga 
wagon. We’ll tell you which one the F-Pace more 
closely resembles over the next year.

last week driving through Germany. The 
autobahn is little more these days than a 
sea of Škoda Octavias and Volkswagen 
Golf Pluses hauling campers. An 
American wouldn’t even think of towing 
a bicycle, let alone a 3,000-pound trailer, 
with a family sedan. You need a truck, 
right? Obviously. That’s my thesis: Trucks 
are the excuse Americans need to do the 
things we do.

You can tow a jet ski with a Honda Fit. 
But you’re not going to. A mattress will 
strap to a sedan’s roof about as easily as 
it fits in a truck bed. You can easily put 
several bags of potting soil in your trunk 
and all the plants from the nursery in your 
back seat. But you won’t. You’ll wait until 
you buy a truck. Or in the case of my 
co-workers, borrow one. 

2017 FORD F-250 SUPER DUTY Jonny Lieberman
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Sales usually taper off toward the end of a car’s life 
cycle. Vehicles tend to be outdone by newer and 
more updated competitors, or buyers will wait a few 
months for the inevitable successor. Not so with 
the outgoing CX-5. It has been Mazda’s best-selling 
vehicle two years in a row (2015 and 2016). And 
although this could be attributed to the growing 
demand for SUVs and crossovers, it could also be 
because the CX-5 is just a great car. Period. 

A year ago, the old version won a Big Test 
against eight other small crossovers, some of 
which were much fresher out the gate than the 
CX-5. For 2017, the redesigned CX-5 has some 
pretty big shoes to fill, and adding it to our long-
term fleet should help us find out just how much 
Mazda improved its Big Test winner.  

As with our old 2013 CX-5 long-termer, we 
decided to opt for the top-of-the-line Grand 
Touring AWD, this time in Machine Gray with 
creamy parchment leather interior. All trim levels get 
Mazda’s Skyactiv 2.5-liter four-cylinder engine with 
187 horsepower and 185 lb-ft of torque mated to a 
six-speed automatic transmission. Other standard 
features include a rearview camera, 40/20/40 
split-folding rear seats, a 7.0-inch touchscreen, and 
Mazda’s cool new G-Vectoring Control chassis- 
management technology. 

The Grand Touring trim nets you quite a few 
goodies. Exterior features include 19-inch wheels, 
rain-sensing wipers, heated power mirrors, a 
sunroof, adaptive LED headlights, LED foglights, 
and a power liftgate. The interior gets leather, 
an eight-way power driver’s seat with adjustable 
lumbar support, dual-zone automatic A/C, a Bose 
10-speaker audio system, heated front seats, 
an auto-dimming rearview mirror, and Mazda’s 
navigation system. Notable safety features include 
blind-spot monitoring, rear cross-traffic alert, smart 
city brake support, lane departure warning, and 
lane keep assist. We ticked the box for the $1,830 
Premium package, which adds two-position 
driver’s seat memory, a six-way power front passen-
ger’s seat, heated outboard rear seats, a heated 
steering wheel, a head-up display with traffic sign 
recognition, and the SoCal must-have windshield 

wiper deicer. Other options include a cargo mat 
($70), a rear bumper guard ($125), and the sexy 
Machine Gray paint ($300). All those goodies add 
up to a MSRP of $33,960, which is pretty reason-
able if you ask me, though I would skip out on the 
Premium package if I were to buy one myself. 

In a Motor Trend comparison a few months back, 
the new CX-5 lost by a hair to the also-new Honda 
CR-V due to the CR-V’s more spacious interior, 
better fuel economy, and technological edge. The 
EPA rates the AWD CX-5 at 23/29/26 mpg city/
highway/combined, and we were disappointed 
with 18.4/29.9/22.3 in our Real MPG testing. I’m 
curious to see what kind of numbers I achieve in 
real life; with my heavy right foot I’m not confident. 

Can’t do much about packaging, but the extra 
16.2 cubic feet of space behind the first row that the 
Honda offers over the Mazda shouldn’t be a deal 

ARRIVAL 2017 Mazda CX-5 Robin Trajano

EPA CITY/HWY/COMB FUEL ECON 
           23/29/26 MPG BASE PRICE $31,635
PRICE AS TESTED $33,960

“White leather makes 
me very nervous. We’ll 
see how much of the 
year I can get through 
before I get the Mazda 
CX-5’s seats dirty.”

Vehicle Layout Front-engine, 
AWD, 5-pass, 4-door SUV
Engine 2.5L/187-hp/185-lb-ft 
DOHC 16-valve I-4
Transmission 6-speed automatic
Lateral Acceleration 0.81 g (avg)
Curb Weight (f/r dist)  
3,653 lb (57/43%)
Energy Cons, City/Hwy  
147/116 kW-hrs/100 miles
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SPECS 2017 Mazda CX-5 Grand Touring AWD

CO2 emissions 0.76 lb/mile
MT figure eight 
28.0 sec @ 0.59 g (avg)

8.3 sec 16.3 sec @ 84.0 mph 124 ft
0-60 mph Quarter mile Braking distance, 60-0 mph

65
.3

”

106.2”

179.1”72.5”
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Long - term test | UPDATE

breaker for my lifestyle. Mazda has also hinted at 
the addition of Apple CarPlay or Android Auto in 
newer models or an update available for current 
CX-5s to make it more competitive in the tech 
department. Hopefully that update will come 
during our year with the CX-5.

Mazda has gone to great lengths to give the 
car a more refined and upmarket feel inside 
and out. I’m looking forward to seeing how the 
successor for their best-selling vehicle improves 
on an already fun and engaging package. 
Although I was disappointed to learn that the 
CX-9’s “Dynamic Pressure” version of this engine 
would not appear in the CX-5, I think all the little 
improvements should add up to a much better 
all-around crossover. 

Stay tuned to find out if I can manage to keep 
that tasty white leather clean.

Without looking, my hand easily finds 
the perfectly placed infotainment 
control knob and buttons. 

REAL MPG FUEL ECON 22.7 MPG

Service life / 2 mo/4,714 mi
Avg CO2 / 0.63 lb/mi
Energy cons / 109 kW-hrs/100 mi
Unresolved problems / None
Maintenance cost / $0
Normal-wear cost / $0
Base price / $42,075
As tested / $50,405

Although things have gone smoothly in our 
first few months with the GLC300, there’s been a 
light learning curve. It drives differently than many 
small luxury crossovers and SUVs. The issue, I 
think, is that the GLC is tuned too efficiently.

What happens when you get off the gas when 
you’re driving your gas-powered car? You prob-
ably start noticeably slowing down as you coast.  

You don’t really get that in the GLC. The 
Mercedes doesn’t seem to naturally slow 
down—instead it coasts along for about four 
Mississippi before finally beginning to shed 
speed. It’s wasting as little kinetic energy as 

We took our M2 to a track to see how it would 
withstand hot lapping on a hot summer day 
in the California high desert. Randy Pobst ran 
three sets of laps around the Streets of Willow 
Springs. Here’s what we learned.

If you’re looking for the quickest way around 
a track, don’t bother with Sport+. Its bespoke 
M Dynamic electronic stability control system  
was a too intrusive, hampering progress. 
What’s more is that Randy “hates” the M DCT 

mechanically possible. 
It still takes some getting used to, though—

especially because it means I’m pressing a lot 
harder on the brakes than I would otherwise to 
avoid rear-ending fellow motorists.

On the EPA’s fuel economy test, our 
AWD-equipped GLC300 is rated at 21/28/24 
mpg city/highway/combined. Our Emis-
sions Analytics team netted a Real MPG of 
19.2/29.3/22.7. That’s an overall drop of 5.4 
percent on the combined cycle. 

transmission in this mode. The best lap in this 
mode was an “angry and frustrating” 1:26.35.

Disabling ESC drops the car into Sport mode. 
It also provided the quickest lap of the morning at 
1:24.78. Randy finally tried Sport/ESC off/manual 
shift mode. The best lap he could muster was a 
1:25.14 because we found a measurable drop in 
engine output as it heated up.

“Engine braking?  
As more automakers 
move to small, 
efficient turbocharged 
engines, engine 
braking might become 
a thing of the past.”

2017 Mercedes-Benz GLC300 Christian Seabaugh

REAL MPG FUEL ECON 22.5 MPG

Service life / 4 mo/6,516 mi
Avg CO2 / 0.95 lb/mi
Energy cons / 160 kW-hrs/100 mi
Unresolved problems / None
Maintenance cost / $0
Normal-wear cost / $0
Base price / $53,495
As tested / $57,795

“We found the 
#MTGarage #M2 losing 
power as we lapped 
it on 95-degree day. 
The single twin-scroll 
#turbo six isn’t used to 
the high desert.”

2017 BMW M2 Chris Walton
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UPDATE | Long - term test

REAL MPG FUEL ECON 27.7 MPG comb.

AVERAGE FUEL ECON 112 MPG-E

Service life / 5 mo/7,042 mi
Avg CO2 / 0.00 lb/mi*
Energy cons / 30.4 kW-hrs/100 mi
Unresolved problems / Intermittent power 
steering failure, infotainment screen freezing
Maintenance cost / $0 Normal-wear cost / $0
Base price / $41,780
As tested / $43,905

Service life / 9 mo/13,779 mi
Avg CO2 / 0.84 lb/mi
Energy cons / 147 kW-hrs/100 mi
Unresolved problems / None
Maintenance cost / $0 (2-oil change, 
inspection; in-cabin air filter)
Normal-wear cost / $0
Base price / $30,300 As tested / $38,750

I’ve found things about the Bolt that bother me.
The most consequential is an intermittent power 

steering failure. It’s happened three times, always at 
start-up and not during driving, and it can be fixed 
by turning the car off and on a few times. A dealer 
pulled some codes but wants more time to dig into 
it—it didn’t act up in the service center (naturally). 
We’re scheduling an appointment.

The infotainment’s occasional refusal to boot up 
is frustrating. It gets stuck on the welcome screen 
or doesn't come on. Turning the car off and on fixes 
it. It can also get discombobulated and freeze if you 
shift to reverse too soon after turning on the car.

I’ve always wanted to do a long road trip but never 
had the time. My family reunion takes place every 
two years in Reno, Nevada, and this year’s gath-
ering was the perfect excuse to check some things 
off my bucket list, so I zoomed waaaay out from Los 
Angeles on Google Maps until the entire state of 
California (plus a few of its neighbors) was visible. 
“How much of this could I see in two weeks?” 

My route took me from my home in Long Beach, 
up the coast to San Francisco, then on to Reno, 

More minor annoyances include the front seats, 
which have very narrow seat bottoms. The only way
to sit comfortably is with your knees together and 
pointed straight forward. Otherwise, the support 
structure in the thigh bolsters digs into your glutes.

The rearview camera is disappointing, too. It’s 
low-resolution and fuzzy on the big screen. There’s 
a high-res camera right next to it on the tailgate for 
the needless video screen function in the rearview 
mirror. Why not use that? Lose the gimmicky mirror 
and the low-res camera and save a buck.

down U.S. Route 395, east through Death Valley and 
Las Vegas, then south again to meet up with Route 
66, where I would cruise east to the Grand Canyon. 
My wife would be my co-pilot. 

In total, we covered 2,515 miles over 16 days. We 
spent more than 60 hours in the Mini and had few 
complaints. The ride is comfortable, and the sport 
bucket seats are easy on the posterior. The driver’s 

side has two sun visors, but the chrome interior trim 
can catch glare. The Clubman averaged 25.9 mpg. 
That’s no fuel sipper, but it’s nearly 1 mpg better 
than its EPA combined estimate. Our large roller 
bags wouldn’t fit in the cargo area without flipping 
down the rear seats, but that is only a problem if 
you have more than two people.

Death Valley was the leg of the trip I was most 
apprehensive about. But the Mini did just fine in the 
117-degree heat. We kept the climate control set 
at 70, only turning it off when going uphill (just in 
case). We made it through without a single warning 
light or any sign that the car was struggling. I was 
glad to have all-wheel drive during a downpour on 
U.S. Route 395 and when I was hugging the side 
of a mountain on the dirt road to Bodie, California. 
Some neglected parts of Route 66 tested the Mini’s 
suspension with potholed, corrugated surfaces, 
but taking the road less traveled was well worth it.

“As much as I like the 
Chevrolet Bolt EV, it could 
be more appealing to 
the eye. Chevy got the 
look right with the Bolt 
Concept.”

“Even after I spent more 
than 60 hours and 2,500 
miles over two weeks 
with the Mini Clubman, 
it still managed to put a 
smile on my face.”

2017 Chevrolet Bolt EV Scott Evans

2017 Mini Cooper S Clubman All4 Alex Nishimoto

Also on my list: the lack of a navigation option 
on that big screen. Sometimes I don’t have cell 
signal and still need a map. The BMW-aping shifter 
also needs a rethink. Neutral requires holding the 
shifter forward several seconds, and getting into 
Low is a two-step process. These should be easy. 

Lastly, and this goes for all automakers, lose 
the glossy black plastic on the C-pillars. No one 
believes the roof is floating above the car because 
you stuck some black trim there. 

Fix these few minor annoyances, and Chevrolet 
will have an even more compelling EV on its hands 
when the updated model arrives. In the meantime, 
we’ll let you know about the power steering.

Charging Update 3 2017 Chevrolet Bolt EV

Odometer 8,063 mi

Avg distance between charges 96.7 miles

Avg pre-charging state of charge 51%

Avg range pre-charge  
(ideal/predicted)

130/110 mi

Avg energy per charge 26.7 kW-hrs

Avg predicted charge time 5h, 41m

Avg post-charging state of charge 91%

Avg range post-charge  
(ideal/predicted)

251/210 mi

Cost of public charging to date 
($8.02 avg) $136.39

Cost of office charging to date 
($1.92 avg)

$67.17

Cost of home charging to date 
($5.27 avg) $26.34

TOTAL CHARGING COST TO DATE $229.90
*at tailpipe
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The Mini passes the strenuous donkey-spit test.



BUY NOW & SAVE 
with a DISCOUNT TIRE credit card

Rebate offers available on tire 
and wheel purchases with your 
DISCOUNT TIRE credit card.
Purchases subject to credit approval. 
Call for details.

800.831.3456

FREE SAME-DAY SHIPPING! Some restrictions apply.

Winter I*cept W320

Eagle Sport AS Ventus V12 EVO2 Defender LTX MS Terra Grappler G2

Weather Master S/T2

Zeon RS3-G1

Discoverer M+S I*Pike RW11Blizzak DMV2 Blizzak WS80

Driveguard T/A-A/T KO2

Winter Contact SI

HS449 Altimax Arctic iceGuard iG51v Geolander I/T G072Hakkapeliitta R2Hakkapeliitta 7X-ice Xi3

LovanDR-69 Lago Ranger Warlord TKOMechanica

45°
They're safer below

than 
all-season 
tires

WINTER TIRES:
They're not just for snow

M–F  8 a.m. – 8 p.m. EST    SAT  8 a.m. – 5 p.m. EST



Service life / 13 mo/26,012 mi
Base price / $68,640  
Options / Preferred package 23T ($1,995: 
Harman Kardon audio, 19 speakers, floor-
mats), black-painted roof ($1,500), Brass 
Monkey forged wheels ($995), P Zero 
summer tires ($595) 
Price As tested / $73,725 Avg CO2 / 1.30 lb/mi
Problem Areas / None
Maintenance cost / $316 (4-oil change, 
inspection)  Normal-wear cost / $5,285 (5 
sets Pirelli P Zero tires, mount and balance) 
3-Year Residual Value* / $54,300 
Recalls / 1: Body-side sills might give when 
jacking car

Hellcat verdict? Aside from more, please? I spent 
12 months with the most ridiculous sedan on earth: 
707 horsepower divided by 365 is nearly 2 horse-
power per day. Is that the most ridiculous sentence 
I’ve ever written? 

But let’s get serious: Did I learn anything after 
26,012 miles seated in the deeply cushioned red 
barcaloungers that Dodge tries to pass off as 
bucket seats while averaging an almost respect-
able 14.9 mpg? I suppose you’d have to learn 
something—one entire elapsed year and all—but I 
have a hunch I learned the wrong lessons.  

Normally with a long-term verdict you’re 
supposed to ascertain whether something such 
as the $1,500 black-painted roof was a worthwhile 
optional expenditure. The problem is I didn’t really 
remember that this car even had a blacked-out roof 
until I checked the window sticker. Because unlike 

2016 Dodge Charger SRT Hellcat Jonny Lieberman

“Aside from the need 
to buy stock in tire 
companies, the Dodge 
Charger Hellcat has taught 
me that humans can miss 
inanimate objects. A lot.”

*IntelliChoice data; assumes  
42,000 miles at the end of three years

           REAL MPG CITY/HWY/COMB FUEL ECON 
         17.0/24.6/19.8 MPG

VERDICT |  Long- term test

regular cars, you don’t think about things like that 
when you’re living with a Hellcat. 

I did appreciate the $995 Brass Monkey wheels, 
but mostly because Licensed to Ill by the Beastie 
Boys was the third album I ever bought—the first 
two being In 3-D by Weird Al Yankovich and Raising 

Hell by Run DMC. I’m Gen X, yo. Even still, I’m not 
so sure I’d opt for the $1,995 19-speaker Harman 
Kardon sound system. Oh, who am I kidding—of 
course I would! Of note is the fact that although I 
might have chewed through five sets of tires (one 
short of my initial goal of six sets in a year), nothing 
on the car broke. No matter how viciously we 
treated the Hellcat with Motor Trend’s version of 
accelerated wear and tear, routine maintenance—
like changing out 8 quarts of synthetic oil every 
6,000 miles—was all the big red gal required. 

One takeaway from living with a Charger Hellcat 

I’ll miss playing 700 on the horsepower gauge.  
Long story short, you floor it and hopefully see “700.”
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How To: Fix Your Fatigue and 

Get More Energy
According to patients at the Center for Re-

storative Medicine, a discovery has com-

pletely transformed their lives. 

Founder and Director Dr. Steven Gun-

dry is a world-renowned heart surgeon, 

a best-selling author, and the personal 

physician to many celebrities. But his 

breakthrough could be the most important 

accomplishment of his career. 

Dr. Gundry has unveiled a simple — yet 

highly effective — solution to issues that 

plague millions of Americans over 40: 

low energy, low metabolism and constant 

fatigue.

“When you’re feeling low energy, that’s 

your body screaming HELP!” Dr. Gundry’s 

radical solution was inspired by a break-

through with a “hopeless” patient who had 

been massively overweight, chronically fa-

tigued and suffering from severely clogged 

arteries.

The secret to his breakthrough? “There 

are key ‘micronutrients’ missing from 

your diet,” Dr. Gundry said, “If you can 

replenish them in very high dosages, the 

results can be astonishing.”

This unorthodox philosophy is what led Dr. 

Gundry to create an at-home method for 

fatigue — which has since become re-

markably successful with his patients.

“They’re reporting natural, long-lasting 

energy without a ‘crash’ and they’re feeling 

slim, fit and active,” he revealed yesterday.

Dr. Gundry’s team released a compre-

hensive video presentation , so that the 

public can be educated as to exactly how 

it works. 

Watch the presentation here at 

www.NewEnergy47.com

Within just a few hours, this video had got-

ten thousands of hits, and is now consid-

ered to have gone viral. One viewer com-

mented: “If this works, it’s exactly what I’ve 

been praying for my whole life. I’ve never 

seen anything like this solution before…

the truth about my diet was shocking and 

eye-opening.”

It makes a lot of sense, and it sounds 

great in theory, but we’ll have to wait and 

see what the results are. Knowing Dr. 

Gundry, however, there is a great deal of 

potential.

See his presentation here at 

www.NewEnergy47.com



2016 Dodge Charger SRT Hellcat

POWERTRAIN/CHASSIS

DRIVETRAIN LAYOUT Front-engine, RWD
ENGINE TYPE Supercharged 90-deg V-8, 

iron block/alum heads

VALVETRAIN OHV, 2 valves/cyl
DISPLACEMENT 376.3 cu in/6,166cc
COMPRESSION RATIO 9.5:1
POWER (SAE NET) 707 hp @ 6,000 rpm
TORQUE (SAE NET) 650 lb-ft @ 4,800 rpm
REDLINE 6,250 rpm
WEIGHT TO POWER 6.4 lb/hp
TRANSMISSION 8-speed automatic
AXLE/FINAL-DRIVE RATIO 2.62:1/1.76:1
SUSPENSION, FRONT; REAR Control arms, coil springs, 

adj shocks, anti-roll bar; 
multilink, coil springs, adj 
shocks, anti-roll bar

STEERING RATIO 14.4:1
TURNS LOCK-TO-LOCK 2.5
BRAKES, F; R 15.4-in vented, grooved 

2-pc disc; 13.8-in vented, 
grooved disc, ABS

WHEELS 9.5 x 20 in forged  
aluminum

TIRES 275/40ZR20 106Y Pirelli 
P Zero

    DIMENSIONS

WHEELBASE 120.4 in
TRACK, F/R 64.0/63.7 in
LENGTH X WIDTH X HEIGHT 200.8 x 75.0 x 58.3 in
TURNING CIRCLE 38.5 ft
CURB WEIGHT 4,530 lb
WEIGHT DIST, F/R 57/43%
SEATING CAPACITY 5
HEADROOM, F/R 38.6/36.6 in
LEGROOM, F/R 41.8/40.1 in
SHOULDER ROOM, F/R 59.5/57.9 in
CARGO VOLUME 16.5 cu ft

     TEST DATA

ACCELERATION TO MPH Initial test (3,336 miles); 
retest (9,292 miles)

0-30 1.9; 1.7 sec
0-40 2.6; 2.4
0-50 3.3; 3.1
0-60 4.2; 3.8
0-70 5.2; 4.7
0-80 6.2; 5.7
0-90 7.1; 6.7
0-100 8.4; 8.1
PASSING, 45-65 MPH 1.7; 1.5
QUARTER MILE 12.1 sec @ 123.4 mph;  

11.9 sec @ 122.8 mph

BRAKING, 60-0 MPH 103; 105 ft
LATERAL ACCELERATION 0.93; 0.92 g (avg)
MT FIGURE EIGHT 24.4 sec @ 0.82 g (avg); 

24.6 sec @ 0.82 g (avg)

TOP-GEAR REVS @ 60 MPH 1,600 rpm

    CONSUMER INFO

BASE PRICE $68,640 
PRICE AS TESTED $73,725 
STABILITY/TRACTION 
CONTROL

Yes/Yes

AIRBAGS 7: Dual front, front side,  
f/r curtain, driver knee

BASIC WARRANTY 3 yrs/36,000 miles
POWERTRAIN WARRANTY 5 yrs/60,000 miles
ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE 5 yrs/100,000 miles
FUEL CAPACITY 18.5 gal
EPA CITY/HWY/COMB ECON 13/22/16 mpg
ENERGY CONS, CITY/HWY 259/153 kW-hrs/100 miles
CO2 EMISSIONS, COMB 1.22 lb/mile
REAL MPG, CITY/HWY/COMB 17.0/24.6/19.8 mpg 
RECOMMENDED FUEL Unleaded premium

is if you’re able to control your right foot, the thing 
drives like a normal car. You might be thinking, 
“Hey man, anything’s a normal car if you don’t 
drive it like you stole it.” That’s not true of many 
performance machines. Take the Alfa Romeo 4C. 
It’s never a normal car, ever! The same is true for a 
Viper, a Nissan GT-R, or a Lamborghini Aventador. 
But the Hellcat version of the Charger can do a 
close approximation of a $29,090 SE model. It’s 
roomy, it’s surprisingly comfortable, the Uconnect 
infotainment system works pretty much OK, and 
the back seats are good for three adults, fantastic 
for two. But if any of the above figures into your 
decision to go out and purchase a Charger 
Hellcat—a $73,725 purchase that I highly recom-
mend—you’re doing it wrong. 

You buy the four-door Hellcat with the shrieking 
supercharger so you can see the look on the guy’s 
face at the tire shop as he once again chisels 
molten rubber off your exhaust pipes. You get 
yourself a 707-hp Charger so that when you’re 
virtually parked in traffic you can relieve tension by 
spinning the back wheels a bit. Not a big, smoky 
burnout, but just enough to make everyone around 
you nervous. It helps both relieve the tension and 
break up the monotony. You buy yourself a Charger 
Hellcat because it’s as close to a concealed carry 
permit as there is in the automotive world. Just like 
having a .357 Magnum under your coat, you always 
know the immense power is there, inches away. 

There’s a tension to living with this car. Perhaps 
that’s what 12 months of Hellcat stewardship most 
taught me. It’s a constant tussle between you 
behaving like an upright citizen and four-wheeled, 
tail-out, tire-shredding anarchy. Do I have the 
strength to not pointlessly burn up a tank of gas 
today? It’s a moral struggle, a constant one. 

There’s going to be a time—and it’s coming 
sooner than many of you think—when you won’t 
be able to waltz down to your local neighbor-
hood Dodge dealer and drive away in a snarling, 
antisocial beast with a Satanized kitty cat head on 
the fender. Not only will cars be electric, but you’ll 
also be too busy InstaSnapTweeting to even want 
to drive them, assuming they’ll still let us. No one 
will speed, and cars most certainly will not burn 
out. I’m not saying the impending future is better 
or worse. I’m just saying it’s racing toward us. 
Quickly. The Hellcat, this Hellcat, any Hellcat, is a 
finger in the eye of that particular inevitability.  
Take a guess as to which finger. n

You buy a Hellcat because 
it’s as close to a concealed 
carry permit as there is in 
the automotive world.

Does the Hellcat’s 707-hp 
6.4-liter supercharged V-8 
belong in the engine hall of 

fame? Absolutely!
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CHAMPIONS

K1SPEED.COM | LOCATIONS NATIONWIDE

ARRIVE AND DRIVE | BIRTHDAY PARTIES | CORPORATE EVENTS

ONE LAP AT

A  T I M EBUILT

Available at these fine retailers        

Before After

Quickly 
dissolves oil 
stains from 
driveways, 
garages 
and parking 
areas.

Penetrates 
deep to lift 
the toughest 

stains - new 
or old.

Easy-to-Use: 
Apply, Scrub 

and Rinse.

Visit OilVanish.com

in participating stores

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
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The Leader in Performance Drilled & Slotted Rotors!

BRAKEWORLD.COM

WHOLESALE
PRICES!!

s�"%34�02)#%3
s�,!2'%34�3%,%#4)/.
s�'5!2!.4%%$�&)4-%.4
s�-/34�+./7,%$'%!",%�2%03

Toll Free: 866-272-5396
Shop on l ine 24/7 @ www.brakewor ld .com

Brake pads & rotors for all: Cars, Trucks, and SUVÕs

5LTRA�(IGH�1UALITY�2OTORS�BY� Brembo, Disc Italia, Xbrakes
s�#OOLER�"RAKES�s�,ONGER�2OTOR�,IFE�s�-ASSIVE�3TOPPING�0OWER

0ERFORMANCE�0ADS��!DVANCED�+EVLAR���#ERAMIC�0ADS
s�3UPER�1UIET���#LEAN�s�3HORTER�3TOPPING�$ISTANCE�
s�,ONGER�0AD�,IFE�s�./�",!#+�$534

3TAINLESS�3TEEL�"RAKE�,INES

K I N E K T . C O M (888) 600-8494 

GEAR
RING

855-637-8665
shop-mds.com

YOUR FIRST ORDER

Use Code: MOTORMDS

 20% 
OFF

QUALITY  
TOOLS & 
EQUIPMENT
AT THE BEST PRICES

BMW Since 1974. MINI since 2002.

800.535.2002 | BavAuto.com

BMW & MINI parts

n Free shipping over $150 (most orders)

n Free DIY video guides

n Free color catalogs 

THE WEDGE/RAMP COMBO

liberator.com

MotorTrendOnDemand.com

FOLLOW US: 
@motortrend 

#motortrend
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MAXIMIZE

YOUR 

POTENTIAL

Available for purchase with coupon in 
fi ne stores everywhere or online at:  

www.appliednutrition.com    
Enter Coupon Code:  013017

✁

 Consumer: Redeemable at retail locations only. Not valid for online or mail-order purchases. Retailer: 
Irwin Naturals will reimburse you for the face value plus 8 (cents) handling provided it is redeemed by 
a consumer at the time of purchase on the brand specifi ed. Coupons not properly redeemed will be void 
and held. Reproduction by any party by any means is expressly prohibited. Any other use constitutes 
fraud. Irwin Naturals reserves the right to deny reimbursement (due to misredemption activity) and/or 
request proof of purchase for coupon(s) submitted. Mail to: CMS Dept. 10363, Irwin Naturals, 1 Fawcett 
Drive, Del Rio, TX 78840. Cash value: .001 (cents). Void where taxed or restricted. ONE COUPON PER 
PURCHASE. Not valid for mail order/websites.  Retail only.

E XPIRES 01/ 31/18            MANUFACTURERS COUPON

SAVE $3

MAGNUM BLOOD-FLOW

SEXUAL PEAK PERFORMANCE

FOR MEN

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food & Drug Administration. 
This product  is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

VIAGRA STENDRA CIALIS

Free online medical review
by US Licensed Physicians

Only FDA-approved medications
to ensure your safety

Discreetly packaged with next day
delivery shipped directly to your
door by US Licensed Pharmacies

Over 500,000 customers since 1998

www.AccessRx.com

800-539-1964
ORDER NOW, ONLINE, BY PHONE OR MOBILE DEVICE  -  HABLAMOS ESPA„OL

www.ProPlusMed.com    

SEXCITER LIQUID 
Excites women better than Spanish fl y.

ATTRACT-A-MATE Human pheromone 
spray can make women desire you.

SUPER FORMULAS SPECIAL OFFER
Only $25.00 Each Or Select ONE FREE With Any Pro+Plus Liquid Order. 
Select Any THREE FREE With a One Year Supply of PRO+PLUS LIQUID.

Reach Your 

Maximum Potential

Individual results may vary. These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA.  This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

  PRO+PLUS ACCELERATOR CREAM $25.00 $
  SEXCITER LIQUID to Excite Women $25.00 $
  ATTRACT-A-MATE Pheromone to Attract Women $25.00 $

Name (Print.  I am over 18 and agree to the terms of ProPlusMed.com)

Address / City / State / Zip

Credit Card Number

Expires CVC Code

AdvancedOriginal Ultimate
Can gain up to 
50% in length

& width in 
2-3 months.

Can gain up to 50% 
in length & width in 

1-2 months.

30 Days plus 30 Days FREE  $50  $60  $80 $
60 Days plus 60 Days FREE  $90  $110  $140 $
Dr. Bross Recommends One Year Supply To Reach Your Maximum Potential.

 $170  $210  $240 $

Shipping, Rush Service and Insurance $20.00 VALUE ONLY $   14.95
Total Enclosed $V120

Mail Payment to: 

Avid Pro Medical Dept. 712MAA • Box 571030, Tarzana, CA 91357

  Check    Money Order    Cash

Results in 
3-4 months.

Credit Card Orders Call Toll Free Anytime • 24/7

1-800-378-4689
1-747-230-5000 • 9 am-5 pm PST (M-F) Se Habla Español

PRO+PLUS 
ACCELERATOR CREAM 
Can speed up the time it takes 
to get bigger by up to 50%. 
FREE WITH ONE YEAR SUPPLY OF 
PRO+PLUS LIQUID FORMULA

Dr. Bross advises erection size can be 3 inches 
bigger and can have enlargement for a lifetime 
when you continue to take PRO+PLUS LIQUID.  
PRO+PLUS ULTIMATE • Men of any age can 
achieve the highest success rate in 1 to 2 months. 

I’m Brenda,
My man takes the 
Pro+Plus Ultimate. 

Hear how he 
satisfi es me. 

(888) 242-0469

h Y

What a difference 
3 inches makes

PERMANENT LIFETIME ENLARGEMENT?
Works Faster Than Pills

Money Back Guarantee

Liquids absorb 98% and immediately 
goes into the body’s system.

PRO+PLUS ULTIMATE

does not contain Yohimbe 
or L-Arginine.
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Angus MacKenzie

Imagine it’s 1936 and you’re a 

Japanese engineer with a passion 

for sleek aircraft and fast automo-

biles. Imagine you’ve just seen, for 

the very first time, a low-slung Mercedes-Benz 

W25 grand prix racer, one of the original Silver 

Arrows. And then imagine what you’d want to do 

next. Infiniti turned that thought experiment into 

reality with the intriguing Prototype 9 concept it 

unveiled at the Pebble Beach Concours.

On the surface the Prototype 9 seems little 

more than a whimsical what if, a designer’s 

doodle made into metal, perhaps even a brazen 

attempt to build a creation legend for an auto-

maker that didn’t exist until a half a century after 

the era that defines its form. But like a samurai 

sword, the Prototype 9 is an object made up of 

hidden layers, wrapped in meaning.

From certain angles, it looks like a simple 

mashup: vintage Mercedes-Benz racer meets 

Infiniti design cues. All the Infiniti identity is at 

the front—the double-arch grille, the shark gills 

aft of the front wheels, the single-crease hood, 

and the pronounced bone lines running back to 

the cockpit—and it’s all executed in the 1930s 

idiom. The tapered tail, made from hand-beaten 

aluminum, and the 19-inch wire wheels are 

generic race car forms from the era, the sort of 

thing you’d see on a Talbot Lago or a Maserati. 

sweeper or powering it out of a tight hairpin 

on those axles and that skinny rubber. This is 

one electric car that would be anything but 

boring to drive fast. Which leads to a fasci-

nating thought: As mass-market automobility 

becomes the preserve of self-driving autono-

mous vehicles, is there a place for whimsical 

cars like this, cars that have absolutely nothing 

to do with transportation and everything to do 

with the art and fun of driving?

Infiniti design chief Alfonso Albaisa thinks 

so: “Why wouldn’t we make a hundred of 

them? Why wouldn’t we make a thousand?” 

Ironically, an EV powertrain—simple, compact, 

and the bête noire of automotive enthusi-

asts who believe their passion can only be 

powered by an internal combustion engine—

makes building cars like the Prototype 9 a lot 

more feasible.

So, imagine it’s 2019 or 2020 and you’re on 

the streets of New York, Berlin, or Paris for a 

round of the Formula E Championship. Now 

imagine that while the sleek, state-of-the-art 

Formula E racers are being readied for their 

next event, you’re watching 10 or 20 Prototype 

9s duke it out on the track, the drivers all arms 

and elbows as they wrestle with the vintage 

technology that’s (loosely) connecting them 

to the tarmac. 

Sounds like fun to me. n

What makes the synapses snap toward the 

Silver Arrow when you first view the Prototype 

9 from the side or the rear is its color: German 

racing silver. Painted in traditional Japanese F1 

racing livery—white with red roundels—it would 

become much more its own car. (Of course, 

Japan wasn’t given national racing colors until 

the 1960s, but hey, this is a thought experiment.)

The really interesting stuff, though, is under-

neath that retro skin.

Prototype 9 is powered by a new genera-

tion of the Nissan Leaf electric motor, which is 

mounted in the tail and drives the rear wheels. 

It makes 148 hp and 236 lb-ft of torque—grunt 

enough, says Infiniti, to propel the 1,962-pound 

concept from 0 to 60 mph in less than 5.5 

seconds. Top speed is currently limited to 105 

mph, down from a theoretical maximum of close 

to 140 mph. The 30-kW-hr battery pack stacked 

ahead of the driver should, Infiniti claims, allow 

for about 20 minutes of hard track driving. 

Those performance numbers might not 

sound impressive in the context of a Tesla 

P100D. But think of them in the context of the 

Prototype 9’s leading-arm solid front axle and De 

Dion rear axle—both suspended by transverse 

leaf springs—and its 19-inch wheels wrapped 

in tall, vintage-section cross-ply tires. Imagine 

hustling the Prototype 9 through a 100-mph 

PAST PERFECT
MODERN AND VINTAGE TECH MEET TO 
MAKE A NEW TYPE OF DRIVER’S CAR

Like a samurai sword,  
the Prototype 9 is an object 

made up of hidden layers, 
wrapped in meaning.

TheBig Picture



THAT BOSS

Switch to GEICO and save money for the things you love.

Maybe it’s maintaining that vintage classic you own. Or the lease on the new one. Cars are what you 

love – and they don’t come cheap. So switch to GEICO, because you could save 15% or more on car 

insurance. And that would help make the things you love that much easier to get.

WON’T PAY
FOR ITSELF.

Some discounts, coverages, payment plans and features are not available in all states or all GEICO companies. Homeowners and renters coverages are written through non-affiliated insurance companies and are

secured through the GEICO Insurance Agency, Inc. Boat and PWC coverages are underwritten by GEICO Marine Insurance Company. Motorcycle and ATV coverages are underwritten by GEICO Indemnity Company.

GEICO is a registered service mark of Government Employees Insurance Company, Washington, D.C. 20076; a Berkshire Hathaway Inc. subsidiary. © 2017 GEICO

Auto • Home • Rent • Cycle • Boat

geico.com    |    1-800-947-AUTO (2886)    |    local office



DRIVING MATTERS
®

“EXQUISITE”
-Joshua S., Hurst, TX

A L L - N E W  M A Z D A  C X - 5

How do you enhance the already bold, distinctive 

lines of the all-new Mazda CX-5? By crafting

Soul Red Crystal Metallic, a new signature paint 

that achieves an even higher level of energy

and vividness. With one glance, Joshua had just 

one word to describe it all. Why do we create 

such alluring details? Because Driving Matters. 

2017 Mazda CX-5 Grand Touring available in Soul Red Crystal Metallic


